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Background: Infantile beriberi, a consequence of maternal thiamin deficiency, is not 
uncommon in Cambodia. The Cambodian diet consists largely of thiamin-poor, polished 
white rice and contains few thiamin-rich foods. 
Objectives: 1) Determine the thiamin status, assessed by erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate 
concentration (eTDP), among Cambodian women of childbearing age; 2) develop a stable 
and acceptable thiamin-fortified fish sauce; and 3) test the efficacy of thiamin-fortified 
fish sauce to increase eTDP among two groups in rural Cambodia: i) women and their 
youngest child aged 12-59 mo, and ii) pregnant and lactating women and their breastfed 
infants.  
Methods: eTDP was determined in samples of women 20-45 y from Prey Veng (n=121) 
and Phnom Penh (n=117), Cambodia, and for comparison, Canada (n=47). Thiamin 
stability in fish sauce was assessed under various conditions, and acceptability was 
determined through sensory evaluation. Women (18-45 y; n=354, 276 non-pregnant and 
non-lactating, and 78 pregnant and lactating) and their families in Prey Veng, Cambodia 
were randomized to: control, low (LC, 2 g/L) or high (HC, 8 g/L) concentration thiamin-
fortified fish sauce. 
Results: Mean ± SD eTDP was significantly lower among women in Prey Veng (149 ± 
36 nM) than Phnom Penh (156 ± 32 nM), which, in turn, was lower than in Vancouver, 
(179 ± 37 nM; P<0.05). Thiamin was stable in fish sauce, and accepted by Cambodian 
women. Among non-pregnant women, endline eTDP (mean; 95% CI) was higher among 
those in LC (232; 220, 244 nM) and HC (231; 219, 244 nM) groups versus control (175; 
163, 188 nM; P<0.001). Similar results were found in children (P<0.05). Endline eTDP 
was higher among lactating mothers in LC (276; 246, 306 nM) and HC (238; 207, 268 
nM) groups versus control (194; 163, 224 nM; P<0.05). Infants of mothers in HC group 
had higher eTDP (257; 215, 298 nM; P<0.05) versus LC (205; 175, 235 nM) and control 
(181; 153, 210 nM) groups.  
Conclusions: Thiamin-fortified fish sauce is an efficacious means of improving dietary 
thiamin intake and biochemical thiamin status in rural Cambodia, and as such highlights 
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Chapter 1: Introduction, literature review, and research objectives and 
hypotheses 
1.1 Introduction 
Infantile beriberi, a disease caused by thiamin (vitamin B1) deficiency, remains a public 
health concern in Cambodia and other parts of Southeast Asia. Infantile beriberi usually 
presents during the exclusive breastfeeding period and without treatment commonly 
results in death within hours of clinical presentation. The Cambodian diet is low in 
thiamin, consisting mostly of thiamin-poor, polished white rice. Low maternal thiamin 
intake directly impacts breast milk thiamin content, putting exclusively breastfed infants 
at risk of thiamin deficiency and infantile beriberi. Therefore, maternal thiamin intake 
must be improved to prevent infantile beriberi. Food fortification is an inexpensive, 
sustainable, and passive means of improving the diet when micronutrients are lacking. 
Fish sauce could be an ideal vehicle for thiamin fortification as it is a popular condiment 
consumed by most Cambodians, and is already being used for iron fortification.  
 
What follows is a review of the literature, followed by four chapters outlining the results 
of my doctoral research. Chapter 2 reports results of a cross-sectional study highlighting 
the low biochemical thiamin status among rural Cambodian women of childbearing age. 
In Chapter 3, I detail the formulation and evaluation of thiamin-fortified fish sauce, 
reporting on thiamin stability and consumer acceptability. Chapters 4 and 5 report the 
results of two concurrent double-blind randomized controlled efficacy trials of thiamin-
fortified fish sauce. The first included non-pregnant, non-lactating women of childbearing 
age (18-45 y) and their youngest children 12-59 mo, and the second included a group of 
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pregnant and lactating women (18-45 y) and their newborn infants. The results of these 
chapters, as well as next steps and future directions for further research, are discussed in 
Chapter 6.  
 
1.2 Literature review 
1.2.1 Cambodia 
Cambodia is a rice-growing country in Southeast Asia, bordering Thailand, Vietnam, and 
Laos (1). Home to 13.4 million people, 80% of Cambodians live in rural areas; the capital 
city of Phnom Penh only has a population of 1.3 million people (1). Cambodia has a 
tumultuous history. Cambodia was a French colony until it gained independence in 1953. 
In 1975, Pol Pot led the Khmer Rouge regime (known locally as Pak Kommunis 
Kampuchea) in overthrowing the government. Over the next four years (1975-1979) the 
ensuing genocide resulted in an estimated two million deaths (approximately one quarter 
of the Cambodian population) both from execution and indirectly due to starvation and 
disease (2). Cambodia became a constitutional monarchy after the first free elections 
were held under the supervision of the United Nations Transitional Authority in 1993 (1). 
Despite political stability since 1993, Cambodia remains one of the least economically 
developed countries in Asia, with a per capita gross domestic product of ~US$800, and 
an estimated 28% of the population living under the poverty line (1).  
 
Small-scale subsistence rice farming is the main economic activity in Cambodia (1), so 
food security is tightly linked with rice production. In the wet season (May to October), 
heavy rains provide ideal rice-producing conditions, while extremely dry conditions and 
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lack of irrigation limit rice production in the dry season (<10% of total Cambodian 
production; November to February) (3). Beyond household consumption, the marketing 
of rice for cash as well as other commodities make rice the major driver of household 
economic status, especially around harvest at the end of the wet season (3). Food 
insecurity, defined as the inability to acquire nutritionally adequate, safe, and acceptable 
foods in a socially acceptable way (4) is common in Cambodia. A recent survey of 900 
households in Prey Veng province, Cambodia found that only 18% of households were 
food secure (5). The same study highlighted low dietary diversity: the mean Household 
Dietary Diversity Scale score (out of 12) was 4.7 (5). Both food insecurity and poor 
dietary diversity increase the risk of malnutrition and, in turn, poor health outcomes (6). 
In Cambodia, malnutrition typically manifests as ‘hidden hunger’, a term coined to refer 
malnutrition caused by micronutrient deficiencies while energy intake is adequate (7). 
Recent analysis of 2011 Food and Agriculture Organization food balance sheets estimate 
that milled (white, polished) rice makes up 1520 of the 2411 kcal/day per capita, or 63% 
of daily energy intake (8), so while people are not hungry in the traditional sense 
(inadequate energy intake), the low micronutrient content of rice means that 
micronutrient deficiency diseases remain prevalent.  
 
One commonly employed malnutrition-related health indicator is childhood mortality; 
indeed Sustainable Development Goal 3.2 aims to end all preventable mortality of 
newborns and children under 5 years by 2030 (9). In 2013, post-neonatal mortality (death 
between 29-364 days) was 15.6 deaths per 1,000 live births in Cambodia (10). While 
high, this is a vast improvement as infant mortality (defined as death before the first 
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birthday) was 95 deaths per 1,000 live births in Cambodia in 2000 (1). However, this is 
higher than both the 2013 regional estimate of 7.9 deaths per 1,000 live births in 
Southeast Asia, and the current global estimate of 13.2 deaths per 1,000 live births (10). 
Therefore, there is room for improvement in infant mortality prevention in Cambodia. A 
portion of these infant deaths in Cambodia can be attributed to infantile beriberi (11,12), 
a ‘hidden hunger’ disease in infants caused by thiamin (vitamin B1) deficiency. 
 
1.2.2 Thiamin 
Thiamin is an essential micronutrient required for normal human metabolism (13). 
Thiamin is found in four forms: thiamin, thiamin monophosphate (TMP), thiamin 
diphosphate (TDP), and thiamin triphosphate (TTP) (see Figure 1-1) (14). TDP is the 
biologically active derivative of thiamin (see 
Figure 1-2 for conversion). TDP plays a major role in glucose metabolism and cellular 
energy generation (13), and is also responsible for maintaining normal mitochondrial 
structure and function (15). TDP is a co-factor for 24 metabolic enzymes; of key 
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importance are pyruvate dehydrogenase and α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase, which aid in 
the formation of acetyl-CoA and succinyl-CoA, respectively, for use in the Krebs cycle 
(14,16). TDP is a co-factor with transketolase in the pentose phosphate pathway, where it 
forms intermediates that can be channeled into the glycolysis pathway for energy 
production (13,17,18). Figure 1-3 summarizes the role of TDP in these pathways. As a 
co-factor in these cellular energy-forming pathways, thiamin is required for any 
conversion of glucose, or simple carbohydrates, to useable energy in humans (15). TDP 
also plays a major role in the central nervous system, modulating neuronal and 
neuromuscular transmissions (19). 
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1.2.2.1 Thiamin absorption, transport, and metabolism  
Thiamin is a water-soluble vitamin and, as such, is not stored long-term in any tissue 
(13). Free thiamin is absorbed in the small intestine via two concentration-dependent 
mechanisms: below 1 μM, thiamin is transported through an active, carrier-mediated, 
sodium-dependent mechanism; at higher concentrations thiamin is absorbed via passive 
diffusion (20). While the majority of thiamin is absorbed in the jejunum (13) thiamin is 
absorbed throughout the gastrointestinal tract (20); colonic microbiota also synthesize 
considerable thiamin and TDP, both of which are absorbed via a sodium-independent, 
pH-sensitive, carrier mediated process in the colon (15). Once absorbed, phosphorylated 
thiamin undergoes transport to the liver via portal blood (13), mediated by SLC19A2 or 
SLC19A3 (14). Excess non-protein-bound plasma thiamin is rapidly dephosphorylated, 
filtered by glomerulus, and cleared by the kidneys (21). Little is known about the 
transport and incorporation of thiamin into breast milk.  
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Figure 1-3: Thiamin diphosphate (TDP) as a co-factor in cellular energy-producing pathways glycolysis, the Kreb’s Cycle, and the 
Pentose Phosphate Pathway.
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TDP is the most abundant derivative in human tissue, making up nearly 90% of total 
body thiamin (20). Healthy adults have an estimated total body thiamin content of 25-30 
mg (13), found mostly in the brain and skeletal muscle (22). At high doses only a small 
portion of thiamin is absorbed (23), and of that little is retained (21). For instance, a 
single oral dose of thiamin higher than approximately 2.5 to 5 mg has been shown to go 
largely unabsorbed in healthy adults (20). An experimental thiamin supplementation 
study among six healthy, thiamin-replete Canadian males in the 1960s found 21% 
absorption of a 2.5 mg thiamin dose, but decreased absorption at higher doses: 9% and 
4% absorption of 5 mg and 20 mg doses, respectively (23). Of the thiamin that is 
absorbed, little is retained. An Australian study found that, among 6 test volunteers (22-
43 y; n=3 men and 3 women) who consumed a 11 mg dose of thiamin hydrochloride, 
there was rapid active excretion of excess plasma thiamin in the urine (21). However, 
rapid metabolism and turnover of this vitamin, with a biological half-life between 9 and 
18 days (24), necessitates regular dietary intake (13).  
 
1.2.3 Dietary thiamin requirements 
1.2.3.1 Women of childbearing age 
The Institute of Medicine’s recommended dietary allowance (RDA) for thiamin was 
established based on few studies with small sample sizes using outdated analytical 
techniques (studies conducted between 1940s-80s) (18). The heaviest weighting of 
evidence for the thiamin DRIs was placed on a thiamin depletion-repletion study 
conducted among only seven men (age unknown) in a metabolic unit in the late 1970s, 
using urinary thiamin excretion as the biomarker (18,25). As such, the DRIs should be 
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considered under this context. The EAR and RDA for thiamin for women aged 19-50 y is 
0.9 mg/d and 1.1 mg/d, respectively (18), however the Canadian Community Health 
Survey data indicate that usual thiamin intake among women of childbearing age is much 
higher at 1.48 mg/d (aged 19-50 y) (26). During pregnancy and lactation the DRIs were 
calculated to allow for a 10% increase for higher energy utilization in pregnancy and 
increased energy costs for milk production in lactation, increasing the RDA to 1.4 
mg/day (18). During the third trimester of pregnancy, thiamin is preferentially 
sequestered by the fetus (27): umbilical cord blood of thiamin-replete mothers has up to 
three times higher thiamin concentrations than maternal blood at birth (28). This 
sequestration highlights the importance of adequate maternal thiamin intake, especially 
during the latter stages of pregnancy, to allow for a build up of infant stores in utero. 
During lactation, increased maternal thiamin requirements ensure adequate growth and 
development of the infant (29,30). Lactating women transfer an estimated 0.16 mg 
thiamin daily to breast milk, and additional thiamin is required by the mother herself to 
meet increased energy needs for milk production (18).  
 
There is no tolerable upper intake level (UL) for thiamin because there have been no 
reports of adverse effects of excess thiamin intake (17,18), probably because absorption 
declines rapidly at dietary intakes at and above 5 mg (20,23) and excess thiamin is 
excreted in urine (21). Indeed, some daily over-the-counter supplements can contain 50 
mg thiamin (18) or more, greatly exceeding the RDA.  
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Southeast Asian-specific dietary thiamin recommendations are identical to those noted 
above, except for needs during lactation (18,31). The Southeast Asian RDA for lactating 
women is 1.5 mg/day: in addition to the 1.1 mg/day for women of childbearing age, 
increased thiamin needs of 0.2 mg  (transferred to milk) and 0.2 mg (increased needs for 
for milk production) were estimated (31). However, the Institute of Medicine 
recommends 1.4 mg/day as it estimates only 0.1 mg/day requirements for milk 
production (18).  
 
1.2.3.2 Infants 
Since there have been no documented reports of full-term, exclusively breastfed 
American or Canadian infants developing beriberi, the Institute of Medicine set an 
adequate intake (AI) for thiamin for infants aged 0-6 months using observed thiamin 
intakes by exclusively breastfed infants consuming milk from healthy, purportedly 
thiamin-replete mothers (18). AIs are developed when there is not sufficient evidence 
available to establish an estimated average requirement (EAR) and RDA, and are 
expected to meet or exceed the needs of individuals in that age group (18). Using an 
observed mean thiamin concentration of 210 μg/L in milk produced by well-nourished 
American mothers (n=24) in the 1980s (32–34), and estimating infants of this age 
consumed 780 mL milk/day, the Institute of Medicine set the thiamin AI for infants aged 
0-6 mo at 200 μg thiamin/day (18). This AI is contentious due to the small sample size of 
women used to set this AI, and likely suboptimal (outdated) analytical techniques (35); 
see 1.2.6.2 Breast milk, below. 
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1.2.4 Dietary thiamin sources and anti-thiamin factors 
Thiamin is found in a wide range of foods, but is particularly high in whole grain 
products, legumes, soy, beans, pork, and organ meats (13). In North America, wheat flour 
is enriched with thiamin to offset processing losses (36,37), and other foods, including 
ready-to-eat breakfast cereals, are fortified with thiamin voluntarily. The thiamin content 
of these high-thiamin foods (and thiamin-poor alternatives) can be found in Table 1-1.  
 
Table 1-1: Thiamin content of select foods 
Food Thiamin content (mg/100g)1 
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes (fortified breakfast cereal) 1.34 
Pork loin (cooked) 0.599 
Bread  
     Whole wheat bread 0.522 
     White bread (thiamin enriched) 0.510 
Beef liver (broiled) 0.194 
Tofu (fried) 0.170 
Red lentils (boiled) 0.169 
Kidney beans (cooked) 0.160 
Beef kidney (simmered) 0.160 
Rice  
     Brown rice (cooked) 0.102 
     White rice (cooked) 0.020 
1 Values derived from National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference (Release 28, 
software v.2.3.4.2), United States Department of Agriculture Agricultural Research 
Service. 
 
Thiamin is sensitive to neutral and alkaline pH, oxygen, light, and heat (38), as well as 
exposure to thiaminases (enzymes that degrade thiamin) (39). In addition, thiamin 
absorption and metabolism can be disrupted by the presence of anti-thiamin factors. 
There are three types of anti-thiamin factors: thiaminase, polyphenols (namely tannins), 
and catechols (39). Thiaminase, an enzyme that degrades thiamin, was the first 
‘antivitamin’ to be discovered, in the 1930s (40). Found in several fish species as well as 
clams and crabs, thiaminase cleaves thiamin at its methylene linkage (39,40). However, 
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thiaminase is heat-liable, so thiaminase-containing foods are only a risk when consumed 
raw (13). Unfortunately, prahoc, a fermented fish paste that is often viewed as the second 
most important food in Cambodia after rice, is eaten both cooked and raw (41). Gallic 
acid-containing tannins, such as those found in tea and betel nuts, destroy thiamin under 
neutral and basic conditions (39). The anti-thiamin effects of these tannins can be 
prevented by delaying contact with tannins (i.e. consuming tea hours after a thiamin-
containing meal, rather than during) (42), or by cooking with ascorbic acid to lower pH 
(39). In Cambodia, betel nut chewing has lost popularity due to permanent staining of 
teeth, however some women chew betel during pregnancy to alleviate morning sickness 
(43). Finally, catechols, found in green coffee beans, sunflower seeds, and bracken fern 
also have anti-thiamin activity (40), but these are not common in the Cambodian diet.  
 
1.2.5 Rice as a dietary staple 
As shown in Table 1-1, white rice is a poor source of thiamin because thiamin is found 
only in the outer husk and bran, the vast majority of which is removed during the milling 
process (44). Further polishing removes any remaining traces of thiamin from the rice as 
only the thiamin-poor endosperm remains (45). This is problematic because in most rice-
consuming cultures globally, well-milled, polished white rice is preferred (44,46) for 
several reasons: organoleptic qualities, white rice as a status symbol (45), and because 
removal of the lipid-rich outer bran increases shelf-life (44). In Cambodia, brown rice is a 
food traditionally consumed by prisoners and livestock (i.e. fish, pigs); as such, white rice 
is preferred.  
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Parboiling, a process of soaking and steaming rice before milling, is one means of 
improving the thiamin content of white rice (44). While originally employed to aid in de-
husking (bran is softer to grind through hand milling), this process forces thiamin and 
other B vitamins from the bran into the endosperm during the soaking step (45). 
Unfortunately parboiling rice is not commonplace in Asia because traditionally this 
process resulted in a musty aftertaste caused by mold growth over long-term solar drying 
(45). Even today, with parboiled rice being dried in commercial driers (hence no musty 
taste), the parboiled rice remains out of favour because this processing causes a darkening 
of the endosperm, decreasing consumer acceptability (44).   
 
As noted above, thiamin is required for carbohydrate metabolism, therefore high 
consumption of carbohydrates (such as polished white rice) increases thiamin 
requirements (14). A short-term trial in 12 healthy Austrians (n=6 women, 6 men) 
reported significantly lower plasma and urine thiamin concentrations when diets moved 
from 55% carbohydrate (control diet) to 65% (4 day exposure) and 75% carbohydrates (4 
day exposure), while keeping other factors constant (i.e. thiamin intake, diet, exercise), 
indicating higher thiamin usage at increased carbohydrate intakes (47). Higher 
requirements have been reported in the field as well: a 1988 outbreak of beriberi among 
140 people in The Gambia highlighted important links between manual labour, high 
consumption of carbohydrates, and thiamin deficiency (48). Beriberi prevalence was 
three times higher among men compared to women, and one third of those men affected 
were aged 20-29 y. The outbreak occurred during the ‘hungry season’ (the time between 
last season’s food running out and the start of the current year’s harvest), so researchers 
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attributed the disproportionate number of young men affected to a combination of a 
heavy workload with high consumption of imported, polished white rice (48). Cambodian 
women face similar circumstances: physical labour is required to maintain the homestead, 
and approximately 60% of dietary energy is thought to come from polished white rice 
(8).   
 
1.2.6 Assessment of thiamin status 
1.2.6.1 Blood 
Erythrocyte transketolase activity coefficient (ETKac) is widely regarded as the best 
functional indicator of thiamin deficiency (17,18). TDP is a cofactor with transketolase in 
the pentose phosphate pathway (which takes place in erythrocytes), and therefore 
measuring the activity of transketolase before and after the addition of excess TDP 
reveals the original level of TDP saturation within the erythrocytes, indicating thiamin 
adequacy. If the cells had sufficient TDP, the ETKac would not change after the addition 
of excess TDP, and an ETKac ratio of 1 would be calculated. If the erythrocytes were 
originally deficient in thiamin, then the addition of excess TDP would increase ETKac, 
and the ETKac ratio would rise above 1 (17,18) (see Figure 1-4). ETKac >1.25 is 
commonly used as a cut-off for thiamin deficiency (18).  
 
Figure 1-4: Principle of erythrocyte transketolase activity coefficient (ETKac) assay 
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Although ETKac is regarded as the best indicator of thiamin status because it provides a 
functional measure of thiamin, this test has several downfalls including poor inter-assay 
precision, and the rapid inactivation of transketolase during sample processing and 
storage (49). In addition, there have been reports of this assay underreporting activity 
coefficients among chronically deficient populations (1,19). 
 
To address these shortcomings, an alternate method is now more commonly used to 
measure TDP directly: high performance liquid chromatography with a fluorescent 
detector (HPLC-FLD) (49,51). The vast majority (95%) of thiamin in blood is present as 
TDP (52), and it depletes at approximately the same rate as other tissues (18,53), making 
it an ideal candidate for measurement. TDP is stable in blood for at least 24 hr at room 
temperature, and for up to 7 months at -70°C (49). HPLC also yields high inter-assay 
precision, and can be easily standardized with commercially available TDP. TDP 
measurement with HPLC-FLD also correlates well with ETKac (49). However, direct 
assessment of blood thiamin makes interpreting results more difficult as compared to a 
functional measure because the TDP available for use remains unknown.  
 
Indeed, interpretive criteria for sufficient thiamin status using erythrocyte TDP (eTDP) is 
still unclear as cut-offs vary widely (17). The Institute of Medicine defines thiamin 
deficiency as eTDP < 70 nM (18); however this guideline is based on values from one 
group of Dutch blood donors (n=98) in the 1980s (18,54). Interestingly, these cut-off 
values are described by the Institute of Medicine as ‘erythrocyte thiamin’ (18), but in the 
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original report are referred to as cut-offs for ‘whole blood or red cells’ (54). These terms 
should not be used interchangeably; if these cut-offs are based on whole blood analysis, 
the erythrocyte cut-offs should be ~40% higher (taking into account the hematocrit). 
Wilkinson and colleagues put forth a much higher cut-off for suboptimal thiamin in 
erythrocytes of <140 nM; this was calculated as a reference limit for the bottom 2.5% of 
healthy New Zealander blood donors (n unknown) (55). An even higher cut-off of <148 
mM has been suggested as it is at the lower range of ‘normal’ among British adults 
(17,56). In practice, reference ranges of eTDP vary widely. A study among British 
adolescents aged 13-14 y (n=35 girls, 19 boys) reported eTDP (mean [range]) of 227 nM 
(101-950) and 206 nM (120-445) among girls and boys, respectively (56). Among a 
sample of healthy British laboratory staff (n=29 male, 16 female) aged 20-60 y, mean 
eTDP was 174 nM (52). In Cambodia, Coats et al reported whole blood TDP adjusted for 
hematocrit (eTDP equivalent) of 150 nM (95% CI: 134, 166; n=27) among a group of 
healthy lactating mothers (11). Unfortunately, to the best of my knowledge, there are no 
known reference ranges for healthy, thiamin-replete, non-pregnant, non-lactating 
Cambodian women of childbearing age.  
 
1.2.6.2 Breast milk 
Three thiamin vitamers are found in human milk: thiamin, TMP (which is present in 
highest concentrations), and TDP (57). For the last 60 years, thiamin concentrations in 
milk have been measured using the thiochrome method, wherein a derivatizing agent is 
used to alter the molecular structure of thiamin (2 rings, see Figure 1-1) to thiochrome (3 
rings), which fluoresces (35). More recently, researchers have built upon this method by 
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embedding the thiochrome derivatization within online pre- or post-column HPLC-FLD, 
allowing for precise and highly repeatable measurements (35). The same advantages of 
TDP measurement in blood with HPLC-FLD apply to breast milk.  
 
As noted in 1.2.3.2 Dietary thiamin requirements (infants), the AI for thiamin for infants 
aged 0-6 mo is 200 μg/d. It is important to note, however, that the AI is contentious as 
more recent reports of breast milk thiamin concentrations are lower than these estimates, 
likely due to improvements in analytical techniques for quantification of thiamin in 
biological samples during the past 35 years (35). For instance, a recent report of median 
(range) total thiamin concentrations in mature milk (≥2 weeks) from women worldwide 
highlighted wide variation in breast milk thiamin concentrations by region, with no group 
approaching 210 μg/L: Cameroon, 116 μg/L (86-221; n=5); China, 31 μg/L (15-127; 
n=5); India, 11 μg/L (4-75; n=24); Malawi, 21 μg/L (2-152; n=18); United States, 37 
μg/L (5-66; n=28) (58). In addition, infant breast milk consumption changes with age 
(59). More research is required to better understand the usual thiamin content, measured 
using valid and reliable analytical techniques, of breast milk produced by healthy, 
thiamin-replete, and overall well-nourished mothers of infants aged 0-6 mo. 
 
1.2.7 Thiamin deficiency and beriberi 
1.2.7.1 Thiamin deficiency 
Thiamin deficiency manifests with several different clinical presentations, in adults as 
wet, dry, and Shoshin beriberi, and Wernicke encephalopathy (Wernicke-Korsakoff 
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syndrome), and in infants as infantile beriberi (13). Clinical presentations of these 
different forms of thiamin deficiency can be found in Table 1-2.  
 
Table 1-2: Clinical presentation of thiamin deficiency 
 Clinical Presentation References 
Dry beriberi x peripheral neuropathy with symmetric, 
bilateral impairment of motor functions in 
distal limbs, most notably legs 
x paresthesia of feet and toes, calf muscle 
tenderness  
x acute encephalopathy 
(13,60,61) 
Wet beriberi x high cardiac output 
x tachycardia 
x cardiomegaly, right ventricular hypertrophy 
x vasodilation in the extremities 
x sweating, warm skin 
x renal water retention, leading to edema 
x heart failure 
(13,60,62,63) 




x associated with chronic, excessive alcohol 
intake 
x ataxic gait 
x loss of ocular control (ophthalmoplegia, 
nystagmus) 
x confusion, memory impairment 
x peripheral neuropathy 
(13,64,65) 
Infantile beriberi x presents among breastfed infants aged 2-4 mo 
x dysphonia (distinctive hoarse cry) 
x tachypnea and dyspnea, tachycardia 
x cardiomegaly, right ventricular hypertrophy 
x hepatomegaly 
x heart failure 
x anorexia, vomiting, oliguria 




As a vitamin deficiency disease beriberi is reversible, however if left untreated it has 
serious consequences (13,65,68): without treatment, Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome 
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causes long-term, irreversible memory damage (65), and infants can die of infantile 
beriberi within hours of clinical presentation without rapid thiamin administration (68).  
 
Interestingly, humans are much more sensitive to thiamin deficiency than animals: 
thiamin concentrations of human brains are much lower than other animals, potentially 
highlighting the sensitivity of thiamin deficiency in humans compared to other species, 
most notably rodents (22). In addition, unlike rodents, who have a large hepatic thiamin 
storage capacity, humans have limited storage of thiamin (22) with stores depleting on a 
thiamin-free diet within two weeks (31).    
 
1.2.7.2 Historical context 
Beriberi has a long history in the medical literature, with references found in Chinese 
medical texts as early as 2600 BC (45,68). However, it was not until the 1880s that 
beriberi underwent systematic investigation. Kanehiro Takaki, a surgeon in the Japanese 
navy, became interested in kakké (Japanese term for beriberi) after estimating that three 
quarters of the patients in the Tokyo Naval Hospital were suffering from this disease 
when he began his tenure in 1870 (45). Takaki studied medical records from all the 
Japanese naval ships, and identified that there was no pattern in kakké prevalence or 
mortality based on ship population density, routes, or weather. As such, he turned to diet, 
conducting controlled dietary experiments on naval vessels. Takaki postulated 
nitrogen/protein deficiency was the cause of kakké after noting the higher quality of 
British and German naval meals, so replaced some of the white rice with meat, condensed 
milk, bread, and vegetables on Japanese naval ships. Although his nitrogen hypothesis 
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was incorrect, the replacement of thiamin-poor white rice with thiamin-rich foods 
eradicated kakké mortality in the Japanese navy by 1887 (45). During the same time 
period, Christiaan Eijkman conducted a series of experiments with chickens in the Dutch 
East Indies (69). Eijkman showed that consumption of white rice caused beriberi among 
chickens, while brown rice consumption prevented the disease (69). It is worth noting, 
however, that beriberi was not confined to the Dutch East Indies (modern-day Indonesia) 
or Japan. As noted above, beriberi was long known as kakké in Japan, which is actually 
translated from the Chinese term for ‘leg disease’ (45); in Java, Dutch physician Jacobus 
Bonitus first described the disease as beriberi, which translates to ‘sheep’ in local 
language, in reference to patients’ tottering, knee-shaking gait (45,60). As early as 1913, 
beriberi was treated with an extract derived from rice polishings in the Philippines (45).  
 
Beyond beriberi, thiamin itself is also of historical note due to several ‘firsts’: thiamin 
was the first vitamin to be isolated and synthesized. Casimir Funk isolated the ‘anti-
beriberi’ factor from rice bran in 1911 and dubbed it ‘vitamine’ (60), and in 1936 R. R. 
Williams identified the correct chemical structure of thiamin and successfully synthesized 
it in the lab (69).    
 
1.2.8 Infantile beriberi in Southeast Asia: a disease of white rice consumption 
After the discovery of thiamin and its role in the prevention and treatment of beriberi, this 
disease became relatively uncommon until an outbreak of infantile beriberi in refugee 
camps on the Thai-Burmese border in the 1980s (68,70). Between 1987 and 1990, 40% 
of the extremely high 18% infant mortality among Karen infants residing in these refugee 
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camps could be attributed to infantile beriberi, despite access to high quality antenatal 
care (68). This was surprising to healthcare practitioners as reports of beriberi among 
adults were rare. Researchers went on to show that women did not have a thiamin-rich 
diet, and were exposed to several thiamin antagonists: diets consisted of polished white 
rice and fermented fish paste, and betel nut chewing was extremely common (79% of 
women; 92% of whom chewed betel nuts within one hour of a meal) (68).  
 
Mothers with low dietary thiamin intake and/or poor biochemical thiamin status produce 
breast milk low in thiamin, putting their infants at risk of developing thiamin deficiency 
and infantile beriberi (57). Infantile beriberi presents in breastfed infants aged two to four 
months consuming thiamin-poor breast milk from thiamin deficient mothers (13,57). 
With recommendations that breast milk be the sole source of nutrition for infants under 6 
months (71), maternal dietary thiamin intake must be improved to prevent infantile 
beriberi and related mortality (45). 
 
Infantile beriberi was addressed in the Karen refugee camps through perinatal maternal 
thiamin supplementation, as well as intramuscular thiamin administration to infants 
presenting with clinical symptoms (68,72). Similarly, supplementation of thiamin 
deficient lactating women has been shown to improve breast milk thiamin concentrations 
during research projects in rural Cambodia (73), the Gambia (74), and India (75).  
 
While infantile beriberi was addressed in these refugee camps, it remains an often-
overlooked cause of infant mortality throughout Southeast Asia, where well-polished, 
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non-parboiled rice remains the dietary staple (11,29,76–79). In 2008 there were 3,038 
cases of infantile beriberi in the Kantha Bopha Hospitals in Phnom Penh and Siem Reap, 
Cambodia alone (personal communication, Kantha Bopha Hospital). A recent study 
among ethnic groups in northern Laos reported a high infant mortality rate of 50 deaths 
of infants aged 0 – 6 mo among 468 live births in the 22 villages included in the survey 
(77). Of these 50 infant deaths, 36 occurred when infants were aged 1-3 mo, and 17 were 
suspected to be caused by infantile beriberi (77). Similarly, thiamin deficiency appears to 
be prevalent throughout Laos, including in the capital city Vientiane where 13% 
biochemical thiamin deficiency (defined as basal ETKA < 0.59, without clinical signs of 
beriberi) was reported among a cohort 778 of sick infants <12 mo (78). The authors of 
that study referred to infantile beriberi as ‘a forgotten disease in Asia’ (78). Indeed, a 
major gap in the current literature is the lack of infantile beriberi prevalence data. Much 
of the current documentation of infantile beriberi comes from case reports, or focuses on 
specialized groups including refugee populations (11,66,68,70). Although anecdotal 
reports of infantile beriberi are common among rural Cambodian health care providers, 
the lack of representative prevalence data hinders our understanding of the magnitude of 
this public health issue. 
 
As shown in Table 1-2, many of the signs of infantile beriberi that would be more 
obvious to mothers, such as vomiting, oliguria, anorexia, dyspnea, tachypnea and 
tachycardia (11,13,19,66,67), are general symptoms that may not seem of immediate risk 
to infants, and as such may not prompt a quick trip to the health centre. Since death can 
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occur within hours of clinical presentation (68), it is possible that infantile beriberi-
related mortality goes improperly diagnosed.    
 
1.2.9 Interventions to combat infantile beriberi 
Thiamin-rich foods are not typically consumed in Cambodia due to cost (i.e. expensive 
animal-source foods including pork, organ meats), or availability and cultural norms (i.e. 
legumes, soy). In addition, an estimated 60% of daily calories come from non-parboiled 
(44), polished white rice (8), which is a poor source of thiamin (13). A recent report used 
Food Balance Sheet data to highlight probable micronutrient deficiencies across the 
Western Pacific Region (80). Of the 17 countries surveyed, Cambodia had the lowest 
estimated amounts of thiamin per capita in the available food supply. Dietary thiamin 
intake was estimated at 0.6 mg, well below the RDA of 1.4 mg/day for pregnant and 
lactating women (18,80). As such, changing dietary behaviours to increase thiamin intake 
is a long-term, multi-sectorial challenge. With evidence of infantile beriberi cases in 
Southeast Asia, a timely intervention to increase thiamin intake of Cambodian women is 
warranted to combat this disease.  
 
Thiamin supplementation is an obvious solution, as supplementation among thiamin 
deficient lactating women has been shown to improve breast milk thiamin concentrations 
(68,72–75). Supplementation is advantageous as it provides the correct dose only to those 
who require thiamin (deficient individuals; pregnant and lactating women). In addition, 
perinatal micronutrient supplements are already recommended: Cambodian Ministry of 
Health guidelines indicate iron-folic acid supplements (IFA) as standard of care 
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throughout pregnancy (90 tablets distributed over two antenatal care appointments) and 
post-partum (42 tablets provided at first postpartum contact) (81). Adding thiamin to IFA 
could be one means of improving perinatal thiamin intake. However supplementation is a 
targeted, costly, and resource-intensive intervention that relies heavily on individual 
compliance. A recent assessment of IFA in two Cambodian provinces showed that only 
47% of women were adherent (82). While thiamin could be incorporated into IFA, uptake 
would likely be similarly low due to known adverse side effects, namely gastrointestinal 
discomfort, from iron. 
 
Food fortification, or adding vitamins and minerals to commonly consumed foods, is 
another option for improving thiamin status. Food fortification has been successfully 
employed in Canada since the mid-twentieth century; in conjunction with a diverse diet, 
salt iodization, the addition of vitamins A and D to milk, and B vitamin enrichment of 
white flour have nearly eradicated micronutrient deficiency diseases (36). In Cambodia, 
fortification is gaining popularity: salt iodization is mandatory (83), and iron (fish and 
soy sauce) and vitamin A (vegetable oil) fortification programs are being piloted (84–86). 
Fortification has several advantages: it is a sustainable, cost-effective, and passive 
intervention that requires no behaviour change (87–90). As a population-wide 
intervention, there is potential to reach large sections of the population with relatively 
low cost and effort (91). All consumers would receive thiamin, which is beneficial in 
Southeast Asia where thiamin consumption is known to be low (13,29,45).  
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However, fortification does have several downfalls, including a lack of consumer choice, 
risk of over-consumption of the nutrient, and potential for interaction with other nutrients 
(87). While overall considered an inexpensive intervention, there are related costs 
including start-up infrastructure and equipment maintenance, as well as a need for quality 
assurance programs both at the factory and through the government (for mandatory 
fortification) (87). Finally, fortification can not reach everyone; due to unequal household 
food distribution, the highest consumers of fortified products in Cambodia would likely 
be adult men, rather than those most in need, pregnant and lactating women, and the cost 
of a fortified product may be inhibitive to those most in need (low socioeconomic status, 
most food insecure).  
 
While these downfalls should be addressed, in the case of thiamin in Cambodia, a large 
proportion of the population would likely benefit from increased thiamin intake since 
marginal thiamin deficiency is known to cause apathy, fatigue, loss of appetite, and 
dizziness (45), and may be common among other at-risk groups such as the elderly (22) 
and those with high carbohydrate intakes (14,47). There is a low risk of adverse effects 
from high thiamin consumption (18), so fortification has the potential to be a passive and 
sustainable intervention to improve dietary thiamin intake in rural Cambodia.  
 
Rice is an obvious staple to fortify with thiamin as recent food balance sheet analysis 
estimate it makes up approximately 60% of dietary energy (8). Indeed, the Khmer 
translation of ‘eat’ is ‘eat rice’. However, thiamin fortification of rice would be 
challenging and costly. Previous attempts to fortify rice with thiamin in Southeast Asia 
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were unsuccessful as rice is typically washed three times before consumption, removing 
all of the powdered or spray-coated B vitamins (45). In addition, there are rice millers in 
nearly every Cambodian village, therefore fortification would need to take place locally, 
increasing costs and impacting quality control. Fish sauce, however, is a popular 
traditional Cambodian condiment consumed by 90% of the population (85), and since 
this condiment is already a fortification vehicle for iron (84–86), fortification 
infrastructure is already present in Cambodian factories (92). In addition, 44 fish sauce 
factories reach 78% of the Cambodian population (92). While a segment of the 
population makes their own fish sauce at home, fish sauce fortification has potential to 
improve the thiamin intake of a wide group of Cambodians.  
 
1.3 Summary of rationale 
Thiamin deficiency and infantile beriberi remain an often overlooked public health issue 
in Cambodia and the wider region (11,77–79,93,94). Improving maternal thiamin intake 
can prevent infantile beriberi among breastfed infants (13,57). An estimated 90% of 
Cambodians consume fish sauce (85), and this condiment is already a fortification 
vehicle for iron (84–86) so fish sauce fortification infrastructure is already present (92). 
As such, thiamin fortification of fish sauce could be an ideal means of improving the 
dietary thiamin intake of pregnant and lactating women and, in turn, their breastfed 
infants, for the prevention of infantile beriberi. The objectives of my doctoral research 
were to: 1) confirm that rural Cambodian women of childbearing age did indeed have low 
biochemical thiamin status; 2) formulate shelf-stable thiamin-fortified fish sauce that 
would be acceptable to rural Cambodia women; and 3) determine the efficacy of this 
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thiamin-fortified fish sauce to increase the biochemical thiamin status of rural Cambodian 
women of childbearing age and their children, compared to a control fish sauce 
containing no thiamin. These objectives, and my hypotheses are outlined in detail, below. 
 
1.4 Research objectives and hypotheses 
Infantile beriberi remains an often-overlooked cause of infant mortality in Cambodia 
(29,45,78); as such, the aim of this research program was to increase the dietary thiamin 
intake of Cambodian women with the overall goal of preventing infantile beriberi. Using 
an iterative approach, I examined the biochemical thiamin status of women of 
childbearing age, and then explored thiamin fortification of fish sauce as a means of 
increasing dietary thiamin intake to improve biochemical thiamin status in women and 
their children.  
 
1.4.1 Objectives 
1. To determine the biochemical thiamin status, as determined by eTDP, of 
representative samples of women of childbearing age (20-45 y) from rural and 
urban Cambodia, as compared to a convenience sample of purportedly thiamin-
replete Canadian women. 
 
2. If women did have poor biochemical thiamin status, to develop a fortified fish 
sauce in which:  
a) thiamin degradation was minimal, and  
b) organoleptic properties were acceptable to rural Cambodian consumers. 
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3. To determine whether ad libitum consumption of the developed thiamin-fortified 
fish sauce at two concentrations (2 and 8 g/L) over six months could improve 
eTDP (and lactating women’s breast milk) compared to a control sauce containing 
no thiamin, among two groups of women (18-45 y) in rural Cambodia: 
a) non-pregnant, non-lactating women and their youngest children aged 12-59 mo 
(non-pregnant cohort), and  
b) pregnant and lactating mothers and their newborn breastfed infants (pregnant 
and lactating cohort). 
 
1.4.2 Hypotheses 
1.  Null hypothesis (H0): eTDP concentrations do not differ between women of 
childbearing age living in rural Cambodia, urban Cambodia, and Canada.   
 
Research hypothesis (HA): Purportedly thiamin-replete Canadian women will 
have higher eTDP concentrations than Cambodian women, and Cambodian 
women living in an urban centre will have higher eTDP than rural women.  
 
2. a) Null hypothesis (H0): Thiamin will be stable in a fish sauce matrix.  
 
Research hypothesis (HA): Thiamin will not be stable in a fish sauce matrix.  
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2. b) Null hypothesis (H0):  The addition of thiamin to fish sauce will not cause any 
organoleptic changes that affect consumer acceptance of thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce. 
 
Research hypothesis (HA): The addition of thiamin to fish sauce will cause 
organoleptic changes that affect consumer acceptance of thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce. 
 
3. a)  Null hypothesis (H0): Women and their children consuming thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce over six months will have the same eTDP as those consuming a control fish 
sauce containing no thiamin; there will be no dose response in eTDP 
corresponding to different fortified fish sauces (2 g/L and 8 g/L).  
 
Research hypothesis (HA): Six month consumption of fish sauce fortified with 
thiamin will increase maternal and child eTDP in a dose-dependent manner (8 g/L 
> 2 g/L > control).  
 
3. b)  Null hypothesis (H0): Women consuming thiamin-fortified fish sauce over six 
months, and their breastfed infants will have the same eTDP (and breast milk 
thiamin concentrations) as those consuming a control fish sauce containing no 
thiamin; there will be no dose response in eTDP corresponding to different 
fortified fish sauces (2 g/L and 8 g/L).  
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Research hypothesis (HA): Six month consumption of fish sauce fortified with 
thiamin will increase maternal and child eTDP and breast milk thiamin 
concentrations in a dose-dependent manner (8 g/L > 2 g/L > control).  
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Chapter 2: Poor thiamin status is common among women of 
childbearing age in rural and urban Cambodia 
2.1 Summary  
Background: Thiamin deficiency in infancy is the underlying cause of beriberi, which 
can be fatal without rapid treatment. Reports of infantile beriberi are not uncommon in 
Cambodia, however population representative data are unavailable.  
Objective: To determine the biochemical thiamin status among women of childbearing 
age in rural and urban Cambodia.  
Methods: We measured erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate (eTDP), an indicator of thiamin 
status, in a representative sample of Cambodian women (20-45 y) in urban Phnom Penh 
(n=117) and rural Prey Veng (n=121), Cambodia, and for comparison purposes, in a 
convenience sample of women in urban Vancouver, Canada (n=47).  
Results: Mean ± SD eTDP was significantly lower among women in Prey Veng (149 ± 
36 nM) than Phnom Penh (156 ± 32 nM), which, in turn, was lower than in Vancouver, 
(179 ± 37 nM; P<0.05).  
Conclusions: Cambodian women have significantly lower eTDP values than purportedly 
thiamin-replete women from Vancouver, Canada. Strategies may be needed to improve 
thiamin status among women in Cambodia.  
 
2.2 Introduction 
Beriberi, a disease caused by severe thiamin deficiency, is rare in economically 
developed regions but is thought to be more common in countries where dietary sources 
of thiamin are low, particularly those in Southeast Asia (11,68,78,95). Infantile beriberi is 
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characterized by a persistent hoarse cry, vomiting, anorexia, generalized edema, oliguria 
(96), convulsions, and heart failure (11), and is often fatal without rapid thiamin 
administration (67,78). Beriberi is most serious and life-threatening in infants due to the 
rapid growth and development that occurs during the first months of life (13). Beriberi 
typically presents in exclusively breastfed infants whose mothers have suboptimal 
thiamin status and consequently have low breast milk thiamin concentrations (57). 
Interestingly, it is not uncommon for infants to present with beriberi while their mothers 
remain asymptomatic (11,13,67). In Cambodia, low dietary thiamin intake is likely a 
result of multiple factors: the high consumption of polished white rice, which has been 
removed from the B-vitamin-containing husk (8,46), a lack of parboiling rice (97), and 
low dietary diversity (1). In a recent study, Coats et al. (11) found evidence of thiamin 
deficiency among mother-infant pairs in rural Cambodia based on levels of whole blood 
thiamin diphosphate concentrations (TDP), an indicator of thiamin status.  
 
Although there has been some documented evidence of thiamin deficiency in Cambodia, 
there is a lack of population representative data from both urban and rural areas. The 
prevalence of thiamin deficiency among Canadian women of childbearing age is thought 
to be extremely low due to the mandatory fortification of grain products (18,36,87) and 
access to a diverse diet including thiamin-rich animal source foods. There is little data 
highlighting the erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate concentrations (eTDP) of healthy, B 
vitamin-replete women of childbearing age to which we could compare the Cambodian 
values; therefore, we recruited a small convenience sample of healthy women in 
Vancouver, Canada.   
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We aimed to measure eTDP, an indicator of thiamin status, among women of 
childbearing age in rural and urban Cambodia, and for comparison purposes, urban 




In this observational, cross-sectional study, representative samples of women of 
childbearing age (20-45 y) were recruited in urban Phnom Penh (n=160) and rural Prey 
Veng (n=160), Cambodia. For comparison purposes, a convenience sample of 
purportedly B vitamin-replete women of childbearing age (20-45 y) was also recruited in 
urban Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada (n=51). Women who were pregnant, 
lactating, or taking B vitamin-containing supplements were excluded. Ethics approval 
was obtained from the University of British Columbia Clinical Research Ethics Board 
(H12-02847 and H13-01319) in Canada and the National Ethics Committee for Health 
Research (0004NECHR) in Cambodia. Written informed consent was obtained from all 
women. 
 
2.3.2 Sampling design 
A list of all villages in Prey Veng and Phnom Penh provinces was obtained from the 
Cambodian Ministry of Planning. Using a computer-generated random number list, 
simple random sampling was employed to select 16 villages from each region. In each of 
the 32 villages the Village Chief used the Village Registry to compose a list of all eligible 
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women, from which 10 women per village were selected using a random draw and 
invited to participate. If a selected woman was unable or unwilling to participate, an 
additional woman was randomly selected until 10 women per village were successfully 
recruited.  
 
In Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, a convenience sample of women of 
childbearing age (20-45 y) was recruited from The University of British Columbia by 
posters, emails, and word of mouth. Eligibility for study participation was confirmed via 
email or over the telephone. The first 51 eligible women who contacted the study team 
were recruited to participate.   
 
2.3.3 Data and blood collection 
In Cambodia, data and blood collection took place from January 29 to February 7, 2013. 
Trained enumerators administered a short demographic questionnaire in the woman’s 
home, and height and weight were measured (see questionnaire in Appendix A). The next 
morning, a non-fasting venous blood sample was collected from each woman at her local 
health centre into an evacuated tube containing EDTA (Becton Dickinson Vaccutainer, 
Mississauga, ON). Response rates for blood collection were 91% in Phnom Penh (n=146 
of 160) and 98% (n=156 of 160) in Prey Veng. Blood was transported on ice to the 
National Institute of Public Health (NIPH) in Phnom Penh daily for processing and 
storage. Blood samples were spun in a refrigerated (4°C) centrifuge, plasma and buffy 
coat were removed, erythrocytes were washed three times with phosphate buffered saline 
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(Amresco, Solon, OH), aliquoted, and stored at -80°C. All samples were shipped on dry 
ice to the University of British Columbia, Canada.  
 
In Vancouver, data and blood collection took place from July 4 to July 15, 2013. Women 
completed a short demographic questionnaire under the supervision of a research 
assistant. All other procedures were identical to those in Cambodia. All blood samples 
were immediately processed and stored at -80°C, and batch analyzed with the Cambodian 
samples. 
 
2.3.4 Laboratory analysis 
TDP was measured in erythrocytes because the majority (~90-95%) of thiamin in blood 
is present as TDP (49,52), and it declines in erythrocytes at approximately the same rate 
as other tissues (18,53). eTDP was measured at UBC using reverse-phase high 
performance liquid chromatography with a fluorescence detector (HPLC-FLD) according 
to Lu & Frank (51), with modifications. Briefly, 500 µL of 10% wt/vol trichloroacetic 
acid in deionized water was added to a mixture of 250 µL previously frozen packed 
erythrocytes and 250 µL deionized water. Samples were vigorously vortex mixed, placed 
on ice for 15 min, and then centifuged (13000 g, 10 min). An aliquot of supernatant (500 
µL) was washed twice with 750 µL of water saturated methyl-tert-butyl ether. From the 
aqueous layer, a 150 µL aliquot was then transferred to a 96 well plate. HPLC analysis 
was performed using an Agilent 1260 Infinity system with a Poroshell 120 EC-C18 
column (3.0 x 50 mm with 2.7 µm; Agilent Technologies, Mississauga, ON) at 25°C with 
the detector set at an excitation wavelength 375 nm and emission wavelength 435 nm. 
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Mobile phase A consisted of 25 nM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and methanol (90:10 
vol/vol), while mobile phase B consisted of 25 nM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and 
methanol (30:70 vol/vol). Prior to injection, online sample derivatization (methanol, 
sample, and 1.2 mmol/L potassium ferricyanide in 15% wt/vol sodium hydroxide) was 
performed by automated injector programming. Quantitation of eTDP was based on peak 
area and external standardization using TDP calibration solutions (~20-800 nM thiamin 
pyrophosphate ≥ 95%, Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON).  
 
2.3.5 Data analyses 
Data for eTDP are expressed as means ± SD. Differences in women’s characteristics and 
eTDP were determined using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test with three groups 
(Phnom Penh, Prey Veng, Vancouver) or an independent samples t-test (Cambodia and 
Canada). Results were considered significant at P<0.05. All analyses were performed 
using SPSS for Macintosh version 22.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). 
 
2.4 Results 
All Cambodian Village Chiefs we approached agreed to participate, and of the women 
recruited to participate, only one woman refused (361 women were invited to participate). 
Blood samples available for analysis were as follows: Phnom Penh, n=117; Prey Veng, 
n=121; Vancouver, n=47. A comparison of demographic characteristics and eTDP is 
outlined in Table 2-1. In this study, women were significantly older in Cambodia 
compared to women in Vancouver (P<0.001), likely due to the different sampling 
methods used in Canada and Cambodia. Approximately two thirds of Vancouver women 
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were of European descent, and one third were Chinese; all Cambodian participants were 
Khmer. The majority of participants had a body mass index (BMI) within the normal 
range. eTDP was significantly different among women living in different regions: Prey 
Veng, 149 ± 36 nM, Phnom Penh 156 ± 32 nM, and Vancouver, 179 ± 37 nM (P<0.05). 
 
Table 2-1: Characteristics and eTDP of women aged 20-45 y in Cambodia and Canada1,2 
 Phnom Penh,  
urban Cambodia 




 n=117 n=121 n=47 
Age, y 33 ± 7a 36 ± 6b 26 ± 5c 
Body Mass Index, kg/m2 23.1 ± 4.0a 21.7 ± 2.9b 22.0 ± 2.0ab 
     Underweight (≤ 18.5) 13 (11) 15 (12) 1 (2) 
     Normal (18.51 – 24.99) 69 (59) 92 (76) 42 (89) 
     Overweight (25 – 29.99) 28 (24) 12 (10) 4 (9) 
     Obese (≥ 30) 7 (6) 2 (2) 0 (0) 
Ethnicity    
     Khmer 117 (100) 121 (100)  0 (0) 
     European 0 (0) 0 (0) 32 (68) 
     Chinese 0 (0) 0 (0) 15 (32) 
Live Births3, number 2.4 ± 1.3a 2.9 ± 1.5a 1.7 ± 0.58a 
Education    
     None 5 (4) 11 (9) 0 (0) 
     Primary (years 1-6) 66 (56) 88 (73) 0 (0) 
     Secondary (years 7-12) 43 (37) 22 (18) 0 (0) 
     Higher education 3 (3) 0 (0) 47 (100) 
Number in Household 5.6 ± 2.5a 4.8 ± 1.6b 2.6 ± 1.2c 
Annual Household 
Income4,5, $US 
2,943 ± 2,327a 1,482 ± 1,469a 65,251 ± 49,878b 
     Bottom 20% 59 (50) 93 (78) 3 (7) 
     Middle 60% 42 (36) 22 (18) 35 (83)  
     Top 20% 16 (14) 5 (4) 4 (10) 
eTDP, nM 156 ± 32a 149 ± 36b 179 ± 37c 
1 Values are mean ± SD or number (%) 
2 For continuous variables, means in a row without a common letter indicate a significant 
difference (P<0.05; Tukey post-hoc test) 
3 Of women who have ever given birth: Phnom Penh, n=100; Prey Veng, n=107; 
Vancouver, n=3 
4 Prey Veng, n=120; Vancouver, n=42 




Thiamin deficiency has been described in Southeast Asia for many years, historically in 
Myanmar (68,70), Laos (67,78), Thailand (95), and more recently in Cambodia (11,73), 
but many of the studies were case reports, or focused on refugee populations, or 
individuals with clinical disease. In Prey Veng, Coats et al. (11) compared the whole 
blood TDP concentrations of mother-infant pairs of Cambodian infants with clinical 
symptoms of beriberi (n=27 pairs), without beriberi (n=27 pairs), and an American 
reference group (n=20 pairs). In their study, low whole blood TDP was prevalent among 
all Cambodian infants and mothers, regardless of the beriberi status of the infant. 
However, that study was limited to one district within Prey Veng, and recruited a 
convenience sample of mother-infant pairs seeking medical treatment at one health centre 
(11). Similarly, no women in the current study presented with symptoms of beriberi, so 
we echo Coats and colleagues’ call for more research to better understand the relationship 
between blood thiamin concentrations and the presentation of clinical disease. 
 
Our study has a number of strengths. Most notably it used a population-representative 
sample of women in urban (Phnom Penh) and rural (Prey Veng) Cambodia with a very 
high response rate. However, we acknowledge a number of limitations. First, our sample 
of Vancouver women was a convenience sample of younger women recruited from a 
university campus, and therefore does not reflect the thiamin status of women of 
childbearing age in Canada. Second, we used simple random sampling instead of 
probability proportional to size sampling (PPS) to select the villages. PPS takes into 
consideration the size of the village and thus the potential importance of larger sampling 
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units. Fortunately villages in the sampling regions were roughly the same size, and there 
is little reason to believe thiamin intake differs dramatically between villages within the 
same region.  
 
We did not collect information on women’s dietary intake in this study, so while we 
presume the lower eTDP among Cambodian women was caused by a lower dietary intake 
of these vitamins, this cannot be confirmed. However, a recent analysis of Food Balance 
Sheets was used to predict likely micronutrient deficiencies throughout the Western 
Pacific Region, and reported that thiamin is likely lacking in the Cambodian diet (80). Of 
the 17 countries investigated, Cambodia had both the lowest estimated daily per capita 
amount of thiamin (0.58 mg/d) and the lowest estimated daily per capita thiamin density 
per 1,000 kcal in the available food supply (0.29 mg) (80).  
 
In this study we chose not to include pregnant and lactating women. Dietary thiamin 
requirements are higher in pregnant and lactating women (18,31), so while we did not 
include this group of women we presume that this group would also have lower eTDP 
than the Canadian women surveyed. The investigation of thiamin status among pregnant 
and lactating women in Cambodia has important public health implications for the 
prevention of infantile beriberi and warrants further investigation. 
 
We acknowledge that at present there is a lack of established standard cut-offs for 
thiamin deficiency. The Institute of Medicine thiamin cut-offs are controversial as they 
are based on values from a small group of Dutch blood donors (n=98) in the 1980s 
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(18,100). Interestingly, these cut-off values are described in the Institute of Medicine 
guidelines as ‘erythrocyte thiamin’ (18), but in the original citation are referred to as cut-
offs for ‘whole blood or red cells’ (100). These terms should not be used interchangeably; 
if these cut-offs are based on whole blood analysis, the erythrocyte cut-offs should be 
~40% higher (taking into account the hematocrit). With this, we did not employ cut-offs 
in this study. It was also for this reason that we recruited Vancouver women to act as a 
reference group. The Institute of Medicine values as well as other published eTDP 
reference ranges came from relatively small sample sizes (for example, British laboratory 
staff, n=29 men, 16 women) (52), a convenience sample of male and female blood 
donors of unknown sample size (55), or adolescent boys (n=19) and girls (n=35) (56), 
and all were published in the mid-1990s before the current HPLC method was employed 
(51), making comparisons difficult. However, while the Vancouver group who formed 
the reference group were all women of childbearing age, there are also limitations: the 
Vancouver women were recruited using convenience sampling, and no dietary data was 
collected so may not all have actually had adequate thiamin intake. Future research 
should focus on the development of clinically meaningful cut-offs for thiamin deficiency.    
 
2.6 Implications and conclusions 
We found lower eTDP among women of childbearing age in rural and urban Cambodia 
compared to women in Vancouver, Canada. Given the absence of infantile beriberi in 
Canada, strategies such as supplementation, fortification, and/or food-based interventions 
may be warranted to improve the thiamin status of Cambodian women.  
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Chapter 3: Thiamin-iron fortified fish sauce: stability and sensory 
perceptions in rural Cambodia 
3.1 Summary 
Background: Infantile beriberi remains a cause of infant mortality in Cambodia as low 
maternal thiamin (vitamin B1) consumption results in production of thiamin-poor breast 
milk. We formulated two thiamin-fortified fish sauces, low concentration (LC; 2 g 
thiamin hydrochloride (THCl)/L fish sauce) and high concentration (HC; 8 g/L) as a 
means of increasing maternal thiamin intake with potential to prevent infantile beriberi. 
Objective: To test the stability of thiamin in fish sauce after exposure to light, oxygen, 
and heat in the laboratory, and under typical storage and use conditions in rural 
Cambodian households. In addition, we aimed to test consumer acceptability of newly 
formulated fish sauces through sensory evaluation, as compared to a control sauce 
containing no thiamin.  
Methods: Thiamin-fortified fish sauce was exposed to light, oxygen, and light + oxygen 
for up to 21 days, and exposed to heat at 100°C for up to 35 minutes. Sensory evaluation 
was conducted among 90 women aged 18-45 y in Prey Veng, Cambodia using the 
Triangle Test, Paired Preference Test, and a Nine Point Hedonic Scale.   
Results: THCl was shelf stable in fish sauce. Mean ± SD of THCl in household samples 
was 2.3 ± 0.4 and 9.7 ± 1.0 g/L for LC and HC fish sauces, respectively. Light, oxygen, 
light + oxygen, and heat exposure did not cause more than 10% degradation in most 
samples. Women enjoyed the taste of the newly formulated fish sauces, and only 
approximately one third of women could correctly identify the different sample in the 
Triangle Test, indicating that women were unable to differentiate fortified and control 
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fish sauces. 
Conclusions: Thiamin is stable in a fish sauce matrix, and thiamin-fortified fish sauce is 
acceptable to rural Cambodian consumers.  
 
3.2 Introduction 
Thiamin is an essential vitamin involved in glucose metabolism and neuronal 
transmission (13). Thiamin deficiency is rare in western countries where thiamin-rich 
foods are consumed from a variety of sources, and some foods may be fortified 
(13,36,64,101). Unfortunately thiamin deficiency is still common in Southeast Asia, in 
part due to a heavy reliance on non-parboiled (44,45), thiamin-poor, polished white rice 
(11,68,78,95,97). We recently reported significantly lower blood thiamin concentrations 
among a representative sample of women of childbearing age in rural Prey Veng 
province, Cambodia, compared to a similar group of purportedly vitamin-replete 
Canadian women (93,94). Thiamin deficiency presents as infantile beriberi among 
breastfed infants aged two to four months consuming thiamin-poor breast milk from 
thiamin deficient mothers (13,57). Since breast milk is recommended as the sole source 
of nutrition for infants under 6 months (71), maternal dietary thiamin intake must be 
improved to increase breast milk thiamin, and prevent infantile beriberi and related 
mortality (45).  
 
Major dietary sources of thiamin include whole grains including brown rice and rice bran, 
legumes, and pork (13), foods that are either not commonly consumed or are costly in 
Cambodia. Fortification is an ideal means of increasing population-wide dietary thiamin 
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intake because it is a sustainable, low cost, and passive intervention that requires no 
behaviour change (87–89). Fish sauce is consumed by an estimated 90% of Cambodians 
(85), and has been used as a fortification vehicle for iron in Vietnam (102,103) and 
Cambodia (84–86). Fortification of fish sauce with iron and thiamin is a potential means 
of addressing both micronutrient deficiencies using pre-existing factory infrastructure.  
 
Thiamin degrades when exposed to neutral and alkaline pH, oxygen, heat (38,104,105), 
and although there is still some debate, light (13,31,38,105,106). Although fish sauce is 
acidic (107), typical Cambodian storage and use conditions impose risk of thiamin 
degradation through exposure to oxygen, light, and heat (cooking), potentially reducing 
efficacy of this product. In addition to stability, consumer acceptability of thiamin-
fortified fish sauce is essential for uptake of this intervention. Two thiamin degradation 
products, 2-methyl-3-furanthiol (MFT) and bis(2-methyl-3-furyl) disulfide (MFT-MFT) 
are produced when thiamin degrades at high temperatures, producing a meaty aroma and 
flavour (108,109). Although typically associated with cooked meats, such as a recent 
report of thiamin degradation to MTF and MTF-MTF in hams cooked at 69°C for 120 
min (109), they have been shown to appear at even lower temperatures, for example, in 
aqueous solution after storage for 7 days at 35°C (108), an ambient temperature which is 
not atypical in Cambodia. Therefore the objective of this study was twofold: first, to 
determine the stability of thiamin within a fish sauce matrix after exposure to common 
degraders (light, oxygen, heat) in a laboratory setting (mimicking household storage), and 
during real life, household storage conditions in rural Cambodia; and secondly, to 
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In collaboration with Leang Leng Enterprises (Phnom Penh, Cambodia), we formulated 
three fish sauces for this study, two thiamin-fortified and one control (no detectable 
thiamin); all three fish sauces contained iron as per Cambodian government guidelines 
(86). These fish sauces were later employed in a randomized controlled efficacy trial in 
Prey Veng, Cambodia to determine the effect of consumption on biochemical thiamin 
status.  
 
3.3.1 Fish sauce formulation and production 
The World Health Organization recommends using the EAR cut-point method to 
determine optimal fortificant doses (87). This approach requires the target population’s 
usual intakes of both the fortification vehicle and the micronutrient of interest (87). Using 
both usual intakes, the optimal dose is calculated so that only approximately 2.5% of the 
target population consumes less than the EAR, while only 2.5% consume quantities of 
the micronutrient above the UL (87). Note that thiamin does not have a UL as no adverse 
events have been reported from excess thiamin intake (18). Following this approach for 
thiamin-fortified fish sauce, the thiamin content of fish sauce should ideally increase 
thiamin consumption among the target population, pregnant and lactating women, to shift 
usual intake of thiamin upwards. If, for example, we assumed 100% thiamin deficiency 
among pregnant and lactating women, and assumed no thiamin sources in the diet, daily 
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consumption of 10 mL of fish sauce fortified at 0.14 g/L would provide 1.4 mg/d. See 
Figure 3-1 for a hypothetical example of a usual intake distribution highlighting the 
thiamin EAR and RDA for pregnant and lactating women (18). Unfortunately, there are 
no published dietary intake data reporting thiamin or fish sauce intakes of Cambodian 
women. However, recent food balance sheet data indicates that only 0.58 mg/d thiamin is 
available per capita in Cambodia (80), an amount well below the EAR for pregnant and 
lactating women of 1.1 mg/d (18). Regarding fish sauce intake, a study evaluating iron-
fortified fish sauce in Kampot province, Cambodia, required school children consume 10 
mL fish sauce daily for 5 months as part of a school meal program (84). The authors of 
this study did not describe how this value was obtained, but did acknowledge that usual 
fish sauce consumption may be much lower than 10 mL/d, even among adults (84).   
Figure 3-1: Schematic of hypothetical intake distributions using the EAR cut-point 
approach for thiamin fortification. Black dashed line: potential current thiamin intake 
distribution from food balance sheet estimates (80); grey line: resulting upward shift in 
usual thiamin intake distribution after introduction of thiamin-fortified fish sauce so that 
only 2.5% of target population consumes less than the EAR (18). 
 
With limited data and no distribution ranges for usual intake, we were unable to employ 
the EAR cut-point method. Instead, because this fortified fish sauce was intended a 
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proof-of-concept study, relatively high concentrations of 2 and 8 g/L thiamin in fish 
sauce were formulated in order to identify an effect, if present. Further, as highlighted in 
1.2.3.1, the EAR for thiamin was based on a very weak evidence base. Since the fish 
sauce would be employed for a short-term (6 mo) intervention with regular fortnightly 
check-ins, and since there have not been reports of adverse events from excess thiamin 
intake, even with over-the-counter supplements containing 50 mg and more (18), we 
were not as concerned about harm from excess intake over 6 mo.   
 
Fish sauce was fortified with thiamin as thiamin hydrochloride (THCl; ≥ 98% purity; 
Huazhong Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd, China) and iron as ferric sodium 
ethylenediaminetetraacetate (NaFeEDTA; Ferrazone®, Akzo Nobel Functional 
Chemicals B.V., The Netherlands). Three fish sauces with differing thiamin 
concentrations were formulated and bottled (one day, one 2300 L batch per formulation): 
low concentration thiamin (LC, 2 g/L THCl), high concentration thiamin (HC, 8 g/L 
THCl), and control fish sauce (no detectable thiamin).  
 
Fish sauce was pasteurized at 100°C for 90-120 min then cooled to room temperature. 
Fortificants were added and stirred with a mechanical mixer for 30 min before bottling in 
identical 750 mL transparent plastic bottles. A 10% overage of THCl was added to LC 
and HC fish sauces to counter potential manufacturing losses. Fish sauce samples (5 mL) 
were collected every 15 min from the bottling line (~2 h; n=10, 10, and 7 for LC, HC, 
and control, respectively) to verify fortification. All fish sauce was fortified with 2.8 g/L 
NaFeEDTA according to Cambodian government guidelines (86), and received 
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Cambodian Ministry Health Certificates for Hygienic Food Production. Within 48 h of 
production, fish sauce was transported from the Leang Leng Factory in Phnom Penh to 
the Svay Antor District of Agriculture Office (~100 km east) for storage in a dark, dry 
room at ambient temperature (~25-28°C) until distribution to households (for household 
stability experiment). Several bottles of fish sauce were transported to Vancouver, 
Canada for controlled exposure experiments; there, fish sauce was stored in a dark, dry 
cupboard at ambient temperature (~20°C). 
 
3.3.2 Thiamin stability 
3.3.2.1 Laboratory exposure experiments 
Thiamin stability in LC and HC fish sauces was assessed after exposure to light, oxygen, 
light + oxygen, and heat (100°C) under laboratory conditions mimicking household 
storage. Duplicate samples of LC and HC fish sauces (5 mL in capped 10 mL transparent 
plastic centrifuge tubes; Eppendorf, Mississauga, ON) were UV-exposed on a southeast-
facing windowsill (clear glass) in Vancouver, Canada (approximately 15 h sunlight daily 
in July 2015) at room temperature (~20°C). Identical uncapped (oxygen exposed) fish 
sauce sample duplicates were stored in a dark cupboard at room temperature (~20°C). A 
third experiment exposed duplicate samples to both oxygen and light: uncapped samples 
were placed on the same southeast-facing windowsill. For all three experiments, samples 
were exposed for 0 h, 8 h, 24 h, and 2, 4, 7, 10, 14, and 21 d, and then stored at -80°C 
until batch THCl analysis. Exposure times were based on self-reported time to finish one-
750 mL fish sauce bottle in households with 3 to 6 people in Prey Veng, Cambodia 
(mean ± SD days to finish one bottle = 14 ± 7 d, n=107 families). For oxygen and light + 
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oxygen exposure experiments, samples were weighed before exposure; samples were 
returned to their original volume with deionized water to control for volume loss due to 
evaporation. 
 
Fish sauce was also exposed to heat to simulate cooking at 100°C (i.e. soup). Aliquots of 
5 mL fish sauce in glass tubes were placed in a 100°C heating block (Analog Dry Block 
Heater, VWR International, Mississauga, ON) for 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 
min. Samples were removed from heat after the allotted time, cooled to room 
temperature, brought back to their original volume with deionized water, and then stored 
at -80°C. Heat exposure duration was based on self-reported cooking time for Khmer 
soup for mean ± SD of 22 ± 14 min (n=83 women); note, however, that many women add 
fish sauce as final ingredient immediately before consumption. 
 
3.3.2.2 Household shelf-stability 
Fish sauce samples (0.5 mL) were collected from randomly selected households every 
two weeks between October 20, 2014 and April 6, 2015 (n=160) to determine thiamin 
stability under actual household storage and use conditions (storage temperatures ~26-
28°C). Fish sauce samples were collected from the fish sauce bottle currently in use 
during regularly scheduled fortnightly home visits. Sealed samples were stored in a dark 
container and transported to the National Institute of Public Health in Phnom Penh within 
three days of collection for long term storage at -80°C. Samples were batch shipped on 
dry ice to Vancouver, Canada for THCl analysis. 
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3.3.3 Thiamin hydrochloride analysis 
Fish sauce samples were mixed vigorously and diluted (LC, 160,000x; HC, 400,000x) 
before a 150 µL aliquot was transferred to a 96 well plate. HPLC analysis was performed 
using an Agilent 1260 Infinity system with a Poroshell 120 EC-C18 column (3.0 x 50 
mm with 2.7 µm; Agilent Technologies, Mississauga, ON) at 25°C with the detector set 
at an excitation wavelength 375 nm and emission wavelength 435 nm. Mobile phase A 
consisted of 25 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and methanol (90:10 vol/vol), while 
mobile phase B consisted of 25 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and methanol (30:70 
vol/vol). Prior to injection, online sample derivatization (methanol, sample, and 1.2 mM 
potassium ferricyanide in 15% wt/vol sodium hydroxide) was performed by automated 
injector programming. THCl (as equivalents in fish sauce) was quantified based on peak 
area and external standardization using THCl calibration solutions (0-20 g/L; Sigma-
Aldrich, Oakville, ON). 
 
3.3.4 Sensory evaluation 
3.3.4.1 Participants 
A convenience sample of 90 women of childbearing age (18-45 y) was recruited from the 
Prey Veng provincial market in Prey Veng Town, Prey Veng, Cambodia, over two days, 
7 days after fish sauce was bottled. Women were selected as consumer panelists because 
they are the primary end-users (cooks) in rural Cambodia, and therefore deemed most 
likely to perceive sensory differences between fish sauces. Ethics approval was obtained 
from the National Ethics Committee for Health Research (0245NECHR) in Cambodia, 
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and the University of British Columbia Clinical Research Ethics Board (H14-02173) in 
Canada. Written informed consent was obtained from all women. 
 
3.3.4.2 Study procedure 
Women completed a discriminative test, the Triangle Test, and two affective tests, the 
Paired Preference Test and the Nine Point Hedonic Scale (110,111). These simple 
sensory evaluation tests were chosen because they can be completed by minimally trained 
consumer panelists (112). Before sensory evaluation, women were asked demographic 
questions including their age, and questions regarding general attitudes towards fish 
sauce and typical fish sauce consumption behaviours (see questionnaire in Appendix B).   
 
Women determined the time between tests based on their feeling of preparedness for the 
next tasting. Two trained interviewers conducted sensory evaluation in Khmer language 
and recorded all responses. Women were blinded to fish sauce samples, and all sauce was 
served in identical 30 mL plastic cups containing 5 mL of fish sauce at ambient 
temperature (~25-28°C). A bottle of water and unsalted crackers were provided to 
women to cleanse their mouths between samples. Women were informed that we were 
seeking an honest and free expression of their opinions towards the fish sauce samples, 
and that there were no correct answers to any of the tests employed. 
 
3.3.4.3 Triangle test 
The goal of the Triangle Test is to determine whether statistically significant sensory 
differences exist between two fish sauces (112). Women were given three samples, two 
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the same and one different, and asked to identify the different sample (110). The 
probability of the woman selecting the different sample by chance alone is one third 
(110). Women were randomly assigned to receive one of six possible triangle test sample 
combinations (sets). Three coded samples were provided to each woman at one time, and 
she was asked to identify the different sample.  
 
3.3.4.4 Paired preference test 
In the Paired Preference Test, women were asked to taste two products and identify the 
preferred sample (111). Only control and HC fish sauces were assessed because if any 
difference in sensory preference truly existed due to the added THCl, these differences 
would likely be most apparent between control and HC rather than LC. The order of 
presentation of control and HC fish sauce was random.  
 
3.3.4.5 Nine point hedonic scale 
Neither the Triangle Test nor the Paired Preference Test allows women to describe 
whether they ‘liked’ or disliked’ the products sampled (111), so a Nine Point Hedonic 
Scale was also employed. This scale is a simple, accurate, and reliable means of assessing 
likes and dislikes of a wide range of foodstuffs and beverages (112) across a range of 
populations of untrained consumer panelists (113). In this test women were asked to taste 
the three fish sauce samples, one at a time, and assess their degree of liking or disliking 
each sample using the following nine-point scale: (1) dislike extremely; (2) dislike very 
much; (3) dislike moderately; (4) dislike slightly; (5) neither like nor dislike; (6) like 
slightly; (7) like moderately; (8) like very much; or (9) like extremely (113). In Khmer 
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language, liking or disliking food translates to how delicious that food is perceived to be, 
therefore the Khmer translation of this scale ranged from “extremely not delicious” to 
“extremely delicious”. Women tasted samples one at a time in a randomized order and 
were asked to verbally score the samples.   
 
3.4 Statistical analysis 
Descriptive statistics were computed for THCl analysis and expressed as means ± SD (g 
THCl /L fish sauce). For sensory analysis, means ± SD or n (%) were computed for 
demographic characteristics, general attitudes and consumption patterns of fish sauce, 
and all sensory tests. For the Triangle Test, results were divided into groups based on the 
different sample in the set. The critical number of correct responses to determine whether 
the different sample was chosen by chance alone (one tailed p=1/3; n=30) was 15 women 
(P=0.043) (114). That is, if 15 or more women correctly identified the different sample, 
there is said to be a discernable sensory difference. For the Paired Preference test 
analysis, a binomial test with a test proportion of 0.5 was used to determine whether there 
was a statistically significant difference in the proportion of women who preferred 
control or HC fish sauce. Results were considered significant at P<0.05. All analyses 
were performed using SPSS for Macintosh version 22.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY).  
 
3.5 Results 
3.5.1 Fish sauce fortification at factory 
The average THCl concentration of LC and HC fish sauces (n=10 each, analyzed in 
triplicate) was 2.0 ± 0.15 and 8.7 ± 0.3 g/L, respectively. The control fish sauce (n=7) did 
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not contain any detectable thiamin. There was random variation in the thiamin 
concentrations throughout the bottling process: the THCl content of samples compared to 
the added fortificant ranged between 81 – 101% in LC fish sauce (of 2.2 g/L) and 93 – 
104% in HC fish sauce (of 8.8 g/L). 
 
3.5.2 Exposure to light, oxygen, and heat 
Thiamin concentrations of fish sauce samples after exposure to light, oxygen, both light 
and oxygen, and heat, can be found in Figure 3-2. Duplicate samples were measured at 
each time point; ± 10% THCl from baseline mean (calculated from triplicate samples) is 
shown with dotted lines. There was minimal THCl loss greater than 10% across all 
exposures. Little THCl degradation was seen after cooking at 100°C for up to 35 min, 
especially with HC fish sauce. 
 
3.5.3 Household storage 
THCl concentrations of fish sauce stored and utilized in rural Cambodian households 
over 6 months can be found in  
Figure 3-3 (expressed as mean ± SD for each time point). THCl varied more amongst 
HC samples than LC samples. Mean ± SD over six months was 2.3 ± 0.4 g/L and 9.7 ± 
1.0 g/L for LC and HC fish sauces, respectively (n=53 each). Interestingly, these means 
are higher than the mean TCHl concentrations from samples off the bottling line (LC: 2.0 
± 0.15 g/L and HC: 8.7 ± 0.3 g/L), indicating variability across samples. However, only 
two LC fish sauce samples (collected from households at weeks 20 and 24) measured less 
than 2 g/L, and no HC samples were less than 8 g/L.  
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Figure 3-2: Thiamin hydrochloride concentrations (g/L) of fish sauce sample duplicates after laboratory exposure to light (A), oxygen 
(B), light and oxygen (C) and heat (D; 100°C). LC,|; HC ,z; dotted lines show baseline mean ± 10%; m, minutes; h, hours; d, days.
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Figure 3-3: Thiamin hydrochloride concentration of fish sauce (g/L) collected fortnightly 
from households in Prey Veng province, Cambodia over 6 months. Mean ± SD at each 




3.5.4 Sensory analysis 
Demographic characteristics of women who participated in sensory evaluation of the 
formulated fish sauces can be found in Table 3-1. As expected based on the convenience 
sampling method deployed, the majority (94%) of women had a positive attitude towards 
fish sauce, while no women had negative feelings. All 90 women reported consumption 





Table 3-1: Demographic characteristics and general attitudes towards fish sauce of rural 
Cambodian women (18-45 y; n=90) 
Demographic Characteristic  Mean ± SD or n (%) 
Age, years  34 ± 8 
Pregnant  4 (4) 
General Attitude Towards Fish Sauce   
     Negative  0 (0) 
     Neutral  5 (6) 
     Positive  85 (94) 
Fish sauce consumed regularly  90 (100) 
Fish sauce purchased regularly  73 (81) 
 
For HC, LC, and control, respectively, 11, 8, and 11 women correctly identified the 
different sample in the Triangle Test (Table 3-2). Since fewer than 15 women correctly 
identified the different sample we reject the assumption that statistically significant 
sensory differences existed: women could not discern the fish sauces. While more women 
preferred control (n=54; 60%) to HC fish sauce (n=36; 40%) in the Paired Preference 
Test, this was not significantly different (P=0.07).  
 
Table 3-2: Correctly identified ‘different’ sample in Triangle Test by rural Cambodian 
women (18-45 y; n=90) 
Different Sample in  
Triangle Test Set 
n Different Sample Correctly 
Identified1 
P2 
Control 30 11 (37) 0.415 
Low concentration  30 8 (27) 0.833 
High concentration  30 11 (37) 0.415 
1 Values are number (%) 
2 Probability of obtaining X or more correct responses in Triangle Test (one tailed P=1/3; 
n=30) (114) 
 
All fish sauces fared similarly in the Nine Point Hedonic Scale test, with the same mean 
and standard deviation, median, and range for all three sauces (Table 3-3). In general, 
women tended to like all fish sauces, with nearly 70% obtaining scores ≥ 6 for each fish 
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sauce. Indeed, 31 women (34%) scored all three fish sauces ≥ 6. Fewer than 20% of 
women disliked any of the fish sauces.  
 
3.6 Discussion 
THCl was stable in fish sauce, both during routine storage and use in rural Cambodian 
households, and under laboratory exposure conditions designed to mimic household 
conditions. Based on scores provided during the Nine Point Hedonic Scale test, women 
liked all three fish sauces evaluated in this study. There was not a significant difference in 
the proportion of women who preferred control or HC fish sauces, and women were 
unable to discern the three different fish sauces.  
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Table 3-3: Sensory evaluation of thiamin-fortified fish sauce by rural Cambodian women (18-45 y; n=90) using the Nine-Point 
Hedonic Scale  
Fish Sauce 
Formulation Mean ± SD Range Median Mode 
Categories of Nine-Point Hedonic Scale1,2 
Dislike Neutral Like 
Control 6.5 ± 2.1 1 - 9 7 9 14 (~16) 17 (19) 59 (66) 
Low concentration 6.5 ± 2.1 1 - 9 7 7 14 (~16) 14 (~16) 62 (69) 
High concentration 6.5 ± 2.1 1 - 9 7 9 12 (13) 16 (18) 62 (69) 
1 Values are n (%). 
2 Categories of Nine-Point Hedonic Scale: Dislike, scores 1-4; Neutral, score=5; Like, scores 6-9.
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The within-batch variation of THCl concentrations from the bottling line (LC, 81 – 101%; HC, 
93 – 104%) is not uncommon or unexpected. However, THCl concentrations of LC and HC fish 
sauce samples collected from households had much wider sample variability, ranging from 1.3 – 
3.5 g/L (59 – 159% of target) and 8.2 – 12.0 g/L (93 – 136% of target), respectively. This sample 
variability could be explained by several factors, including that samples were collected from 106 
unique households with different storage conditions (storage on table, in cupboard, sealed, or not 
properly capped) from bottles at different stages of use (newly opened bottles to final dregs). It 
could also be that the samples from the bottling line did not capture the true variability in the fish 
sauce either because an insufficient number of samples were collected, or due to factors such as 
incomplete fortificant mixing, or potential dilution with fish sauce already in the bottling line. 
Compared to Ferrazone®, which is similar in consistency to granulated sugar, THCl is much 
lighter and powdery, more similar to the consistency of powdered sugar. With values as high as 
3.5 and 12.0 g/L in LC and HC sauces respectively, it may be that while 30 minutes of 
mechanical stirring in a 2300 L drum is adequate for Ferrazone®, the THCl may not have fully 
mixed. However, no factory workers, field staff, or study participants saw clumps of THCl in the 
mixing drums or in individual bottles. Alternatively, some of this variation may have occurred in 
the household: THCl may have settled at the bottom of the bottle, so samples taken from nearly 
empty bottles may have had higher THCl concentrations. Or, if bottles were improperly sealed, 
fish sauce evaporation may have artificially increased THCl concentrations. Further research 
should investigate the optimal mixing time of THCl in fish sauce to minimize sample variability, 




As shown in Figure 3-3 very few samples showed losses of more than 10% of baseline 
measurements. Although thiamin is known to be sensitive to oxygen and heat (38), exposures to 
these conditions in the laboratory had little effect on thiamin stability within a fish sauce matrix, 
potentially due to the pH and amino acid content of fish sauce. While nearly 100% of thiamin 
has been shown to degrade after boiling for 20 minutes at pH 9, little degradation occurs under 
acidic conditions (38). Therefore the acidic pH of fish sauce (107) was likely protective against 
thiamin degradation. In addition, the presence of α-amino acids has shown to enhance thiamin 
stability slightly, even at neutral and alkaline pHs (most notably between pH 4.5 – 7) (104). 
McIntire & Frost reported 27% thiamin degradation after exposure to 100°C for 4 h at pH 6, but 
in the presence of glycine this loss decreased to 21% (104). Fish sauce is a rich source of amino 
acids, containing ~16 g/L fish sauce; a recent analysis revealed 426 mg glycine per 100 mL fish 
sauce (115). There is debate in the literature surrounding light-induced thiamin degradation. 
While general consensus is that thiamin, like other B vitamins, is sensitive to light 
(13,31,38,105), Chen and colleagues reported 26% loss of THCl in a parenteral nutrition solution 
after exposure to direct sunlight for 8 h, but no degradation after exposure to indirect sunlight 
and fluorescent light (106). In the context of this study, thiamin was likely protected by the 
acidic pH and amino acid content of fish sauce, as well as indirect sunlight exposure.   
 
The Nine Point Hedonic Scale can be employed with little training (112), however there is 
evidence that Asian participants use the scale differently than American panelists, the population 
group more commonly engaged in sensory analysis (116). Yeh and colleagues compared the use 
of the Nine Point Hedonic Scale among American, Chinese, Korean, and Thai participants and 
found that while Americans tend to score more frequently on the extreme ends of the scale 
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(scores 1-3 and 7-9), Asian participants often use the central scores (scores 4-6) (116). However, 
while only 9 (10%), 11 (12%) and 10 (11%) of women in this study indicated a score in the 
lowest tertile of the Nine Point Hedonic Scale (scores 1-3) for HC, LC, and control fish sauces, 
respectively, a large proportion of women, 50 (56%), 55 (61%), and 51 (57%), scored HC, LC, 
and control sauces in the highest tertile (scores 7-9), respectively. Therefore, the Cambodian 
women in this study appeared to make full use of the scale. This difference may be attributed to 
the popularity of fish sauce among Cambodians (85) especially among this convenience sample 
of women, of whom 94% reported having a positive attitude towards fish sauce. 
 
MTF and MTF-MTF, common degradation products of thiamin-rich foods have strong meaty 
flavours (108,109) that may affect consumer acceptability of fortified fish sauce. Since we report 
minimal thiamin degradation, it is unlikely that MTF and MTF-MTF were produced in high 
enough quantities to have affected the smell and taste of the fish sauce (117). Indeed, since fish 
sauce also has a powerful, somewhat meaty flavour (118) it may be that off-flavours caused by 
MTF and MTF-MTF, if present, were not detected by participants. In addition, the strong salty 
taste of fish sauce may mask thiamin fortification and thiamin degradation products. Since fish 
sauce must contain no less than 200 g/L salt (107), it may be that the addition of thiamin as a salt 
(THCl) at relatively low concentrations (2 and 8 g/L) does not greatly alter the taste of fish 
sauce, especially considering the strongest taste of fish sauce is saltiness (118). 
 
Fish sauce is one of the most commonly consumed condiments in Cambodia and throughout 
Southeast Asia (84), making it an ideal vehicle for micronutrient fortification. Both thiamin-iron- 
and iron-fortified fish sauces were equally well accepted and not discernable by rural women of 
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childbearing age, the household cooks of Cambodia. As such, there is potential for other 
micronutrients to be added along with thiamin and iron as a means of combating multiple 
micronutrient deficiencies in Cambodia and the wider region with a single intervention using 
pre-existing factory infrastructure.  
 
3.7 Conclusions 
This study documents the first stability and sensory evaluation of thiamin-iron-fortified fish 
sauce. THCl was relatively stable in a fish sauce matrix both during 6 months of typical storage 
and use in rural Cambodian households, and after exposure to light, oxygen, and heat under 
laboratory conditions. The fortified fish sauces were well accepted by rural women aged 18 – 45 
y in Prey Veng province, Cambodia, with >65% of women liking the sauces (scores ≥ 6 on a 
Nine-Point Hedonic Scale). There was no significant difference in the preference for control or 
HC fish sauces, and only approximately one third of women correctly identified the different 
sample in the Triangle Test, indicating that women were unable to differentiate the three fish 
sauces. Since the two concentrations of thiamin-iron-fortified fish sauces were both well 
accepted and not discernable from control fish sauce fortified with only iron, we expect these 
formulations will be well accepted by future rural Cambodian consumers. If brought to scale, 
thiamin-iron-fortified fish sauce has the potential to be a sustainable means of combating 
infantile beriberi in rural Cambodia, and potentially throughout Southeast Asia.   
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Chapter 4: Household consumption of thiamin-fortified fish sauce increases 
erythrocyte thiamin concentrations in rural Cambodian women and their 
children under 5 years: a randomized controlled trial  
4.1 Summary 
Background: Poor thiamin status is prevalent in rural Cambodia due to heavy consumption of 
thiamin-poor white rice and a lack of dietary diversity, which could lead to potentially fatal 
infantile beriberi among breastfed infants. In regions where dietary thiamin intake is adequate, 
women of childbearing age are purportedly thiamin-replete and beriberi is uncommon.  
Objective: To determine whether ad libitum consumption of thiamin-fortified fish sauce over six 
months could increase erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate concentrations (eTDP) among women of 
childbearing age and their youngest children aged 12-59 mo, compared to control sauce 
containing no thiamin. 
Methods: In this double-blind, randomized controlled efficacy trial 276 non-pregnant, non-
lactating women aged 18-45 y and their families in Prey Veng, Cambodia, were individually 
randomized to receive one of three fish sauce formulations: low concentration (LC, 2 g/L), high 
concentration (HC, 8 g/L), or a control sauce. eTDP was measured using HPLC-FLD. 
Results: Fish sauce consumption did not differ among treatment groups (P=0.19). In intent-to-
treat analysis, women’s baseline-adjusted endline eTDP (estimated marginal mean; 95% CI) was 
significantly higher among women in LC (232; 220, 244 nM) and HC (231; 219, 244 nM) groups 
compared to control (175; 163, 188 nM; P<0.001). Similarly, baseline-adjusted eTDP was 
significantly higher among children in LC (243; 233, 254 nM) and HC (229; 219, 240 nM) 
groups compared to control (212; 202, 223 nM; P<0.05).   
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Conclusions: Women and their children who consumed thiamin-fortified fish sauce at 
concentrations of 2 and 8 g/L for six months had significantly higher eTDP compared to those 
consuming a control fish sauce.  
 
4.2 Introduction 
Infantile beriberi, a potentially fatal disease caused by a lack of thiamin (vitamin B1) among 
breastfed infants aged 2-4 months (13,57), was common amongst Karen refugees living in camps 
on the Thai-Burmese border in the 1980s (68,70). Thiamin deficiency is most serious and life-
threatening in infants (67) because the developing brain is highly sensitive to the effects of 
deficiency (13). Low maternal dietary thiamin intake results in thiamin-poor breast milk (57); 
unfortunately mothers of infants with beriberi are often asymptomatic (11,13,67). Increasing the 
thiamin intake and status of lactating women could prevent infantile beriberi and related infant 
mortality. Maternal thiamin supplementation addressed infantile beriberi in these refugee camps 
(68), but thiamin deficiency remains a public health concern in this region 
(11,29,45,77,78,93,95) where B-vitamin poor, polished white rice is the dietary staple (119,120). 
Elsewhere, infantile beriberi has been nearly eradicated through diverse diets, and/or thiamin 
fortification or enrichment (36,37,64,87,88). In Cambodia, where non-parboiled (44), polished 
white rice is estimated to account for up to 60% of dietary energy (8) and dietary diversity is low 
(1,5,120), reports of beriberi are not uncommon (11). We recently reported that erythrocyte 
thiamin diphosphate concentrations (eTDP) were significantly lower among non-pregnant, non-
lactating rural Cambodian women of childbearing age than purportedly B-vitamin replete 
Canadian women (93).  
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Strategies may be needed to improve thiamin intake in Southeast Asia (89). In rural Cambodia 
where there is limited access to thiamin-rich foods such as whole grains and animal-source foods 
(1,46), thiamin fortification could be a sustainable, low cost (102), and passive approach to 
improve thiamin status (87). Fortification of fish sauce, a popular traditional condiment already 
used as a fortification vehicle for iron (84,85,102,103,121), is a population-wide intervention that 
has the potential to improve the thiamin intake not only of lactating women for the prevention of 
infantile beriberi, but of all consumers. Since beriberi is uncommon in populations with adequate 
thiamin intake, the aim of this study was to determine whether ad libitum consumption of a 
newly formulated thiamin-fortified fish sauce for six months would yield higher eTDP among 
rural Cambodian women of childbearing age and their children under 5 years compared to those 
who consumed a control fish sauce containing no thiamin.  
 
4.3 Methods 
4.3.1 Study design 
This was a community-based, double-blind, randomized controlled efficacy trial, where we 
recruited women and their families from villages in Prey Veng province, Cambodia. Villages 
participating in other non-governmental nutrition-related programs were excluded. Using village 
registries, all female-heads-of-household aged 18-45 y with at least one child between 12-59 mo 
were invited to participate in the study. Women were excluded if they were taking a thiamin-
containing supplement, planned to leave their village (i.e. for work) during the next six months, 
or if they did not agree to exclusively use the study fish sauce. Women provided informed 
written consent on behalf of themselves and their child. Ethical approval was obtained from the 
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National Ethics Committee for Health Research in Cambodia (0245NECHR) and the University 
of British Columbia Clinical Research Ethics Board in Canada (H14-00103).  
 
4.3.2 Fish sauce  
In partnership with local fish sauce producer Leang Leng Enterprises (Phnom Penh, Cambodia), 
we produced three fish sauce formulations for this study: low concentration thiamin (LC; 2 g/L 
thiamin hydrochloride (THCl; ≥ 98% purity), Huazhong Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd, China, 
donated by Natural Factors, Coquitlam, British Columbia, Canada), high concentration thiamin 
(HC; 8 g/L THCl), and control, which had no detectable thiamin. Thiamin fortification dose in 
fish sauce is discussed in 3.3.1. All fish sauces were fortified with iron as ferric sodium 
ethylenediaminetetraacetate (2.8 g/L Ferrazone®, Akzo Nobel Functional Chemicals B.V., The 
Netherlands) as per Cambodian Ministry of Planning guidelines (86). Fish sauce was pasteurized 
for 90-120 min at 100°C in 2300 L drums, cooled to room temperature, and then fortificants 
were added and mixed for 30 min before bottling. All fish sauce used in the study received 
Cambodian Ministry of Health Certification for Hygienic Food Production.  
 
Fish sauce packaging was identical among the three groups except for a unique serial number 
stamp on each bottle, and different coloured caps for different study arms intended to prevent 
confusion amongst field staff and participants. Green, orange, and purple caps were selected 
based on feedback from 12 focus group discussions (n=60 women aged 18-45 y from 12 villages 
within 3 communes in Prey Veng, Cambodia; see semi-structured guide in Appendix C), which 
highlighted these colours as pleasant yet culturally and politically neutral in Cambodia. The 
blinding code was known to Leang Leng Enterprises, and was stored in a sealed envelope held 
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by the Principal Investigator in case of emergency. Sensory evaluation using the triangle test 
(110) indicated that rural Cambodian women (n=90) were unable to discern the three 
formulations of fish sauce. 
 
4.3.3 Randomization 
Before study recruitment, a master ID list was created with group assignments using online 
randomization software (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA) to allow for non-stratified, 
individual, equal randomization to arms. Cambodian field staff then assigned ID numbers 
sequentially during baseline data collection. Women received their first fish sauce after baseline 
blood collection, then every two weeks thereafter during household visits from field staff. 
Women were instructed to consume the study fish sauce ad libitum as they normally would; 
since Cambodian families eat family-style from a common pot, the entire household consumed 
the study fish sauce during the 6 month intervention. In November 2014 (t=1 mo), all study 
participants and their family members (husbands, sisters, mothers, mothers-in-law etc.) were 
invited to a nutrition education workshop in their village where they learned about thiamin 
deficiency and beriberi, as well as infant and young child feeding practices according to 
Cambodian Ministry of Health guidelines (81). 
 
4.3.4 Weighed fish sauce record 
To obtain accurate fish sauce intake data we conducted a weighed fish sauce record with a 
randomly selected subset of 28 households from the three treatment groups. A trained 
enumerator weighed all fish sauce consumed by the mother, husband, and youngest child aged 
12-59 mo between dawn and dusk (~12 hours) on three non-consecutive days (two week days, 
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one weekend day; different enumerators for each day) within a two week window. The family 
was instructed to continue with their day normally; if the family cooked with fish sauce the 
enumerator weighed the meal and individual meal servings using a battery-powered electronic 
balance (Salter Aquatronic, Oak Brook, IL, USA). Fish sauce consumption was calculated by 
multiplying the weight of fish sauce-containing food consumed by the amount of fish sauce 
added to the meal (see Appendix D). Data were collected in December 2014 (t=2 mo) to 
document consumption during early dry season to balance seasonal dietary intake (mid-point 
between lean and rich seasons), and to avoid the potential increased fish sauce consumption at 
the beginning of the study due to the novelty of receiving free fish sauce.  
 
4.3.5 Data and blood collection 
Demographic, dietary, and subjective information regarding fish sauce was collected at baseline 
(October 6-17, 2014) and endline (t=6 mo; April 22-29, 2015) using an interviewer-administered 
questionnaire in women’s homes (see questionnaire in Appendix E). The next morning a non-
fasting venous blood sample was collected into evacuated EDTA-coated tubes (Vacutainer, 
Becton Dickinson; Mississauga, ON) from each woman and her youngest child aged 12-59 mo at 
a central village location. Blood was stored on ice, and was transported within 5 h to the National 
Institute for Public Health (NIPH) laboratories in Phnom Penh for processing. Blood samples 
were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C, and plasma and buffy coat were removed.  
Erythrocytes were washed three times with phosphate buffered saline (Amresco; Solon, OH) and 
stored at -80°C. Baseline and endline blood samples were batch shipped on dry ice to the 
University of British Columbia (UBC) in Vancouver, Canada in June 2015. 
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4.3.6 Biochemical thiamin analysis 
eTDP was measured at UBC using reverse-phase high performance liquid chromatography with 
a fluorescence detector (HPLC-FLD) according to Lu & Frank (51), with modifications. Briefly, 
500 µL of 10% wt/vol trichloroacetic acid in deionized water was added to a mixture of 250 µL 
previously frozen packed erythrocytes and 250 µL deionized water. Samples were vigorously 
vortex mixed, placed on ice for 15 min, and then centifuged (13000 g, 10 min). An aliquot of 
supernatant (500 µL) was washed twice with 750 µL of water saturated methyl-tert-butyl ether. 
From the aqueous layer, a 150 µL aliquot was then transferred to a 96 well plate. HPLC analysis 
was performed using an Agilent 1260 Infinity system with a Poroshell 120 EC-C18 column (3.0 
x 50 mm with 2.7 µm; Agilent Technologies, Mississauga, ON) at 25°C with the detector set at 
an excitation wavelength 375 nm and emission wavelength 435 nm. Mobile phase A consisted of 
25 nM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and methanol (90:10 vol/vol), while mobile phase B consisted 
of 25 nM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and methanol (30:70 vol/vol). Prior to injection, online 
sample derivatization (methanol, sample, and 1.2 nM potassium ferricyanide in 15% wt/vol 
sodium hydroxide) was performed by automated injector programming. Quantitation of eTDP 
was based on peak area and external standardization using TDP calibration solutions (range ~20-
800 nM; Sigma-Aldrich; recoveries of low (20 nM) and high (800 nM) standards in deionized 
water were 102.5% and 93.2%, respectively). Quality controls were conducted on each run using 
pooled erythrocytes from ten healthy Canadian adults (inter-run CVs <9%, n=17).  
 
4.3.7 Data analysis 
We estimated a sample size of n=92 mothers per group would be sufficient to observe a 10% 
difference between fortified and control groups at endline assuming a minimum baseline of 38 
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nM (93), standard deviation=18 nM (122), 80% power, alpha=0.05, with a 2-sided test, assuming 
a 15% attrition rate. Participant characteristics and attitudes were summarized as mean ± SD for 
continuous variables, and as n (%) for categorical variables. In intent-to-treat analysis (ITT), 
baseline eTDP values were carried forward when endline data were missing. In as-treated 
analysis, only participants with complete data were included in analysis. All analyses refer to 
ITT unless otherwise stated. 
 
General linear models (GLM) were used to assess differences between fortified groups (LC and 
HC) compared to the control group (reference). GLM were used to assess endline eTDP 
(adjusted for baseline), and fish sauce consumption. Post-hoc analysis with least significant 
difference (LSD) adjustment for multiple comparisons was used to assess differences between 
the three treatment groups: LC, HC, and control. GLM (run separately for LC and HC groups) 
were used to assess differences in both endline eTDP and eTDP change between baseline and 
endline, by baseline eTDP tertile (lowest tertile as reference group; post-hoc analysis with LSD 
for comparison between three tertiles). Estimated marginal means (95% CI) are reported for 
GLM. All analyses were performed with SPSS for Macintosh version 23.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, 
NY), with a significance level of P<0.05.  
 
4.4 Results 
Participant recruitment, flow and follow-up is shown in Figure 4-1. Of the 427 women screened 
for participation, 276 mother-child dyads were enrolled in the study and randomly assigned to 
control, LC, and HC (n=92, n=93, and n=91, respectively). At the end of the study 197 mothers 
remained resulting in an overall attrition rate of 29%, with no differences by treatment group 
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(control, n=27; LC, n=26; HC, n=26). Moving away for work, usually temporarily, was the main 
reason women were lost to follow-up (18%, n=49: control, n=13; LC, n=19; HC, n=17).  
 
 
Figure 4-1: Participant flow and follow-up of Cambodian women (18-45 y) and their youngest 
child (12-59 mo) in Prey Veng, Cambodia 
 
Baseline characteristics of mothers, children, and their households can be found in  
 
Table 4-1. The mean age of women was 30 ± 6 y, and most of the women had a normal BMI 
(18.51-24.99 kg/m2). Households typically had 5 ± 2 people, with a relatively high mean annual 
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household income of US$1,906 ± 1,903 with 49% (n=136) of households within the top 20% of 
incomes in Prey Veng province (99). 
 
Table 4-1: Baseline characteristics of Cambodian women (18-45 y), their youngest children (12-









Mothers    
Age, y 30 ± 6 30 ± 6 30 ± 7 
Body mass index, kg/m2 
     Underweight (≤ 18.5) 
     Normal (18.51-24.99) 
     Overweight (25-29.99) 
     Obese (≥ 30) 
















     None 
     Primary (years 1-6) 
     Lower Secondary (years 7-9) 
     Upper Secondary (years 10-12) 



















eTDP, nM 150 ± 39 172 ± 53 179 ± 59 




35 ± 14 
33 (40) 
32 ± 14 
32 (43) 
31 ± 13 
eTDP, nM3 172 ± 43 194 ± 55 211 ± 65 
Households    
Household population 5 ± 2 5 ± 2 5 ± 2 
Annual household income, US$4 
     Bottom 20% 
     Middle 60% 
     Top 20% 












1 mean ± SD or n (%). eTDP, erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate concentration. 
2 Data collected at endline; control, n=81; LC, n=82; HC, n=75. 
3 Control, n=87; LC, n=88; HC, n=87 




Maternal and child endline eTDP can be found in Table 4-2. In intent-to-treat analysis, after 6 
months women in LC and HC groups had significantly higher baseline-adjusted eTDP (mean, 
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95% CI) of 232 nM (220, 244) and 231 nM (219, 244), respectively, than control, 175 nM (163, 
188; P<0.001). There was no significant difference in baseline-adjusted eTDP between women 
receiving the two fortified fish sauces, LC and HC (P=0.97). Similarly, at endline children’s 
eTDP was significantly higher in the LC (243; 233, 254 nM) and HC (229; 219, 240 nM) groups 
compared to control (212; 202, 223 nM; P<0.05), and there was no difference between HC and 
LC groups (P=0.06). As-treated analysis did not markedly change the findings (see Table 4-2).  
 
Endline eTDP for mothers and children stratified by baseline eTDP tertile is shown in Figure 
4-2. LC women in the highest tertile at baseline had significantly higher endline eTDP (P<0.001) 
compared to the lower tertiles; those in the lower two tertiles at baseline did not have different 
mean endline eTDP (P=0.07; Panel A). Among HC women, those in the highest tertile at 
baseline had significantly higher endline eTDP than those who started in the lowest tertile 
(P<0.001; Panel B). Among women in the LC group, the rate of change between baseline and 
endline eTDP did not differ by baseline tertile (P=0.50). However, among women in the HC 
group, the mean (95%) change in eTDP between baseline and endline was significantly higher 
among women in the lowest tertile, 88 nM (61, 115) compared to women in the highest baseline 
tertile, 34 nM (7, 61; P=0.006). Mean endline eTDP among both LC and HC children differed 
significantly among all three tertiles (P<0.001; Panels C and D). Neither HC nor LC group 
children had different rates of change in eTDP between baseline and endline by baseline tertile 
(LC, P=0.52; HC, P=0.19).    
 
Results of the weighed fish sauce record are given in Table 4-3. Overall, consumption did not 
differ by treatment arm (mothers, P=0.80; husbands, P=0.24; children, P=0.54). Fish sauce 
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consumption was highly variable, with ranges in consumption between 0 – 81 mL per day among 
mothers. The overall number of bottles of fish sauce consumed over the six month study was not 
significantly different between treatment groups: control and LC, 13 (12, 14) bottles, and HC, 12 
(11, 13) bottles (P=0.19). Most participants (n=142, 72%) self-reported increased household fish 
sauce consumption during the study period, with the majority indicating a slight (n=51, 36%) or 
a large (n=84, 59%) increase. Only 8 women (6%) attributed this increase in fish sauce 
consumption to the fact that fish sauce was free: the majority of women (n=114, 86%) credited 
the “delicious taste” of the study fish sauce. Ninety-six percent of women indicated that they 
would purchase thiamin-fortified fish sauce if it became available at market, mostly due to its 
organoleptic properties (n=140, 74%), but also because they believed it could improve the health 
of their family (n=45, 24%).  
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Table 4-2: Maternal and child eTDP at endline (6 mo)1 
  β SE P value  n Estimated Marginal Means (95% CI)2 
Mothers  
Intent-to-Treat3 
     Control 
     Low concentration 


















175 (163, 188)a 
232 (220, 244)b 
231 (219, 244)b 
As Treated4 
     Control 
     Low concentration 


















183 (167, 198)a 
260 (246, 275)b 
258 (243, 273)b 
Children 
Intent-to-Treat3        
     Control 
     Low concentration 













212 (202, 223)a 
243 (233, 254)b 
229 (219, 240)b* 
As Treated4 
     Control 
     Low concentration 


















215 (203, 227)a 
261 (249, 273)b 
257 (243, 271)b 
1 A general linear model adjusted for baseline eTDP was used to assess differences between 
fortified groups (LC and HC) compared to control group (reference). eTDP, erythrocyte thiamin 
diphosphate (nM) 
2 Post-hoc analysis (with LSD adjustment for multiple comparisons) assessed differences 
between LC, HC, and control groups; values that do not share a common superscript differ 
significantly, P<0.001; *P<0.05.  
3 In intent-to-treat analysis, baseline values were carried forward for missing endline values. 
4 In as-treated analysis, a total of n=79 women and n=71 children were excluded from analyses 





Figure 4-2: Mean (95% CI) erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate concentrations (eTDP, nM) of 
women and their children aged 12-59 mo at baseline and endline (t=6 mo) stratified by baseline 
eTDP tertile (lowest tertile: __  __  __; middle tertile: _ _ _ ; highest tertile: ___ ). Panels: A, 
women low concentration group; B, women high concentration group; C, children low 



















































Baseline Endline (t=6 mo) Baseline Endline (t=6 mo)
Baseline  Endline (t=6 mo) Baseline Endline (t=6 mo)
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Table 4-3: Daily fish sauce consumption (mL/d) and thiamin intake (mg/d) from fish sauce of women, their husbands, and their 
children (12-59 mo) collected from the three day weighed fish sauce records, by meal preparation method 
 Woman Husband Child 
 n Mean ± SD Range n Mean ± SD Range n Mean ± SD Range 
Control          
     Daily Fish Sauce Consumption 27 14 ± 17 1 - 60 18 12 ± 11  0 - 34 26 4 ± 6 0 - 24 
          Stir fry 13 3 ± 2 0.7 - 7 8 4 ± 3 0.7 - 9 9 1 ± 1 0.1 - 3 
          Condiment 12 24 ± 16 2 - 55 8 16 ± 8 7 – 27 10 8 ± 6 3 – 23 
          Soup 14 4 ± 4 0.4 - 11 8 4 ± 4 0.4 – 11 12 1 ± 2 0.1 – 7 
          Other1 3 3 ± 4 0.4 - 7 2 4 ± 6 0.2 - 8 2 2 ± 2 0.3 - 3 
     Daily Thiamin Intake - -  - - - - - - - 
Low Concentration           
     Daily Fish Sauce Consumption 26 18 ± 21 0 - 81 10 25 ± 28 5 - 93 27 4 ± 5 0 - 26 
          Stir fry 14 5 ± 5 0.4 – 22 6 5 ± 1 2 - 6 13 2 ± 2 0.3 – 7 
          Condiment 5 32 ± 24 11 – 69 2 14 ± 8 8 – 20 4 4 ± 2 2 - 6 
          Soup 13 12 ± 13 1 - 33 6 23 ± 27 3 - 73 10 4 ± 5 0.1 – 15 
          Other1 10 8 ± 10 0.3 - 31 4 14 ± 14 0.9 - 32 6 3 ± 4 0.2 - 11 
     Daily Thiamin Intake 26 36 ± 42 0 - 162 10 49 ± 55 10 - 185 27 8 ± 11 0 - 52 
High Concentration           
     Daily Fish Sauce Consumption 25 16 ± 19 0 - 78 14 18 ± 22 0 - 68 26 6 ± 8 0 - 33 
          Stir fry 13 8 ± 10 1 – 41 7 8 ± 6 3 - 17 12 5 ± 4 0.3 - 33 
          Condiment 2 12 ± 0.7 11 – 12 1 2  -  1 2  -  
          Soup 12 14 ± 13 1 – 47 4 33 ± 16 21 – 54 12 5 ± 4  0.5 – 14 
          Other1 6 16 ± 11 4 - 31 3 18 ± 14 4 - 32 6 5 ± 8 0.3 - 22 
     Daily Thiamin Intake 25 127 ± 153 0 - 626 14 147 ± 178 0 - 540 26 47 ± 67 0 - 262 
1 Includes dishes such as Teuk Trey Ph’aem or Teuk Kroeung 
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4.5 Discussion 
An estimated 90% of the Cambodian population consumes fish sauce (85), making it an 
ideal vehicle for micronutrient fortification. Indeed, fish sauce fortified with iron has 
been tested and is currently being sold in Cambodia (84–86) and throughout the region 
(102,103). We found that thiamin-fortified fish sauce is an efficacious means of 
increasing dietary thiamin intake and biochemical thiamin status among women of 
childbearing age and their young children in rural Cambodia. Women consuming a 
thiamin-fortified fish sauce had higher baseline-adjusted eTDP at endline compared to 
women consuming the control fish sauce (P<0.001). Since infantile beriberi, a potentially 
fatal disease in breastfed infants (13), remains an issue in Cambodia (11), increasing the 
thiamin intake and status of women of reproductive age could prevent these infant deaths 
(57). While this target group is a priority, thiamin fortification has the potential to benefit 
all consumers by preventing marginal thiamin deficiency, which causes apathy, fatigue, 
loss of appetite, and dizziness (45), and may be common in other at-risk groups such as 
the elderly (22).   
 
Neither maternal nor child baseline-adjusted endline eTDP differed significantly between 
LC and HC, indicating a plateau: among this sample, consumption of fish sauce 
containing more than 2 g/L thiamin did not confer higher eTDP. Indeed, dietary 
consumption data from the weighed fish sauce records highlight that women in the high 
concentration group could have received up to 626 mg thiamin in one day from fish sauce 
alone (Table 4-3). Healthy adults have an estimated total body thiamin content of 25-30 
mg (13). At high doses only a small portion of thiamin is absorbed (23), and of that, little 
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is retained, with high concentrations of thiamin appearing in urine shortly after 
administration (21). For instance, a single oral dose of thiamin higher than approximately 
2.5 to 5 mg has shown to go largely unabsorbed in healthy adults (20). However, rapid 
metabolism and turnover of this vitamin, with a biological half-life of 9-18 days (24), 
necessitates routine dietary intake (13). However, given the average fish sauce intake of 
16 mL/d among women, a fortification level of 0.09 g/L would have provided 1.4 mg/d 
thiamin; at concentrations of 2 and 8 g/L, 32 and 128 mg/d, respectively, were consumed. 
While there is no UL for thiamin and daily over-the-counter supplements can contain 50 
mg thiamin (18) or more, the lowest effective concentration of thiamin is likely well 
under 2 g/L and should be determined to limit excess intake and keep costs low for 
consumers (87).  
 
Among women in the HC group, the change in eTDP between baseline and endline was 
influenced by women’s initial thiamin status. HC group women in the lowest baseline 
eTDP tertile had a significantly larger improvement in eTDP (mean change between 
baseline and endline of 88 nM) compared to women in the highest eTDP tertile at 
baseline (mean change of 34 nM). Although this trend was not found among women in 
the LC group, these results suggest that with the same intervention those women starting 
off with lower thiamin status have higher potential to benefit and will likely show greater 
improvement than those who are adequate to begin with. 
 
Most Cambodian producers sell three types of fish sauce: high quality, with high protein 
content, dark colour, and rich fish flavours; medium quality, which is a slightly watered 
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down version of high quality; and low quality, which is more dilute, lighter in colour, and 
contains artificial colours and flavours. We fortified medium quality fish sauce (market 
value ~US$0.85 per 750 mL bottle). Before the study, approximately half of women 
made fish sauce at home (n=148, 54%), and based on self-reported costs, those who did 
purchase at market likely selected low quality fish sauce (mean ± SD, 2,056 ± 568 riel, or 
~US$0.50 ± 0.15 per 750 mL bottle). Therefore, additional research is required to 
determine the effectiveness of thiamin-fortified fish sauce, investigating both a wider 
quality range of fish sauces, and requiring participants to purchase sauce.  
 
Adherence to study fish sauce was high, and fortnightly check-ins showed limited fish 
sauce sharing outside the household: only 7 women reported sharing fish sauce, and each 
only once over the six month study. Fish sauce was distributed for free for ad libitum 
consumption, so intake was likely higher than usual, potentially replacing other 
condiments such as soy sauce or salt.  
 
This study had several strengths: we recruited women from randomly selected villages 
not involved in other nutrition interventions, had frequent fortnightly follow-ups with 
participants, measured detailed fish sauce consumption in a subset of households with the 
weighed fish sauce record, and had a control group, which was very important as we saw 
an increase in eTDP across all three treatment groups over the 6 month study. The latter 
may be attributed to seasonal economic status and/or food availability: baseline data 
collection took place in October, but wet-season rice, the major economic activity and a 
main driver of food security for rural Cambodians, is harvested in December/January (3). 
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With this, it would be of interest to follow-up over one year to identify the true seasonal 
differences in thiamin intake and biochemical status.    
 
Limitations of this study include restriction to one rural province in Cambodia, a higher 
than expected attrition rate, and a lack of dietary intake data beyond fish sauce 
consumption. Future research should aim to determine usual fish sauce intake throughout 
the year outside of a controlled study environment to obtain better consumption data from 
which to base the thiamin fortification level, and rather than distribute fish sauce for free, 
should make it available at market for women to purchase. In addition, research to 
determine the usual intake of thiamin would be beneficial in optimizing the fortification 
dose; while women and children consuming fish sauce fortified at 2 g/L had significantly 
higher eTDP than those in the control group, the optimal fortification dose may be lower 
than 2 g/L. More research is required to optimize the dose to avoid unnecessary excess 
intake and lower production costs.     
 
Another major limitation of this research is a lack of interpretive criteria for sufficient 
thiamin status using eTDP. Appropriate deficiency cut-offs are unclear as they vary 
widely: >70 nM (54), >140 nM (55), and >148 nM (56). Therefore, cut-offs were not 
employed in this study, making it more difficult to quantify the fortification level 
required for adequate maternal status to prevent infantile beriberi. Curiously, women’s 
baseline eTDP was higher than previously reported: 167 ± 52 nM (n=276), compared to 
149 ± 36 (n=121 women aged 20-45 in Prey Veng; see Table 2-1). This difference may 
be attributable to seasonal variation (baseline data was collected in April in this study, 
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while the previous data was collected in January), or differences in socioeconomic status 
of the women enrolled (women in this study were wealthier and better educated, see 
Table 2-1 and Table 4-1), but this cannot be confirmed.   
 
Fish sauce is an efficacious means of improving thiamin intake, and therefore has 
potential to be a simple and sustainable vehicle for other micronutrients as well. Given 
that women may make their own fish sauce, presumably especially those who are very 
poor and can use fish caught freely from rice paddies in the rainy season, salt fortification 
(83), a major ingredient in fish sauce that is already fortified with iodine (83), should also 
be explored as a thiamin fortification vehicle in tandem with fish sauce to reach those at 





Chapter 5: Perinatal consumption of thiamin-fortified fish sauce in 
rural Cambodia: a randomized controlled efficacy trial 
5.1 Summary 
Background: Infantile beriberi, a fatal disease caused by thiamin deficiency, remains a 
public health concern in Cambodia and regions where B-vitamin poor, polished white 
rice is a staple food. Low maternal thiamin intake limits breast milk thiamin content, 
putting breastfed infants at risk of beriberi. We fortified fish sauce, a popular Cambodian 
condiment, to increase maternal dietary thiamin intake. 
Objective: To determine whether maternal consumption of thiamin-fortified fish sauce 
could improve the erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate concentration (eTDP) of mothers and 
their breastfed infants, and breast milk thiamin concentrations, compared to mothers 
consuming a control fish sauce.  
Methods: In this community-based, double-blind randomized controlled efficacy trial, 90 
pregnant women (18-45 y; 23 ± 7 wk gestation at enrolment) were recruited in Prey Veng 
province, Cambodia. Women were randomized to one of three treatment groups (n=30 
per group) for ad libitum consumption of fish sauce for 6 months: control, low (LC, 2 
g/L) or high concentration (HC, 8 g/L) thiamin-fortified fish sauce. Maternal blood was 
collected at baseline. Maternal blood, breast milk, and infant blood were collected at 
endline (t=6 mo). eTDP and breast milk thiamin were measured using HPLC-FLD.  
Results: Baseline-adjusted endline eTDP (estimated marginal mean, 95% CI) were 
significantly higher among mothers in the LC (276; 246, 306 nM) and HC (238; 207, 268 
nM) groups compared to control (194; 163, 224 nM; P<0.05); LC and HC did not differ 
(P=0.08). Total breast milk thiamin concentrations were significantly higher among 
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women in both LC (211; 187, 236 μg/L) and HC (180; 152, 209 μg/L) groups compared 
to control (136; 110, 162 μg/L; P<0.05). Infants of HC mothers had significantly higher 
eTDP (257; 215, 298 nM; P<0.05) compared to LC (205; 175, 235 nM) and control (181; 
153, 210 nM).  
Conclusions: Perinatal consumption of thiamin-fortified fish sauce for 6 months 
improved eTDP and breast milk thiamin concentrations among pregnant and lactating 
women in rural Cambodia, and in turn improved eTDP of their breastfed infants. Regular 
consumption of thiamin-fortified fish sauce has the potential to improve maternal thiamin 
status, and in turn prevent infantile beriberi in this population.  
 
5.2 Introduction 
Infantile beriberi is caused by thiamin (vitamin B1) deficiency (13) and typically presents 
among breastfed infants (57) around 3 months of age (68) with a persistent hoarse cry, 
vomiting, anorexia, generalized edema, oliguria (19), convulsions, and signs of heart 
failure (liver enlargement, rapid breathing, and rapid heart rate) (11). Without rapid 
thiamin administration infants can die within hours (68). Mothers with poor dietary 
thiamin intake produce breast milk low in thiamin, putting their infants at risk of 
developing thiamin deficiency and infantile beriberi (57). During infancy, a period of 
rapid growth and development, thiamin needs are high relative to body size placing 
infants at risk of beriberi (13,67,78) while mothers remain asymptomatic (13). Umbilical 
cord blood of thiamin-replete mothers has up to three times higher thiamin concentrations 
than maternal blood at birth (28) due to preferential thiamin sequestration to the fetus 
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during the third trimester (27). Thus, low maternal thiamin intake throughout pregnancy 
can impose further increased risk of developing infantile beriberi (57). 
 
Infantile beriberi-related mortality was common among breastfed infants of Karen 
refugees living in camps on the Thai-Burmese border in the 1980s (29,68,70). While 
addressed there through supplementation (68), poor thiamin status likely remains a public 
health concern in Cambodia due to a lack of dietary diversity (1). Thiamin is found in 
high concentrations in foods that are either not typically consumed (legumes and whole 
grains, for example, brown rice), or which are costly (pork). Finally, food balance sheet 
analysis estimate that approximately 60% of daily calories (8) come from non-parboiled 
(44), polished white rice, a very poor source of thiamin (13). We recently reported 
significantly lower erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate concentrations (eTDP), an indicator 
of thiamin status, among a representative sample of non-pregnant, non-lactating 
Cambodian women of childbearing age living in rural Prey Veng province compared to 
healthy, purportedly vitamin-replete Canadian peers (93,94). With this, pregnant and 
lactating women would likely also have lower eTDP than the Canadian women sampled 
since thiamin requirements increase during these life stages (18,31).  
 
Supplementation of thiamin deficient lactating women has been shown to improve breast 
milk thiamin concentrations in the Karen refugee camps (68,72), rural Cambodia (73), 
the Gambia (74), and India (75); however supplementation is a targeted, resource-
intensive intervention that relies heavily on individual compliance. With a combination of 
diverse diets and thiamin fortification/enrichment of white wheat flour (36,37,64), 
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infantile beriberi is virtually non-existent in the West. An estimated 90% of Cambodians 
consume fish sauce (85), and this condiment is already a fortification vehicle for iron 
(84–86). As such, thiamin fortification of fish sauce could be a sustainable, low-cost, and 
passive intervention (87–89) to improve the dietary thiamin intake of pregnant and 
lactating women and, in turn, their breastfed infants.  
 
The aim of this study was to determine whether consumption of thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce over six months during pregnancy and early lactation yielded higher eTDP and 
breast milk thiamin concentrations among rural Cambodian women compared to those 
consuming a control fish sauce containing no thiamin. A second aim was to determine 
whether eTDP differed between infants of mothers consuming thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce compared to infants of mothers consuming control fish sauce (no detectable 
thiamin).    
 
5.3 Methods 
5.3.1 Study design 
This was a community-based, double-blind, randomized controlled efficacy trial 
conducted in two groups of women concurrently: 90 pregnant, and 270 non-pregnant 
women. We report here on the 90 pregnant women recruited through convenience 
sampling from Prey Veng province, Cambodia. Eligibility criteria were as follows: 18-45 
y and 3-8 mo pregnant with a singleton fetus (self-report); the female head of their 
household; planned to exclusively breastfeed their infant for 6 mo; no prior history of 
preeclampsia, pre-term delivery, or birth defects; not involved in other non-governmental 
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nutrition programs; not consuming thiamin-containing dietary supplements (not standard 
of care in Cambodia (81)); agreement to exclusively consume the study fish sauce in their 
household; and no plans to leave their village (e.g. for seasonal work) for the duration of 
the study (6 mo). See Figure 5-1 for participant recruitment, flow, and follow-up. 
Women provided written informed consent to participate. Ethical approval was obtained 
from the Cambodian National Ethics Committee for Health Research (0245NECHR) and 
the University of British Columbia – Children’s and Women’s Health Centre of British 
Columbia Research Ethics Board in Canada (CQ14-0204/H14-01654). Clinicaltrials.gov 
Identifier: NCT02221063. 
 
5.3.2 Intervention: fortified fish sauce 
Study fish sauce was produced by Leang Leng Enterprises (Phnom Penh, Cambodia) and 
received Cambodian Ministry of Health Certification for Hygienic Food Production. Fish 
sauce was pasteurized for 90-120 min at 100°C, cooled to room temperature, then 
fortified as follows: low concentration thiamin (LC, 2 g/L thiamin hydrochloride (THCL; 
≥ 98% purity), Huazhong Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd, China); high concentration thiamin 
(HC, 8 g/L THCl); and control, which contained no detectable thiamin. Thiamin 
fortification dose in fish sauce is discussed in 3.3.1. All fish sauces were also fortified 
with iron as ferric sodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate (2.8 g/L Ferrazone®, Akzo Nobel 
Functional Chemicals B.V., The Netherlands) as per Cambodian Ministry of Planning 




Figure 5-1: Participant flow and follow-up for pregnant and lactating Cambodian women 
(18-45 y) and their newborn breastfed infants.
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Fish sauce packaging was identical among the three groups except for a unique serial number 
stamp on each bottle, and different coloured caps for different study arms intended to prevent 
confusion amongst field staff and participants. Green, orange, and purple were selected for bottle 
caps after consultation with local women highlighted these as pleasant yet culturally and 
politically neutral colours (n=60 women aged 18-45 y from focus group discussions in 12 
villages within 3 communes in Prey Veng, Cambodia; see semi-structured guide in Appendix C). 
The blinding code was known to Leang Leng Enterprises, and was stored in a sealed envelope 
held by the Principal Investigator in case of emergency. Sensory evaluation using the triangle 




Using a pre-determined master list of individual randomized ID numbers, field staff assigned IDs 
sequentially at enrollment. Women received fish sauce after their baseline study visit, and 
fortnightly thereafter during household visits by field staff. Since Cambodian families eat from a 
common pot, participants and their entire household were instructed to consume the study fish 
sauce ad libitum, as they normally would, throughout the six-month study. At 1 mo (November 
2014), study participants attended a nutrition education workshop in their village to learn the 
signs, treatment, and prevention of infantile thiamin deficiency and beriberi, as well as the 
Cambodian Ministry of Health infant and young child feeding curriculum (81). Participant’s 
family members (husbands, sisters, mothers, mothers-in-law etc.) were invited to attend.   
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5.3.4 Data and biological sample collection 
At baseline (October 6-17, 2014) and endline (t=6 mo, April 22-29, 2015) demographic 
information was collected using an interviewer-administered questionnaire in women’s homes 
(see questionnaire in Appendix F). Participants gave birth during the study; field staff visited 
each participant within 72 hours of birth to measure the infant’s length and weight using a length 
board and calibrated weight scale, respectively (123). 
 
The morning following data collection, non-fasting venous blood samples were collected into 
evacuated EDTA-coated tubes (Vacutainer, Becton Dickinson, Mississauga, ON) from women 
and their infants (endline only) at a central village location. Blood samples were then transported 
on ice to the National Institute for Public Health (NIPH) laboratories in Phnom Penh within 5 h 
of collection. Blood samples were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C, plasma and buffy 
coat were removed, and erythrocytes washed three times with phosphate buffered saline 
(Amresco, Solon, OH) before storage at -80°C.  
 
Breast milk samples were collected using a battery-powered single breast pump (Swing Breast 
pump, Medela, Mississauga, ON). One full breast expression was collected from the breast that 
women self-identified as being more ‘full’ (the breast not most recently fed from). Two women 
chose to manually hand-express milk rather than use the breast pump. Breast milk was 
transported along with the blood samples to NIPH daily on ice. Total milk volume was recorded, 
then milk was mixed well, aliquoted into amber cryovials, and stored at -80°C. All blood and 
breast milk samples were batch shipped on dry ice to the University of British Columbia (UBC) 
in Vancouver, Canada in June 2015. 
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5.3.5 Erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate analysis 
eTDP was measured at UBC using reverse-phase high performance liquid chromatography with 
a fluorescence detector (HPLC-FLD) according to Lu & Frank (51), with modifications. Briefly, 
500 µL of 10% wt/vol trichloroacetic acid in deionized water was added to a mixture of 250 µL 
previously frozen packed erythrocytes and 250 µL deionized water. Samples were vigorously 
vortex mixed, placed on ice for 15 min, and then centifuged (13000 g, 10 min). An aliquot of 
supernatant (500 µL) was washed twice with 750 µL of water saturated methyl-tert-butyl ether. 
From the aqueous layer, a 150 µL aliquot was then transferred to a 96 well plate. HPLC analysis 
was performed using an Agilent 1260 Infinity system with a Poroshell 120 EC-C18 column (3.0 
x 50 mm with 2.7 µm; Agilent Technologies, Mississauga, ON) at 25°C with the detector set at 
an excitation wavelength 375 nm and emission wavelength 435 nm. Mobile phase A consisted of 
25 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and methanol (90:10 vol/vol), while mobile phase B 
consisted of 25 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and methanol (30:70 vol/vol). Prior to injection, 
online sample derivatization (methanol, sample, and 1.2 mM potassium ferricyanide in 15% 
wt/vol sodium hydroxide) was performed by automated injector programming. Quantitation of 
eTDP was based on peak area and external standardization using TDP calibration solutions 
(range ~20-800 nM; Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON; recoveries of low (20 nM) and high (800 nM) 
standards in deionized water were 102.5% and 93.2%, respectively). Quality controls were 
conducted on each run using pooled erythrocytes from ten healthy Canadian adults (inter-run 
CVs <9%, n=17).  
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5.3.6 Breast milk thiamin analysis 
Free thiamin, thiamin monophosphate (TMP), and thiamin diphosphate (TDP) in breast milk 
were analyzed at the USDA/ARS Western Human Nutrition Research Centre, University of 
California, Davis using HPLC-FLD and pre-column derivatization of the analytes to their 
thiochrome esters. 12 μL of perchloric acid (HClO4, 70%, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was 
added to 100 μL breast milk for protein precipitation. After vortexing for 1 min the samples were 
centrifuged at 4°C for 10 min at 14000 rpm, then 75 μL of the supernatant was transferred into a 
fresh 1.5 mL centrifuge tube. The thiamin vitamers were derivatized by adding 27 μL of an 
aqueous solution of 12 mM potassium ferricyanide (K3[Fe(CN)6]) in 3.35 N sodium hydroxide 
(NaOH). After briefly mixing, the reaction was quenched with 24 μL 1M phosphoric acid 
(H3PO4) to neutral pH. After filtration, 30 μL of the sample was analyzed via an Agilent 1200 
series HPLC-FLD using a Phenomenex Kinetex C18 column (100 Å, 150 x 4.6 mm, 5 μm) 
protected by a Phenomenex SecurityGuard C18 pre-column (4 x 30 mm; Torrance, CA). A 
solvent gradient of 0.15 M dipotassium hydrogen phosphate (K2HPO4; mobile phase A) and 
methanol (mobile phase B) was employed as follows: 0 min: 85% A, 3 min: 80% A, 6 min: 50% 
A, 6.5-8min: 85% A at a flow rate of 1.4 mL/min. Excitation and emission wavelengths for 
detection were set to 367 and 435 nm, respectively. A pooled breast milk sample with previously 
established thiamin concentrations was used as an internal control. This control was measured 
four times; CVs for thiamin, TMP, and TDP were 2%, 2%,  and 5%, respectively.   
 
5.3.7 Statistical analysis 
We estimated that a sample size of n=30 mothers per group would be sufficient to detect a 30% 
difference in maternal eTDP between fortified and control groups at endline assuming a 
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minimum baseline of 38 nM (93), SD of 18 nM (122), 80% power, and alpha=0.05 using a 2-
sided test. Demographic characteristics were summarized as mean ± SD or n (%). Maternal 
eTDP analyses were conducted using both intent-to-treat (ITT) and as-treated analyses. In ITT, 
baseline eTDP values were carried forward when endline data were missing (all analyses refer to 
ITT unless otherwise stated); in as-treated, only participants with complete data were included in 
analysis.  
 
General linear models (GLM) were used to assess differences between fortified groups (LC and 
HC) compared to the control group (reference) for the following: maternal endline eTDP 
(adjusted for baseline eTDP), infant eTDP, breast milk thiamin concentrations, infant age and 
lactation duration, and fish sauce consumption. Post-hoc analysis with least significant difference 
(LSD) adjustment for multiple comparisons was used to assess differences between the three 
treatment groups (LC, HC, and control). Estimated marginal means (95% CI) are reported for 
GLM. All analyses were performed with SPSS for Macintosh version 23.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, 
NY), with a significance level of P<0.05.  
 
5.4 Results 
Participant flow and follow-up can be found in Figure 5-1. Ninety-three pregnant women in 
Prey Veng, Cambodia were screened; 90 met eligibility criteria, agreed to participate, and were 
randomized to the three study arms, n=30 per group. Five participants were excluded from 
analyses: 3 due to stillbirth or miscarriage, and 2 who had not yet delivered by endline data 




Baseline demographic characteristics of participants can be found in Table 5-1. Mean ± SD age 
of women at enrollment was 26 ± 5 y, the majority of women were in their second trimester 
(mean gestation, 23 ± 7 wk), and approximately half of women were pregnant with their first 
child. Most women attended 5 antenatal care visits throughout pregnancy, and delivered at their 
local health centre (Table 5-2). Mean ± SD birth length and weight was 49 ± 2 cm and 3.1 ± 0.6 
kg, respectively, and only 5 infants had low birth weight (<2.5 kg). Household fish sauce 
consumption was similar across all three treatment groups: households in LC, HC, and control 
groups consumed 15 (13, 16), 13 (11, 14), and 16 (14, 17) 750 mL bottles, respectively, over the 
6 mo study (P=0.07).
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Age, y 27 ± 5 26 ± 5 25 ± 5 
# weeks pregnant, wk 23 ± 8 22 ± 7 25 ± 8 
Parity 
     Primipara 










Number in household 5 ± 1 5 ± 2 5 ± 1 
Education 
     None 
     Primary 
     Lower Secondary 
     Upper Secondary 



















Annual household income, US$2 
     Bottom 20% 
     Middle 60% 
     Top 20% 












Erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate, nM 152 ± 44 175 ± 62 179 ± 63 
1 mean ± SD or n (%). eTDP, erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate concentration (eTDP; nM) 
2 households were classified using 2011 income quintiles from Prey Veng province, Cambodia (99) 
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Table 5-2: Antenatal care and delivery outcomes of rural Cambodian women (18-45 y) in the 
pregnant and lactating cohort, and characteristics of their newborn infants1 
 Control Low Concentration High Concentration 
 n=27 n=28 n=23 
Antenatal    
Antenatal care visits 5 ± 2 5 ± 2 5 ± 3 
Iron folic acid tablets consumed 85 ± 19 78 ± 25 85 ± 23 
Deworming treatment 23 (85) 20 (71) 20 (87) 
Delivery/Postpartum    
Delivery location 
     Local Health Centre 
     District Hospital 
     Provincial Town Hospital 
     Private Clinic or Hospital 
     Other: garment factory 
 

















Infant characteristics     
Female 
Birth weight, kg2 
Low birth weight (<2.5kg)2 
Birth length, cm2 
14 (52) 
3.1 ± 0.5 
3 (11) 
49 ± 2 
13 (46) 
3.0 ± 0.4 
1 (4) 
49 ± 2 
9 (39) 
3.1 ± 0.9 
1 (4) 
49 ± 3 
Age at endline, wk 16 ± 8 17 ± 7 14 ± 8 
1 mean ± SD or n (%) 
2 LC, n=27 
 
Maternal endline eTDP can be found in Table 5-3. Baseline-adjusted endline eTDP (estimated 
marginal mean; 95% CI) was significantly higher among women in LC (276; 246, 306 nM) and 
HC (238; 207, 268 nM) groups compared to women in the control group (194; 163, 224 nM; 
P<0.05); women in LC and HC groups did not differ (P=0.08). As-treated analysis did not 
change the findings markedly (see Table 5-3). Infant eTDP at endline is also found in Table 5-3. 
Infants of mothers in the HC group had significantly higher eTDP (257; 215, 298 nM; P<0.05) 
compared to mothers in the LC (205; 175, 235 nM) and control groups (181; 153, 210 nM). 
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Table 5-3: Endline (6 mo) eTDP of mothers and their breastfed infants in the pregnant and lactating cohort1 
  β SE P value  n Estimated Marginal Means (95% CI) 
Mothers  
Intent-to-Treat2 
     Control 
     Low concentration 


















194 (163, 224)a 
276 (246, 306)b 
238 (207, 268)b 
As Treated3 
     Control 
     Low concentration 


















195 (163, 227)a 
282 (252, 312)b 
256 (222, 290)b 
Infants 
     Control 
     Low concentration 













181 (153, 210)a 
205 (175, 235)a 
257 (215, 298)b 
1 General linear models were used to assess differences in eTDP between fortified groups (LC and HC) and control group 
(reference). Maternal model was adjusted for baseline eTDP. Post-hoc analysis (with LSD adjustment for multiple 
comparisons) assessed differences between LC, HC, and control groups; values that do not share a common superscript differ 
significantly, P<0.05. eTDP, erythrocyte thiamin diphosphate concentration (eTDP, nM)  
2 In intent-to-treat analysis, baseline values were carried forward for missing endline values. 
3 In as-treated analysis, n=7 women were excluded from analyses due to attrition and blood draw refusal.
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Concentrations of the three thiamin vitamers found in human milk, thiamin, TMP, and TDP, as 
well as total thiamin (calculated as the amount of thiamin from TMP, TDP, and thiamin), can be 
found in Table 5-4. TMP was the most abundant vitamer in these breast milk samples. Breast 
milk TMP was significantly higher among women in the LC group (166; 146, 187 μg/L) 
compared to the control group (133; 111, 154 μg/L; P=0.03). Total breast milk thiamin was 
significantly higher among women in both LC (211; 187, 236 μg/L) and HC groups (180; 152, 
209 μg/L) compared to the control group (136; 110, 162 μg/L; P<0.05); LC and HC did not 
differ (P=0.10). Thiamin concentration followed the same pattern: women in LC and HC groups 
produced breast milk with significantly higher thiamin than those in the control group (P<0.05). 
TDP, which made up <5% of total thiamin in breast milk, did not differ between groups 
(P=0.28).   
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Table 5-4: Thiamin concentrations of mature breast milk, and estimated daily total thiamin 










Thiamin    
     μg/L 18 (3, 33)a 63 (49, 77)b 54 (38, 71)b 
     nM 66 (10, 123)a 237 (184, 290)b 204 (142, 266)b 
Thiamin monophosphate    
     μg/L 133 (111, 154)a 166 (146, 187)b 140 (116, 163)ab 
     nM 385 (232, 448)a 483 (424, 542)b 406 (337, 475)ab 
Thiamin diphosphate    
     μg/L 4 (2, 6)a 5 (3, 7)a 6 (4, 9)a 
     nM 9 (4, 14)a 12 (7, 17)a 15 (9, 20)a 
Total thiamin2    
     μg/L 136 (110, 162)a 211 (187, 236)b 180 (152, 209)b 
     nM 512 (414, 609)a 797 (705, 888)b 680 (572, 787)b 
     Estimated Infant Intake (μg/d)3 104 (83, 124)a 165 (145, 185)b 138 (115, 161)b 
1 General linear models were used to assess differences between fortified groups (LC and HC) 
and the control group (reference). Post-hoc analysis (with LSD adjustment for multiple 
comparisons) assessed differences between LC, HC, and control groups; values in rows that do 
not share a common superscript differ significantly, P<0.05. Results expressed as estimated 
marginal means (95% CI).  
2 Total thiamin calculated as amount of thiamin from thiamin monophosphate, thiamin 
diphosphate, and free thiamin 
3 Estimated infant intake (μg thiamin/d) calculated based on daily breast milk consumption of 
exclusively breastfed infants in developing countries: 0-2 mo, 714 mL/d; 2-5 mo, 784 mL/d; 6-8 




Perinatal consumption of thiamin-fortified fish sauce for six months yields higher eTDP among 
pregnant and lactating women and their breastfed infants in rural Cambodia compared to mothers 
consuming a control fish sauce without thiamin. Breast milk total thiamin concentrations were 
significantly higher among women consuming fortified fish sauce compared to those in the 
control group.  
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It has been established that maternal thiamin supplementation of deficient mothers increases 
breast milk thiamin concentrations (57). Prentice and colleagues reported a significant increase 
in breast milk thiamin concentration from 160 to 220 μg/L (P<0.001) among Gambian women 
consuming a supplemental food containing 1.36 mg thiamin daily for one year (74). Similarly, 
breast milk thiamin of 5 nutritionally inadequate Indian women increased from 109 to 268 μg/L 
after daily micronutrient supplementation of increasing doses (0.2 – 20 mg/d) over 8 months 
(75).  
 
While no infants in this study showed clinical symptoms of infantile beriberi, a lack of clear 
biomarker cut-offs hinders assessment of biochemical thiamin adequacy. The Institute of 
Medicine used observed thiamin concentrations of 210 μg/L in milk produced by well-nourished 
mothers (32–34) to set the adequate intake (AI) for infants aged 0-6 mo at 200 μg thiamin/day 
(18). Using estimated daily breast milk intakes for exclusively breastfed infants in developing 
countries (59) we predicted daily thiamin intake of infants in our study (see Table 5-4). Only 9 
infants (LC, n=7, HC, n=2) would have consumed ≥200 μg/d. Curiously, a recent report of 
thiamin concentrations in mature milk (≥2 weeks) collected from women globally (including the 
United States) and no infants consuming this milk would have consumed the AI (18,58). 
However, a limitation of this source is that breast milk thiamin rather than total thiamin (thiamin 
+ TMP + TDP) or TMP (the most abundant vitamer in breast milk), is reported. However, the 
findings echo a recent study in Malawi reporting that only 50% of anti-retroviral-treated mothers 
living with HIV who had been consuming thiamin-containing dietary supplements for 6 months 
produced breast milk (expressed as breast milk total thiamin) that would meet the infant thiamin 
AI (124).  
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The report of breast milk thiamin concentrations globally also highlighted wide variation in 
breast milk thiamin concentrations by region: India, 11 μg/L (n=24), Malawi, 21 μg/L (n=18), 
China, 31 μg/L (n=5), United States, 37 μg/L (n=28), and Cameroon, 116 μg/L (n=5) (58). 
These breast milk thiamin concentrations (apart from Cameroon) align relatively well with those 
of women in the control group (18 μg/L, n=23). Our breast milk thiamin of 63 and 54 μg/L for 
LC (n=26) and HC (n=19) groups, respectively, are higher than values in the United States, 
which may be due to supplement consumption, but unfortunately this and other dietary intake 
data were not reported (58). 
 
We recognize that AIs are developed when there is not sufficient evidence available to establish 
an estimated average requirement and recommended dietary allowance, and are expected to meet 
or exceed the needs of individuals in that age group (18). As such, thiamin intakes lower than the 
AI of 200 μg/d could be sufficient and may not impose risk of infantile beriberi. Actually, the AI 
was rounded up from 160 μg/d (18), but even when using a cut-off of 160 μg/d, only 17 infants 
(LC, n=13; HC, n=4) would have had sufficient thiamin intake. The current infant thiamin AI 
was determined from data from only 24 American women in 1980 (33,34). Improvements in 
analytical techniques for quantification of thiamin in biological samples during the past 35 years 
(35) may explain some of the discrepancy between the AI cut-off and recently published 
reference values; as such, thiamin AIs for infants aged 0 – 6 mo should be re-visited.  
 
The amount of thiamin in breast milk is known to increase with lactation duration (58), therefore 
the age of the child likely influences breast milk thiamin concentration. Infant age did not differ 
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by treatment group (P=0.38) and total thiamin in breast milk was not correlated with infant age 
in our study (P=0.07), but this may be attributed to the small sample size.  
 
While eTDP was significantly higher among women consuming fortified fish sauce compared to 
control, there was no significant difference between women in the LC and HC groups (P=0.08). 
Total breast milk thiamin concentration also did not differ between LC and HC groups (P=0.10). 
This suggests that consumption of fish sauce fortified at, or even below, 2 g/L is sufficient for 
maternal thiamin adequacy. However, infant eTDP was significantly higher among HC 
compared to LC (P=0.03). Since LC and HC breast milk total thiamin concentrations did not 
differ, and infant age or lactation status was similar between groups (P=0.36), this finding may 
highlight the importance of maternal thiamin adequacy in late pregnancy (13,27,57) as HC 
infants may have built up thiamin stores in utero.  
 
This study had several strengths, including both antenatal and postpartum consumption of fish 
sauce, frequent fortnightly follow-ups with participants, biological sample collection from 
mothers (both blood and breast milk) and their breastfed infants, and a control group, which was 
shrewd as we saw an increase in maternal eTDP between baseline and endline. Limitations 
include a lack of dietary intake data and representation from only one Cambodian province. The 
women in this study were relatively well-off, with 44% in the top wealth quintile for Prey Veng 
province (99). Women participating in other non-governmental nutrition programs were 
ineligible to participate in this study to avoid potential contamination, and our convenience 
sample was likely recruited from main roads where paid labour is more easily accessible 
compared to more remote households. Future research should target poor households, where 
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infantile beriberi is presumably a larger issue. While we collected a full breast expression from 
the breast mothers self-reported as not most recently emptied, we did not have information on the 
last feed, and this one expression is not necessarily representative of usual milk. Finally, there is 
a lack of interpretive criteria for normal or healthy eTDP for women, as cut-offs in the literature 
vary widely: >70 nM (54), >140 nM (55), and >148 nM (56). A recent study in Prey Veng, 
Cambodia reported no significant difference in blood thiamin concentrations between mothers of 
infants with and without beriberi (11).  Unexpectedly, baseline eTDP found in this study, 169 ± 
58 nM (HC, LC, and control women, n=85) were similar to values reported among a 
convenience sample of Vancouver women, 179 ± 37 nM (n=47, 20-45 y; see Table 2-1). These 
unexpected values, alongside the range in cut-offs in the literature highlight the need for more 
research to develop clinically meaningful cut-offs for thiamin deficiency.  
 
Adequate maternal thiamin intake throughout pregnancy and lactation allows for thiamin 
sequestration in utero (27) and production of thiamin-replete breast milk (18,57), preventing 
infantile thiamin deficiency and beriberi among breastfed infants. Here we showed that 6 month 
perinatal consumption of thiamin-fortified fish sauce, a condiment consumed by the majority of 
Cambodians (85), is an efficacious means of increasing maternal eTDP and breast milk thiamin, 
and in turn, infant eTDP. Therefore, thiamin-fortified fish sauce has the potential to prevent 
infantile beriberi and its related infant mortality in Cambodia and the region among women 
consuming commercially produced (rather than homemade) fish sauce. This intervention is 
facilitated by existing fortification infrastructure within factories as fish sauce has already been 
successfully fortified with iron in Cambodia and Vietnam (84–86,102,103). As such, fish sauce 
could be a simple and sustainable vehicle for other micronutrient fortification as well. Further, 
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fortification is a population-wide intervention, so there is potential for all consumers of thiamin-
fortified fish sauce to improve thiamin intake,, potentially preventing beriberi outbreaks (95) and 
improving thiamin status of women (93,94) before conception.  
 
5.6 Conclusions 
Perinatal consumption of thiamin-fortified fish sauce for six months was an efficacious means of 
improving eTDP and breast milk thiamin concentrations among pregnant and lactating women in 
rural Cambodia, and in turn, eTDP in their breastfed infants. More research is needed before this 
intervention can be scaled-up, but this research highlights the potential for thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce to improve thiamin intake and status, which in turn may provide a sustainable means of 
preventing infantile beriberi in this region. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions, discussion, and future research  
6.1 Introduction  
Infantile beriberi remains a cause of infant mortality in Cambodia and throughout Southeast Asia 
despite its relatively easy treatment and prevention with thiamin. After identifying that 
Cambodian women of childbearing age had lower biochemical thiamin status than purportedly 
thiamin-replete Canadian women in Vancouver, the overall objective of my doctoral research 
was to identify and test the efficacy of an inexpensive, sustainable, and culturally-appropriate 
intervention to improve thiamin intake and status of these women with the long term goal of 
eradicating infantile beriberi in Cambodia. This research has contributed to the body of 
knowledge on thiamin deficiency, and, through close collaboration with nutrition stakeholders 
in-country, including the Cambodian Ministry of Health and Ministry of Planning (National Sub 
Committee for Food Fortification), has brought the issue of thiamin deficiency and infantile 
beriberi to the attention of public health nutrition stakeholders, health practitioners, and policy 
makers in Cambodia.   
 
6.2 Discussion of key findings 
6.2.1 Efficacy of thiamin-fortified fish sauce 
Using an iterative approach, after developing a stable and well-accepted thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce, I aimed to determine whether six-month ad libitum consumption of thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce could improve eTDP compared to a control sauce (containing no thiamin) among rural 
Cambodian women and their children. In Chapters 4 and 5 I reported that thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce was an efficacious means of increasing eTDP among all the populations we studied: 
baseline-adjusted endline eTDP was significantly higher among individuals in the HC and LC 
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groups compared to the control group for non-pregnant, non-lactating women (P<0.001), their 
children aged 12-59 months (P<0.05), and pregnant and lactating women (P<0.05); LC and HC 
groups did not differ. Similarly, total breast milk thiamin concentrations were significantly 
higher among women in both LC and HC groups compared to control (P<0.05). eTDP of infants 
of HC group mothers had significantly higher eTDP than those infants of mothers in the LC and 
control groups (P<0.05), which did not differ. These results demonstrate the potential for 
thiamin-fortified fish sauce to increase dietary thiamin intake and biochemical thiamin status of 
rural Cambodians, which in turn could prevent infantile beriberi.  
 
I hypothesized a dose response to the thiamin-fortified fish sauce, postulating HC > LC > control 
for eTDP in all populations studied. However, I found that there was no statistical difference 
between eTDP of individuals in the HC and LC groups; the exception being infants. These 
results suggest a plateau, as consumption of fish sauce containing more than 2 g/L thiamin did 
not confer higher eTDP. Since a single oral dose of thiamin higher than ~ 5 mg has shown to go 
largely unabsorbed in healthy adults (20), this finding is not unexpected as this would require 
fish sauce intakes of only 2.5 mL and 0.625 mL for individuals in LC and HC groups, 
respectively.  
 
One means of preventing infantile beriberi is to increase the intake of all individuals in the target 
population, pregnant and lactating women, so that the entire thiamin intake distribution will shift 
upwards, decreasing the proportion of the population that is at risk of inadequate intake (18,87). 
As noted in Chapter 3, the ultimate goal of many fortification programs is for 97.5% of the target 
population to consume more than EAR while also limiting excess intake (87); this overall shift is 
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of particular importance to that those at highest risk of inadequate intake before fortification. 
However, the lowest consumers are likely those of lowest socioeconomic status that may not 
consume as much commercially-produced fish sauce because they choose to make some fish 
sauce at home; therefore, the target dose must be adjusted to meet the needs of those lowest 
consumers. As noted in Chapters 4 and 5, more research investigating the optimal fortificant 
dose is required. In this study, even if individuals were thiamin deficient to begin with the 
majority of the population likely received more thiamin than required. However, this could be 
advantageous.  
 
Due to unequal household food distribution, men are most likely to be the highest fish sauce 
consumers, therefore consuming the highest amount of thiamin. While not the target population 
for the prevention of infantile beriberi, this high thiamin intake likely poses no harm as there is 
no UL for thiamin consumption (18). In addition, thiamin needs increase with high carbohydrate 
intake (14,47). Since polished white rice is the staple in Cambodia, making up an estimated 60% 
of daily energy intake (8), increased thiamin consumption is likely helpful to ensure optimal 
energy metabolism. Marginal thiamin deficiency, which causes apathy, fatigue, loss of appetite, 
and dizziness (45), could also be prevented with improved population-wide thiamin intake.  
 
Despite this, excess thiamin administration should be avoided. A balance must be struck between 
providing adequate thiamin to the target group, women of childbearing age who are likely the 
lowest consumers in the population, while protecting the highest consumers, typically men, 
against excess intake. Fortunately, there is no known toxicity or adverse events from excess 
thiamin intake, however it is unclear whether long term, chronic excess intake poses risk for 
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adverse events for an entire population. Economically, it is wasteful to include excess thiamin as 
it increases costs for producers and consumers. With the long-term goal of sustainability, higher 
costs for a fortified product compared to the traditional, non-fortified alternative, may decrease 
sales, especially among the population’s poorest and likely most at risk for thiamin inadequacy.  
 
The case of thiamin fortification is not dissimilar to folic acid fortification of white wheat flour 
in Canada and the United States for the prevention of neural tube defects (NTD) (125). Coats and 
colleagues showed that not all infants of women with low biochemical thiamin status go on to 
develop infantile beriberi (11), just as not all women with low folate status will give birth to a 
NTD-affected baby (126). Fortification of a Canadian staple, white wheat flour, increased the 
folic acid intake of all Canadian women of childbearing age; this in turn shifted the red cell 
folate distribution upwards (126) and reduced the incidence of NTD (125,127). The aim of this 
research was to determine if fish sauce fortification could have the same effect on thiamin status 
for the prevention of infantile beriberi. One major difference, however, is that there is concern 
that population-wide folic acid fortification, while ideal for women of childbearing age for the 
prevention of NTD, poses a risk to elderly as it can mask vitamin B12 deficiency and result in 
irreversible neurological damage (128). There are no such known risks or adverse nutrient 
interactions associated with high thiamin intakes (18). Therefore, population-wide thiamin 
fortification can likely shift the eTDP distribution upwards, decreasing the proportion of women 
at risk of inadequate intake (18,87), and preventing infantile beriberi (57). 
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6.2.2 Effectiveness of thiamin-fortified fish sauce 
This was a proof-of-concept study designed to determine the effect of thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce consumption on eTDP among rural Cambodian consumers under controlled conditions. 
Both the randomized design and use of a control group in this study provide convincing evidence 
that the increase in eTDP seen among individuals in the LC and HC groups can be attributed to 
consumption of thiamin-fortified fish sauce rather than other factors such as seasonal differences 
in thiamin intake. As such, this study’s design was ideal to assess the objective of this study; I 
can conclude with confidence that thiamin-fortified fish sauce is an efficacious means of 
increasing eTDP among consumers. However, this study design has limitations and there is a 
need to determine the effectiveness of this intervention. While there were attempts made to 
mimic ‘real world’ conditions, including ad libitum consumption rather than a set consumption 
rate of fish sauce, more research is required to determine whether thiamin-fortified fish sauce is 
an ideal means of increasing dietary thiamin intake outside a controlled study environment.  
 
In this study, participants were encouraged to consume fish sauce as they normally would. 
Although erythrocytes undergo a complete turnover in 120 days, the study duration of 6 months 
was selected to allow for a ‘run in’ period of high consumption so that if there were increased 
fish sauce consumption due to the novelty of free sauce, this would normalize after a few 
months, therefore allowing biomarkers to reflect more usual intake.  
 
As noted in Chapter 4, 72% of women in the non-pregnant cohort felt that typical household fish 
sauce consumption changed during the study period; of those who indicated an increase in 
consumption, the majority indicated a large (59%) or a slight (36%) increase. While only 6% of 
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women attributed this change to the fact that fish sauce was free, more research is required to 
predict consumption trends when fish sauce is purchased at market. Such research could help to 
identify usual fish sauce intake, and aid in determination of the optimal thiamin fortification 
level of fish sauce in rural Cambodia.  
 
There was no economic assessment of this product in my research. THCl was donated and fish 
sauce was made on a small scale in one fish sauce factory already outfitted with fortification 
equipment, therefore it is difficult to estimate the true cost of thiamin-fortified fish sauce. 
However, we can look to iron-fortified fish sauce for approximate costs. Iron fortification of fish 
sauce in Cambodia confers an increase of only 2 cents (US$) per litre of fish sauce, which was 
deemed affordable by >80% of Cambodians in a recent survey (n=2,797) (85). Importantly, 
NaFeEDTA is an expensive fortificant, whereas THCl fortification is much cheaper (87). Since 
iron fortification equipment and infrastructure are already present in the majority of Cambodian 
fish sauce factories (85,92), start-up costs to implement thiamin fortification would be minimal. 
However, future research should investigate the least expensive means of procurement of 
thiamin in Cambodia at scale.  
 
6.2.3 Fish sauce as a fortification vehicle 
In Chapter 3 I reported that THCl was stable in a fish sauce matrix, and that thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce was well accepted by rural women of childbearing age. One major benefit of fortification 
is that it requires no behaviour change (87–90); with careful selection of a culturally-appropriate 
vehicle (a foodstuff commonly consumed by the majority of the population), routine 
consumption allows for passive consumption of the micronutrient of interest. Fish sauce has the 
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potential to be an ideal vehicle in Cambodia as it is consumed by 90% of the Cambodian 
population (85), and is already fortified with iron (84,86). However, there are some limitations of 
fortified fish sauce in Cambodia that must be considered.  
 
Not all women consume commercially-produced fish sauce; poorer women may make their own 
fish sauce. Unfortunately there are no data on home production of fish sauce in Cambodia, or 
whether this practice is seasonal. In addition, as noted in Chapter 4, there is a wide range in 
quality of commercially-produced fish sauce in Cambodia, with three major categories of fish 
sauce available at market: high quality, with high protein content, dark colour, and rich fish 
flavours; medium quality, which is a slightly watered down version of high quality; and low 
quality, which is more dilute, lighter in colour, and contains artificial colours and flavours. I 
chose the medium quality fish sauce as a fortification vehicle and, as shown in Chapter 3, 
thiamin was stable in this matrix. However, the quality of the fish sauce may have been 
protective, with a higher protein (and therefore α-amino acid) content stabilizing thiamin (104) 
and the darker colour protecting thiamin against direct sunlight exposure (13,31,38,105). Low 
quality fish sauce would likely not confer these protective effects, and therefore all qualities of 
fish sauce should be investigated in the future to determine the stability of thiamin across all 
potential fish sauce vehicles in Cambodia. 
 
6.2.4 Salt: an alternative thiamin fortification vehicle? 
Fish sauce is consumed by, but not necessarily purchased by, 90% of Cambodians. While fish 
sauce has high potential to be an ideal vehicle for thiamin fortification, future research should 
also investigate other fortification vehicles. As noted in Chapter 4, salt may have potential to be 
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an ideal alternate vehicle for thiamin. Salt has been iodized in Cambodia since 1996, and in 2011 
a reported 70% of households used iodized salt for both table consumption and production of 
household preserves including fish sauce (83). Unfortunately, due to a recent lack of government 
monitoring and quality enforcement, salt iodization had been suboptimal: a recent report noted 
that 92% of salt iodization in Cambodia did not meet fortification regulations (83). However, 
government ministries are currently addressing suboptimal salt iodization. Thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce would not reach households that produce their own fish sauce, but thiamin-fortified salt 
would not only be purchased by these households, but would also be integrated into homemade 
fish sauce. And, similar to fish sauce, salt fortification infrastructure already exists in Cambodia 
(85), making this a cost-effective intervention. With this, future studies should investigate salt as 
another potential thiamin fortification vehicle in Cambodia.  
 
6.3 Limitations 
6.3.1 Need to optimize thiamin fortification dose 
The fish sauce utilized in this study was fortified at 2 and 8 g/L thiamin, however our results 
suggest that the dose can be optimized. While women and children consuming fish sauce 
fortified at 2 g/L had significantly higher eTDP than those in the control group, the optimal 
fortification dose may be lower than 2 g/L. As discussed in detail in Chapter 3, the EAR cut-
point method, with an adjustment upwards due to the uncertainty of the EAR, should ideally be 
employed to optimize the amount of thiamin added to fish sauce (87). This approach requires the 
target population’s usual intakes of both thiamin and fish sauce, and uses both usual intakes to 
calculate an optimal thiamin dose to allow for 97.5% of the target population to consume at least 
the EAR (1.1 mg/d) thiamin (18,87). Since few data are currently available on usual intake of 
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thiamin or fish sauce among rural Cambodians, I recommend 24 h recalls are collected among 
representative samples of pregnant and lactating women as well as Cambodian men. Although 
data from the target group are key, it is also important to understand the potential intake of the 
highest consumers in the population, adult men (87). In addition, I would conduct another 3-day 
weighed fish sauce record among a representative group to better quantify usual fish sauce 
intake.   
 
6.3.2 Lack of infantile beriberi prevalence data 
Although there is evidence of low thiamin status throughout Southeast Asia, including the report 
of lower eTDP among a representative sample of women of childbearing age from Phnom Penh 
and Prey Veng, Cambodia compared to purportedly thiamin-replete Canadian women from 
Vancouver reported in Chapter 2, a major limitation of this research is the lack of infantile 
beriberi prevalence data. Thiamin deficiency has long been described in Southeast Asia: 
historically in Indonesia and Japan (45), and more recently among Karen refugees on the Thai-
Burmese border (68,70), and among mothers and their infants in Laos (77,78) and Cambodia 
(11,66). However, many of these reports come from specialized groups including refugee 
populations, or are case reports. The lack of representative prevalence data on infantile beriberi 
hinders our understanding of the true burden of this disease in Cambodia, and our ability to 
monitor changes in infantile beriberi-related infant mortality with thiamin interventions. In 
tandem, the non-specific signs of infantile beriberi such as vomiting, oliguria, anorexia, dyspnea, 
tachypnea and tachycardia (11,13,19,66,67) may not prompt a trip to the health centre, and since 
death can occur within hours of clinical presentation (68), it is likely that many cases of infantile 
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beriberi are not diagnosed. Future research should focus on collection of representative data to 
describe the prevalence of infantile beriberi in Cambodia and throughout the region.   
 
6.3.3 Defining thiamin deficiency 
A major limitation of this research is the lack of consensus on thiamin deficiency cut offs. 
Described in detail in Chapter 1 (as well as Chapters 2, 4, and 5), the current cut-offs 
recommended by the Institute of Medicine were based on relatively little data collected decades 
ago. The Institute of Medicine defines thiamin deficiency as eTDP < 70 nM (18); however this 
guideline is based on values from one group of Dutch blood donors (n=98) in the 1980s and 
there is confusion as to whether this is a cut-off in whole blood or erythrocytes (18,54). While 
there are well-established cut-offs for ETKac, this method was not employed here due to issues 
of poor inter-assay precision, the rapid inactivation of transketolase during blood processing and 
storage, and reports of underreporting values among chronically deficient groups (see Chapter 1 
for more details). Breast milk thiamin interpretive criteria are also somewhat controversial. The 
current thiamin AI for infants aged 0-6 months was developed from data from only 24 American 
women published in 1980 (33,34). These small sample sizes, along with improvements in 
analytical techniques during the past 35 years (35) highlight the need for cut-offs to be re-visited. 
Future research should focus on the collection of normative data to develop up-to-date deficiency 
cut-offs for thiamin among women of childbearing age and their infants.  
 
6.3.4 Reaching the poorest groups 
Prey Veng was selected as a region of interest for this study because, among other poor health 
indicators, it had the lowest representation (only 5%) in the highest wealth quintile of 
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Cambodians; comparatively 90% of individuals in Phnom Penh fell into this quintile (1). 
However, as shown in Chapters 4 and 5, a high proportion of women in this study (49% of non-
pregnant cohort, and 46% of pregnant and lactating cohort) were classified in the top 20% of 
wealth using income quintiles (2011) from Prey Veng province, Cambodia (99). Therefore the 
results of this study are likely not representative of those families most at risk of thiamin 
deficiency and infantile beriberi. As such, future studies should target poor families. 
 
6.4 Future research 
Several suggestions for future research are outlined above. Thiamin-fortified fish sauce was an 
efficacious means of improving thiamin intake and biochemical thiamin status among rural 
Cambodians. Since infantile beriberi is a totally preventable cause of infant mortality, I 
encourage further exploration of thiamin fortification to combat this disease in Cambodia. After 
consultation with nutrition, fortification, and public health experts from government, non-
governmental organizations, UN agencies, and academic institutions in Cambodia and globally, I 
have identified four distinct areas for future research, outlined below. 
 
6.4.1 Determine the prevalence of infantile beriberi 
Without representative data on the prevalence of infantile beriberi, it is difficult to quantify the 
magnitude of this public health issue. While anecdotal reports of infantile beriberi from 
healthcare workers in rural Cambodia are common, no surveillance data have been collected to 
date. I believe a screening tool should be developed for community level healthcare workers or 
volunteers to aid in early identification (and treatment) of infantile beriberi. An epidemiological 
approach to identify cases, as well as highlight at-risk populations or/or regions would aid in our 
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understanding of the risk of infantile beriberi (and in turn its required public health response) in 
Cambodia. Ideally, this surveillance should be conducted nationally; otherwise, effort should be 
made to collect data from a region that is socioeconomically, demographically, and 
geographically diverse. 
 
6.4.2 Effectiveness study of thiamin-fortified fish sauce 
Thiamin-fortified fish sauce is an efficacious means of improving thiamin intake and 
biochemical thiamin status, however the effectiveness of this intervention must be explored 
outside a controlled environment. The high likelihood of increased consumption due to free 
distribution of fish sauce limits our understanding of both usual fish sauce intake and the optimal 
fortification level of thiamin in this vehicle. I suggest conducting an effectiveness study as a 
public-private partnership with fish sauce factories. Ideally, after optimizing the dose (see 6.3.1) 
thiamin-fortified fish sauce could be produced in one fish sauce-producing Cambodian province, 
such as Takeo. Fish sauce producers could receive a subsidy to produce thiamin-fortified fish 
sauce, and this sauce could be sold through the regular market chain at the same price as the non-
fortified equivalent. Social marketing, including posters, radio and television slots, and training 
of market sellers and influential community members (Village Chiefs, health care providers, 
Village Health Volunteers) should be employed to encourage purchasing of this specially labeled 
thiamin-fortified fish sauce. eTDP should be measured in a subset of the population (ensuring 
sampling of all socioeconomic status groups) before and after introduction of the product to 
market, ideally over one full year to capture seasonal variation in income, dietary intake, and 
purchasing behaviours. In addition, detailed data should be collected on fish sauce purchasing 
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and consumption, and on the knowledge, attitudes, and practices surrounding thiamin deficiency 
and infantile beriberi, and their prevention with fortified fish sauce.  
 
6.4.3 Thiamin-fortified salt 
There are several benefits to thiamin fortification of fish sauce, but recent consultation with 
government and NGOs in Cambodia relayed that while fish sauce is an ideal vehicle, the poorest 
of the poor (and likely the most at risk of low thiamin intake) likely purchase salt more often 
than commercially produced fish sauce. I suggest the exploration of salt as a fortification vehicle 
for thiamin, including assessment of viability and stability, and if promising, suggest conducting 
an efficacy trial similar to the one described here. It could be that fortification of both salt and 
fish sauce could allow for the eradication of infantile beriberi in Cambodia.   
 
6.4.4 Multiple micronutrient fortification 
Both fish sauce and salt are already fortified with other micronutrients in Cambodia, salt with 
iodine, and fish sauce with iron (83–86). While thiamin was the focus of this research due to the 
serious and immediate implications of infantile beriberi (and related infant mortality), future 
research should continue to explore fortification with multiple micronutrients. One example 
could be addressing other micronutrient deficiencies in Cambodia, such as riboflavin (93), 




6.5 Concluding summary 
My doctoral research used an iterative approach to investigate and address low thiamin status in 
rural Cambodia. Prompted by anecdotal evidence and case reports of infantile beriberi in 
Cambodia and throughout Southeast Asia, and knowing that infantile beriberi is uncommon in 
regions where women of childbearing age have adequate thiamin intake, I examined the 
biochemical thiamin status of rural Cambodian women of childbearing age. I found that rural 
women living in Prey Veng, Cambodia had significantly lower eTDP, a marker of thiamin status, 
compared to a convenience sample of purportedly thiamin-replete Canadian women. As such, I 
formulated a stable thiamin-fortified fish sauce with acceptable organoleptic properties, which 
formed the basis of a double-blind randomized controlled efficacy trial. Ad libitum consumption 
of fortified fish sauce improved eTDP among non-pregnant women of childbearing age (18-45 y) 
and their children (12-59 mo), and pregnant and lactating women (18-45 y) and their infants (<6 
mo). Among lactating women, breast milk thiamin concentrations were also increased through 
regular consumption of the fortified fish sauce. Therefore, thiamin-fortified fish sauce is an 
efficacious means of improving thiamin intake and biochemical thiamin status in rural 
Cambodia. Thiamin-fortified fish sauce has the potential to be a sustainable, cost-effective, and 
culturally-sensitive intervention to improve thiamin intake and status, and should continue to 
undergo investigation with the downstream goal to combat infantile beriberi in rural Cambodia.  
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បញ្ជ សំីណួរៈ កំណត់នូវកំរតិវតីាមីនB1 កនុងខ្លួនស្ត្រីកនុងវយ័បនរពូជនៅកនុងទីក្កងុ និងទីជនបទ 
ននក្បនទ្កមពុជា 
ការសំងាត់ 
រាល់ព័ត៌មានដែលប្បមូលបាននៅកនុងការសិកាស្រាវប្ាវននេះនឹងប្តូវបានរកាាការសំងាត់ និងនប្បើប្បាស់កនុង នោល 











ន ម្ េះ ............................... 
ហតថនលខៈ ......................... 
កំណត់សមាា ល់ ............................... 
កាលបរនិឆេទការសមាា សន៏ៈ (ថ្ងៃ    /ដេ   /ឆ្ន ំ) 
                                           _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _ 
 
ការអ្នុញ្ញា តផ្ទា ល់មាត់ 
អ្នកផ្រល់ឆនមលើយ (នលេសំោល់សំ្ក                                        ) 
បានអាន ឬប្តូវបានអានឱ្យារ ប់ យល់ពីលិេិតសំុការអ្នុញ្ញា តសម័ប្រឆិតរ 
និងយល់ប្ពមនោយផ្ទា ល់មាត់ នែើមបីឆូលរមួកនុងការ សិកាស្រាវប្ាវននេះ  
១= ចាស 
២= នទ Æ បញ្ច ប់ការសមាា សន៏ 
 
 
ការពិនិតយនមើលលកខេណឌ័ អ្នកដែលអាឆឆូលរមួកនុងការសមាា សន៏ 
អាយុពី ២០-៤៥ឆ្ន ំ ១= ចាស 
២= នទ Æ មិនប្តវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
កំពុងមានថ្ផ្ាន េះឬបំនៅនោេះកូន ១= ចាសÆ មិនប្តវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
២= នទ  
កំពុងឆូលរួមកនុងការសិកា្មួយ (ឧ. ការទទួលបាននមៅ 
វតីាមីន) 
១= ចាសÆ មិនប្តវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
២= នទ  
ដផ្នកទី ១ ៖ ព័ត៌មានអ្នកឆូលរមួ 
១. នតើអ្នកមានន ម្ េះអ្វី? ____________ 
 
២. នតើអ្នកមានអាយុប ុន្មម ន?                      ឆ្ន ំ 
៣.នតើអ្នកបានផ្រល់កំនណើ តែល់កូន ប ុន្មម នន្មក់?  
 




២= នទ Æ សំណួរទី ៧ 
2 
 
៥. នតើអ្នកបានបំនៅនោេះកូននៅនរបងអស់របស់អ្នក   
ែល់អាយុប ុន្មម ន? 
 
                                ដេ 
៦. រាប់មកែល់ឥឡូវ នតើអ្នកផ្ទរ ឆ់នោេះកូននៅនរបងអស់ 
របស់អ្នកយូរប ុ ណ្ នហើយ? 
                 ១=                 ដេ 
                 ២=                  ឆ្ន ំ 
៧. នតើមានមនុសសប ុន្មម នន្មក់រស់នៅកនុងផ្ាេះរបស់អ្នក?                       ន្មក់ 
៨. នតើអ្នកមានទារក (អាយុ ០ - ៦ដេ) នៅកនុងផ្ាេះ 
របស់អ្នកដែរឬនទ? 
១= ចាស 
២= នទ Æ សំណួរទី ១០ 
៩. ប្បសិននបើចាស មានប ុន្មម នន្មក់?               ន្មក់ 
១០. នតើអ្នកមានកុមារ (អាយុ ៧ - ២៣ដេ) នៅកនុងផ្ាេះ 
របស់អ្នកដែរឬនទ? 
១= ចាស 
២= នទ Æ សំណួរទី ១២ 
១១. ប្បសិននបើចាស មានប ុន្មម នន្មក់?                         ន្មក់ 
១២. នតើអ្នកមានកុមារ (អាយុ ២ឆ្ន ំ - ១៧ឆ្ន ំ) នៅកនុងផ្ាេះ 
របស់អ្នកដែរឬនទ? 
១= ចាស 
២= នទ Æ សំណួរទី ១៤ 
១៣. ប្បសិននបើចាស មានប ុន្មម នន្មក់?                         ន្មក់ 
១៤. នតើអ្នកធ្លល ប់ឆូលនរៀនដែរឬនទ? ១= ចាស 
២= នទ Æ សំណួរទី ១៦ 
១៥. នតើអ្នកបាននរៀនែល់កំរតិ្?                                  ឆ្ន ំ 
១៦. នតើប្រួាររបស់អ្នករកឆំណូលបានប ុន្មម ន 
កនុងអំ្ឡុងនពល១២ដេកនលងមកននេះ? 
                 ែុល្លល អានមរឆិ 
១៧. នតើប្រួាររបស់អ្នករកឆំណូលបានប ុន្មម ន 
កនុងអំ្ឡុងនពល១ដេកនលងមកននេះ? 
                ែុល្លល អានមរឆិ 
ដផ្នកទី ២:  ការបរនិោរអាហារដែលមានវតីាមីន B1 
១៨. កនុងអំ្ឡុងនពល១សបារ ហ៏កនលងមក នតើអ្នកមានបរនិោរអាហារ្មួយកនុងឆំន្មអាហារខងនប្កាមដែរឬនទ? 
ប្បនភទអាហារ បានបរនិោរកនុងសបារ ហ៍មុន នបើបាន ញឹកញាប់ប ុ ណ្ ? បរមិាណ 
កនុងនពលបរនិោរមរង 
នំប័ុង ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
បាយអ្ងករសប្មូប ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
សដណរ កបារាងំ ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 








២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 





២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
សដណរ កបាយ ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
សដណរ កែី ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 






២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
ស ុត ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 





២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
ាឆ់នោ ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
ាឆ់នឆៀម ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
ាឆ់ប្ជូក ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 





ាឆ់បកសី (ាឆ់ ទា 
និងាឆ់មាន់) 
១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
 
ដផ្នកទី ៣ ៖ ការបរនិោរអាហារដែលមានារធ្លតុទីអាមី្សីុស (ប្បឆំ្ងការបីតស្រសូបវតីាមីន B1) 
១៩. កនុងសបារ ហ៍មុន នតើអ្នកមានបរនិោរអាហារ្មួយកនុងឆំន្មអាហារខងនប្កាមដែរឬនទ? 
ប្បនភទអាហារ បរនិោរកនុងសបារ ហ៍មុន នបើមាន ញឹកញាប់ប ុ ណ្ ? បរមិាណកនុងនពលបរនិោរមរង 
ប្តីនៅ ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 





២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
េយង នចច  ប្រំ ងាវ 
នលៀស  បងាា  
១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
នែើមប្បនមាយែំរ ី ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
ាល  ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
ដត (សូមបញ្ញជ ក់ 
ប្បនភទៈ_____) 
១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
 
ដផ្នកទី ៤ ៖ ការបរនិោរនប្រឿងផ្សអំាហារ 
២០. កនុងសបារ ហ៍មុន នតើអ្នកមានបរនិោរនប្រឿងផ្សំអាហារ្មួយកនុងឆំន្មនប្រឿងផ្សំអាហារខងនប្កាមដែរ ឬនទ? 
ប្បនភទអាហារ បរនិោរកនុងសបារ ហ៍មុន នបើមាន ញឹកញាប់ប ុ ណ្ ? បរមិាណកនុងនពលបរនិោរមរង 
ទឹកប្តី ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
ទឹកប្តីោក់កនុងសមល ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 




ប្បហុកនៅ ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
ប្បហុកោក់កនុងសមល ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
ទឹកសីុអីុ្វ ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
ទឹកសីុអីុ្វោក់កនុងសមល ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
នប្បងេយង ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
អំ្បិល ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
អំ្បិលោក់កនុងសមល ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
សករស ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
សករសោក់កនុងសមល ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
នប្បងឆ្ ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួរបន្មា ប់ 
 
 
១= ១-៣ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
២= ៤-៦ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៣= ៧-៩ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
៤= ចាប់ពី១០ែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 
 
ដផ្នកទី ៥ ៖ ទំននៀមទំល្លប់កនុងការទិញអាហារ 
២១. ខងនប្កាមរឺាសំណួរដែលទាក់ទងនៅនឹងទឹកប្តី ។  
២១. a) នតើអ្នកទិញទឹកប្តីនៅផ្ារដែរឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២២ 
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២១. b) នតើអ្នកនិយមទិញទឹកប្តីមា កអ្វី? មា កៈ............................ប្បសិននបើមិនអាឆន្លើយ 
សូមោក់កូែ 
១=ោម នមា ក-ទិញរាយ 
២=ោម នមា ក-អ្នកលក់ន្វើនោយេលួនឯង 
២១. c) នតើអ្នកដតងដតទិញទឹកប្តីមា កែដែលៗដែរឬ នទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២១. e) 
២១. d) ប្បសិននបើចាស នហតុអ្វី? ........................................................................................ 
....................................................................................... 
២១. e) នតើអ្នកទិញទឹកប្តីមរងឆំណុេះប ុន្មម ន? 
(ឆំណុេះប ុន្មម នមីលីលីប្ត?) 
                                   មីលីលីប្ត 
២១. f) នតើអ្នកអាឆនប្បើទឹកប្តីនន្មេះបានរយៈនពល ប ុន្មម នថ្ងៃ?                               ថ្ងៃ          
 









២២. ខងនប្កាមរឺាសំណួរដែលទាក់ទងនៅនឹងទឹកសីុអីុ្វ ។ 
២២. a) នតើអ្នកទិញទឹកសីុអីុ្វនៅផ្ារដែរឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៣ 
២២. b) នតើអ្នកនិយមទិញទឹកសីុអីុ្វមា កអ្វី? មា កៈ............................ប្បសិននបើមិនអាឆន្លើយ 
សូមោក់កូែ 
១=ោម នមា ក-ទិញរាយ 
២=ោម នមា ក-អ្នកលក់ន្វើនោយេលួនឯង 
២២. c) នតើអ្នកដតងដតទិញទឹកសីុអីុ្វមា កែដែលៗ ដែរឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២២. e) 
២២. d) ប្បសិននបើចាស នហតុអ្វី? ........................................................................................ 
....................................................................................... 
២២. e) នតើអ្នកទិញទឹកសីុអីុ្វមរងឆំណុេះប ុន្មម ន? 
(ឆំណុេះប ុន្មម នមីលីលីប្ត?) 
                                   មីលីលីប្ត 
២២. f) នតើអ្នកអាឆនប្បើទឹកសីុអីុ្វនន្មេះបានរយៈនពល 
ប ុន្មម នថ្ងៃ? 
                              ថ្ងៃ          
 









២៣. ខងនប្កាមរឺាសំណួរដែលទាក់ទងនៅនឹងនប្បងេយង ។ 
២៣. a) នតើអ្នកទិញនប្បងេយងនៅផ្ារដែរឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៤ 
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២៣. b) នតើអ្នកនិយមទិញនប្បងេយងមា កអ្វី? មា កៈ............................ប្បសិននបើមិនអាឆន្លើយ 
សូមោក់កូែ 
១=ោម នមា ក-ទិញរាយ 
២=ោម នមា ក-អ្នកលក់ន្វើនោយេលួនឯង 
២៣. c) នតើអ្នកដតងដតទិញនប្បងេយងមា កែដែលៗ 
ដែរឬនទ? 
១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៣. e) 
២៣. d) ប្បសិននបើចាស នហតុអ្វី? ........................................................................................ 
....................................................................................... 
២៣. e) នតើអ្នកទិញនប្បងេយងមរងឆំណុេះប ុន្មម ន? 
(ឆំណុេះប ុន្មម ន?) 
                                   មីលីលីប្ត 
២៣. f) នតើអ្នកអាឆនប្បើនប្បងេយងនន្មេះបានរយៈនពល 
ប ុន្មម នថ្ងៃ? 
                              ថ្ងៃ          
 









២៤. ខងនប្កាមរឺាសំណួរដែលទាក់ទងនៅនឹងប្បហុក ។ 
២៤. a) នតើអ្នកទិញប្បហុកនៅផ្ារដែរឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៥ 
២៤. b) នតើអ្នកនិយមទិញប្បហុកមា កអ្វី? មា កៈ............................ប្បសិននបើមិនអាឆន្លើយ 
សូមោក់កូែ 
១=ោម នមា ក-ទិញរាយ 
២=ោម នមា ក-អ្នកលក់ន្វើនោយេលួនឯង 
២៤. c) នតើអ្នកដតងដតទិញប្បហុកមា កែដែលៗដែរ ឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៤. e) 
២៤. d) ប្បសិននបើចាស នហតុអ្វី? ........................................................................................ 
....................................................................................... 
២៤. e) នតើអ្នកទិញប្បហុកមរងប ុន្មម នប្កាម?          
                                       ប្កាម 
២៤. f) នតើអ្នកអាឆនប្បើប្បហុកនន្មេះបានរយៈនពល ប ុន្មម នថ្ងៃ?                               ថ្ងៃ          
 









២៥. ខងនប្កាមរឺាសំណួរដែលទាក់ទងនៅនឹងអំ្បិល ។ 
២៥. a) នតើអ្នកទិញអំ្បិលនៅផ្ារដែរឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៦ 
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២៥. b) នតើអ្នកនិយមទិញអំ្បិលមា កអ្វី? មា កៈ............................ប្បសិននបើមិនអាឆន្លើយ 
សូមោក់កូែ 
១=ោម នមា ក-ទិញរាយ 
២=ោម នមា ក-អ្នកលក់ន្វើនោយេលួនឯង 
២៥. c) នតើអ្នកដតងដតទិញអំ្បិលមា កែដែលៗដែរ ឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៥. e) 
២៥. d) ប្បសិននបើចាស នហតុអ្វី? ........................................................................................ 
....................................................................................... 
២៥. e) នតើអ្នកទិញអំ្បិលមរងប ុន្មម នប្កាម?        
                                 ប្កាម 
២៥. f) នតើអ្នកអាឆនប្បើអំ្បិលនន្មេះបានរយៈនពល ប ុន្មម នថ្ងៃ?                               ថ្ងៃ          
 









២៦. ខងនប្កាមរឺាសំណួរដែលទាក់ទងនៅនឹងសករស ។ 
២៦. a) នតើអ្នកទិញសករសនៅផ្ារដែរឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៧ 
២៦. b) នតើអ្នកនិយមទិញសករសមា កអ្វី? មា កៈ............................ប្បសិននបើមិនអាឆន្លើយ 
សូមោក់កូែ 
១=ោម នមា ក-ទិញរាយ 
២=ោម នមា ក-អ្នកលក់ន្វើនោយេលួនឯង 
២៦. c) នតើអ្នកដតងដតទិញសករសមា កែដែលៗដែ រឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៦. e) 
២៦. d) ប្បសិននបើចាស នហតុអ្វី? ........................................................................................ 
....................................................................................... 
២៦. e) នតើអ្នកទិញសករសមរងប ុន្មម នប្កាម?          
                                 ប្កាម 
២៦. f) នតើអ្នកអាឆនប្បើសករសនន្មេះបានរយៈនពលប ុន្មម ន ថ្ងៃ?                               ថ្ងៃ          
 









២៧. ខងនប្កាមរឺាសំណួរដែលទាក់ទងនៅនឹងនប្បងឆ្ ។ 
២៧. a) នតើអ្នកទិញនប្បងឆ្នៅផ្ារដែរឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៨ 
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២៧. b) នតើអ្នកនិយមទិញនប្បងឆ្មា កអ្វី? មា កៈ............................ប្បសិននបើមិនអាឆន្លើយ 
សូមោក់កូែ 
១=ោម នមា ក-ទិញរាយ 
២=ោម នមា ក-អ្នកលក់ន្វើនោយេលួនឯង 
២៧. c) នតើអ្នកដតងដតទិញនប្បងឆ្មា កែដែលៗដែរ ឬនទ? ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ សំណួរទី ២៧. e) 
២៧. d) ប្បសិននបើចាស នហតុអ្វី? ........................................................................................ 
....................................................................................... 
២៧. e) នតើអ្នកទិញនប្បងឆ្មរងប ុន្មម នមីលីលីប្ត?           
                                 មីលីលីប្ត 
២៧. f) នតើអ្នកអាឆនប្បើនប្បងឆ្នន្មេះបានរយៈនពល 
ប ុន្មម នថ្ងៃ? 
                              ថ្ងៃ          
 










ដផ្នកទី ៦ ៖ អំ្បិលអីុ្យ ូែ 




២៩. សូមអំ្បិលពីអ្នកផ្រល់ឆនមលើយបនរិឆ រឆួន្វើនតសរនោយបនរក់ទឹកសប្មាប់ 
ពិនិតយនមើលាតិអីុ្យ ូែ ប្ពមទំាងកត់ប្តាឆនមលើយ។ 
១= 0 ppm 
២= 7 ppm 
៣= 15 ppm  
៤= 30 ppm 





ប្បសិននបើបាននប្បើ នតើអ្នកនប្បើឆំនួនប ុន្មម នែងកនុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ ........... ែង 
ា្មមតា នតើអ្នកទិញនប្បងកូឡាមា កអ្វី? ............... 
ដផ្នកទី ៧ ៖ ការវាស់កមពស់ និងងលឹងទមៃន់ 
៣០. កមពស់របស់អ្នកឆូលរមួ ១)                  .         ស.ម 
២)                 .        ស.ម 
៣)                .       ស.ម 
 
៣១. ការងលឹងទមៃន់របស់អ្នកឆូលរមួ ១)            .       រ.ក 
២)            .        រ.ក 
៣)            .        រ.ក 
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Sensory evaluation of thiamin fortified fish sauce 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
ការវាយតមៃ ល្ទៅទ ើវី តាម្ន  ទេ១ ដែ បា ដាក់េញ្ច ូ កន ុងទឹកត្តន 
េញ្ជ នសំ ួរ 
 
Date: ___  ___ / ___  ___ / ___  ___  ___  ___  (DD/MM/YYYY) 
ថ ង្ៃៈ       (ថ ង្/ខែ/ឆ្ន ាំ) 
 
 
Q1. Participant ID:     Q2. Age of Participant:                   years 
លេែកូដអ្នកចូេរមួៃៈ          អាយុអ្នកចូេរមួៃៈ   ឆ្ន ាំ 
 
Q3. In general, what is your attitude 
towards fish sauce? 
ជាទូលៅ ល ើអ្នកយេ់យ៉ា ងដូចលមេច ចាំល ោះ 




Q4. Do you consume fish sauce on a 
regular basis? 




Q5. Do you purchase fish sauce on a 
regular basis? 







សាក បងម្ីធិនសាស្រសត ត្តនទកាណ 
Q6. Coded Sample Set Provided: គាំរលូេែកូដខដេបានផ្េ ់ៃៈ 
 
1. 2 G + 1 O 
2. 1 G + 2 O 
3. 2 G + 1 P 
4. 1 G + 2 P 
5. 2 P + 1 O 
6. 1 P + 2 O 
 
Q7. “Different” Sample Selected from Triangle Test: 
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Paired Preference Test 
ការសាក បងការទេញចិតតចំ ួ េនរ 
Q8. Sampling set provided to participant: 
ឈុ ថនសាំណាកខដេបានផ្េ ់លអាយអ្នកចូេរមួៃៈ 
 
1. P, G 
2. G, P 
Q9. Preferred Sample of Paired Preference Test: 







Nine-Point Hedonic Scale 
៩ចំណុចសំរាេ់ការវាយតមៃ ល្ម្ការចូ ចិតត 
Q10. Sampling set provided to participant: 
ឈុ ថនសាំណាកខដេបានផ្េ ់លអាយអ្នកចូេរមួៃៈ 
1. P, G, O 
2. G, P, O 
3. P, O, G 
4. G, O, P 
5. O, P, G 
























































Q001.% Interview%#:% Q006.% Village:%
Q002.% Province:%%PREY%VENG% Q007.% Consent%form%read%&%signed:%% YES% NO%
Q003.% District:% Q008.% Interview%Date:%(DD/MM/YYYY)%





































































































































































































ត្ប្ធានប្ទៈ ការរចនាស្លៃ កសញ្ញា  ប្ទឹកត្តីមានប្ញ្ចូ លជីវជាតិ B1 
អនកសិកាស្រស្លវត្ជាវៈ លហាវទិាល័យដសបៀង អាហារបូ្តថលភ និងសុខភាព ម្នសកលវទិាល័យួប្ ីសីុ ត្ប្ដទសកាណាដា និង អងគ
ការដេណែន ដខលល័រ អនារជាតិ ត្ប្ចំត្ប្ដទសកលពុជា 
រយៈដពលសត្មាប់្ការសមាភ សន៏ៈ ៤៥ ដៅ ៦០នាទី 
 




អនកចូលរលួទី១៖ ដលខកូ ___ ___            អាយុ___ ___  មានកូនអាយុដត្កាល៥ឆ្ន ំ?                   មានម្ទៃដ ោះ?   
អនកចូលរលួទី២៖ ដលខកូ ___ ___            អាយុ___ ___  មានកូនអាយុដត្កាល៥ឆ្ន ំ?                   មានម្ទៃដ ោះ?   
អនកចូលរលួទី៣៖ ដលខកូ ___ ___            អាយុ___ ___  មានកូនអាយុដត្កាល៥ឆ្ន ំ?                   មានម្ទៃដ ោះ?   
អនកចូលរលួទី៤៖ ដលខកូ ___ ___            អាយុ___ ___  មានកូនអាយុដត្កាល៥ឆ្ន ំ?                   មានម្ទៃដ ោះ?   
អនកចូលរលួទី៥៖ ដលខកូ ___ ___            អាយុ___ ___  មានកូនអាយុដត្កាល៥ឆ្ន ំ?                   មានម្ទៃដ ោះ?   
 
ជំរាប្សួរ! ខ្ុំដ ម ោះ.............ចំណ កោត់ដ ម្ ោះ.......... ដេើយដយើងទំងអស់ោន ដធវើការដៅអងគការ ដេណែន ដខលល័រអនារ       
ជាតិ។ ទលិតទលដនោះត្តូវានទលិតដែើងដ ើលបីជួយដធវើដអាយត្ប្ដសើរដែើង ល់សុខភាពស្រសាីនិងទរក ណ លរស់ដៅកនុងដខតា 
ម្ត្ពណវង។ ត្ប្សិនដប្ើវាមានត្ប្សិទធភាព ដយើងនឹងដធវើការសេការជាលួយត្កសួងសុខាភិាល និងត្កសួងណទនការ ដ ើលបី       
ណចកចយវា ដៅ ល់ត្ប្ជាជន ម្ទដទៀតណ លរស់ដៅកនុងត្ប្ដទសកលពុជា។  ូចដនោះ ដយើងចង់ដអាយមានការត្ាក ថា ការរចនា
សំប្ក ប្ ត្តូវចិតារប្ស់អនក និងស្រសាីកលពុជា ម្ទដទៀត។ ដយើងសូលប្ង្ហា ញអនកនូវរបូ្ភាព និង ប្លួយចំនួន ត្ពលទំងសូលដអាយ
អនកទាល់ដោប្ល់អំពី ពណ៌ រូប្ភាព និងអកសរ។ គំនិត និងការចប់្អារលមណ៏រប្ស់អនក គឺមានស្លរៈសំខាន់ណាស់សត្មាប់្ខ្ុំ  ូច
ដនោះសូលប្ដញ្ចញដោប្ល់ដដាយដសរ។ី ត្ប្សិនដប្ើអនកយល់ត្ពលចូលរលួកនុងការពិភាកាដនោះ ដយើងនឹងអាចចំណាយដពល
ត្ប្ណេលជាតិចជាងលួយដមា៉ោង។ ដយើងសូលណលៃងអំណរគុណចំដ ោះការចូលរលួរប្ស់អនក។ 
 
លុននឹងចប់្ដទាើល ខ្ុំនឹងប្ង្ហា ញអនកនូវទលិតទលដនោះ 
Q001. ដលខកូ អនកសមាភ សន៏ៈ Q006. ភូលិៈ 
Q002. ដខតាៈ ម្ត្ពណវង Q007. 
ានអានទត្លង់យល់ត្ពលទាល់ការសមាភ សន៏ និង
ទទួលានការយល់ត្ពលៈ ចស ដទ 
Q003. ស្រសុក Q008. កាលប្រដិចេទការសមាភ សន៏ៈ 
Q004. ឃំុ Q009. ដលខកូ អនកសមាភ សន៏ៈ 
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I. ការកំណត់ និងការដត្ប្ើត្ាស់ទលិតទលជាធលមត្ត 
 
II. ពណ៌គត្លប្ ប្ 
ឥែូវខ្ុំនឹងប្ង្ហា ញអនកនូវ ប្ណ លមានទឹកត្តី ូចោន ចំនួន៥ 
អនកសមាភ សន៏ៈ សូលតំដរៀប្ ប្ចំនួន៥ ណ លមានគត្លប្ពណ៌ស ម្ប្តង ត្កេល ទឹកត្កូច និងពណ៌ស្លវ យខចីត្តលលំដាប់្។ ដអាយ
អនកចូលរលូកាន់ និងពិនិតយដលើល ប្ទំងដនាោះ។ 























Q201. សូលត្ាប់្ខ្ុំអំពី ប្ទំងដនាោះ។ 
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Q204. ដតើអនកគិតថាពណ៌ទំងដនោះ នឹងមានអតថន័យចំដ ោះស្រសាី ម្ទដទៀតណ រឬដទ? ដតើអនកគិតថាវានឹងរលឹំកពួកោត់អំពីអវីលួយ
ណ រឬដទ? ត្ប្សិនដប្ើចស ដតើអនកគិតថា វាគឺជាអារលមណ៏លអ ធលមត្ត ឬលិនលអ? 
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III. ការរចនាស្លៃ កសញ្ញា  
ឥែូវខ្ុំនឹងប្ង្ហា ញអនកនូវស្លៃ កសញ្ញា លួយចំនួន ណ លដយើងានរចនាសត្មាប់្ទឹកត្តីដនោះ។ សូលអនកដលើលដអាយានជិត ដេើយ
យកវាដៅរជំុំវញិ ប្ ដ ើលបីជួយដអាយអនកដលើលដឃើញរបូ្រាងទលិតទលទំងស្រសុង។  
អនកសមាភ សន៏ៈ សូលប្ង្ហា ញអនកទាល់ចដលៃើយនូវស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ទំងត្ាំដៅដពលណតលួយ។ 
 
Q301.ដតើកនុងចំដណាលស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ណ លខ្ុំានប្ង្ហា ញ មានស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ណាលួយណ លអនកដពញចិតាណ រឬដទ? ដេតុអវីានជា
អនកចូលចិតាវា?  
សៃង់ៈ សូលត្ាប់្ខ្ុំប្ណនថលដទៀតអំពីពណ៌រប្ស់ស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ដនោះ។ សូលត្ាប់្ខ្ុំប្ណនថលដទៀតអំពីការរចនាស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ដនោះ។ ដតើ

























Q303. ដតើកនុងចំដណាលស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ណ លខ្ុំានប្ង្ហា ញ មានស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ណាលួយណ លអនកលិនដពញចិតាណ រឬដទ? ដេតុអវី
ានជាអនកចូលចិតាវា?  
សៃង់ៈ សូលត្ាប់្ខ្ុំប្ណនថលដទៀតអំពីពណ៌រប្ស់ស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ដនោះ។ សូលត្ាប់្ខ្ុំប្ណនថលដទៀតអំពីការរចនាស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ដនោះ។ ដតើ
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IV. ការដត្ប្ៀប្ដធៀប្ និងទគូរទគងស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ជាលួយពណ៌គត្លប្ ប្ 
 
ការពិភាការប្ស់ដយើងានប្ញ្ច ប់្ដេើយ។ អរគុណជាអដនកកប្បការចំដ ោះការចំណាយដពលចូលរលួ! 
 
កណនៃងប្ណនថលសត្មាប់្កត់ត្ត្ត (សូលសរដសរដលខសំណួរណ លទក់ទង) ឬការអងកតប្ណនថល (ឧ. ភាស្លកាយវកិារ អារលមណ៍) 
 




















Q401. ដតើអនកអាចត្ាប់្ ខ្ុំថាស្លៃ កសញ្ញា ណ លអនកចូលចិតាត្តូវោន នឹងពណ៌គត្លប្ ប្ណ លអនកានកំណត់ពីដពលលុនោ៉ោង ូច
ដលាច?  
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ការបញ្ចូ លជីវជាតិB1 ក្នុងទឹក្ត្តីជាមធ្យោបាយក្នុងការទប់ស្កា ត់ជំងឺធ្បរធី្បរកី្នុងតំបន់ជនបទត្បធ្ទសក្មពុជា 
 
 
ធ្លខកូ្ដអ្នក្ផ្តល់ចធ្មលើយ: ___  ___  ___  ___  ___    កាលបរធិ្ចេទ: ___  ___ / ___  ___ / ___  ___  ___  ___  (ថ្ងង/ខខ/ឆ្ន ំ)      
ធ្លខកូ្ដអ្នក្សម្ភា សន៏: _______      ធ្លខទសសនៈកិ្ចច: ______   
 
1. ធ្តើក្នុងត្រួស្ករអ្នក្ម្ភនសម្ភជិក្ប ុន្មា នន្មក់្?(ហូបបាយឆ្ន ំងជាមួយគ្នន ) ______________ ន្មក់្ 
2. ធ្តើអ្នក្ បតីរបស់អ្នក្ ឬកូ្នធ្ៅធ្របងអស់ (អាយុចាប់ពី១២ខខធ្ ើង) បានបរធិ្ោរទឹក្ត្តីក្នុង
អំ្ ុងធ្ពលថ្ងងលិចកាលពីមសិលមិញ រហូតដល់ថ្ងងរះកាលពីត្ពឹក្មិញធ្នះខដរឬធ្ទ? 
1. ចាស 
2. ធ្ទ Æសូមរលំងធ្ៅសំណួរទី៤ 
3. ត្បសិនធ្បើបាន សូមស្កា នពីបរមិ្ភណទឹក្ត្តីខដលបានបរធិ្ោរ a) ស្តសតីធ្គ្នលធ្ៅ: _____________ មីលីលីត្ត 
b) បតីរបស់ស្តសតីធ្គ្នលធ្ៅ: ____________ មីលីលីត្ត 
c) កូ្នធ្ៅធ្របងអស់(អាយុចាប់ពី១២ខខធ្ ើង): _____មីលីលីត្ត 
 


















1=ឆ្            2=ហូបផ្ទា ល់ 
3=សំ          
















       
 
       
 
       
 
       
 
       
 






















1=ឆ្            2=ហូបផ្ទា ល់ 
3=សំ          
















       
 
       
 
       
 
       
 
       
 




      
       
 
       
 




      















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































38. Height!of!Participant! 1) __!!__!!__!.!__!!cm!
2) __!!__!!__!.!__!!cm!
3) __!!__!!__!.!__!!cm!
39. Weight!of!Participant! 1) __!!__!.!__!!__!!kg!
2) __!!__!.!__!!__!!kg!
3) __!!__!.!__!!__!!kg!
40. Height/Length!of!Youngest!Child!(12]59!months)! 1) __!!__!!__!.!__!!cm!
2) __!!__!!__!.!__!!cm!
3) __!!__!!__!.!__!!cm!
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ទឹរគតីបញ្ចូលជីវជាតិB1 ជាមង្យោបាយរនកុការទប់ស្កេ ត់ជមងឺង្បរងី្បរចីំង្ ឹះទាររ ង្ៅតាម
ជនបទគបង្ទសរមពជុា 
ការសំងាត់ 
រាល់ព័ត៌មានដដលរបមូលបាននៅក្នុងការសិក្ាស្រាវរាវននេះនឹងរតូវបានរក្ាាការសំងាត់ និងនរបើរបាស់ក្នុង នោល 
បំណងដបបសថិតិប ុន ណ្ េះ ។ 
 
ព័ត៌មានកំ្ណត់សំោល់ 
កំ្ណត់សំោល់ភូមិាស្តសរ កំ្ណត់សំោល់អនក្សមាា សន៏ 







ន ម្ េះ ............................... 
ហតថនលខៈ ......................... 
កំ្ណត់សមាគ ល់ ............................... 
 
 
កាលបរនិចេទការសមាា សន៏ៈ (ថ្ថៃ    /ដេ   /ឆ្ន ំ)    _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _ 
 
ការអនុញ្ញា តផ្ទា ល់មាត់ 
អនក្ផរល់ចនមលើយ (នលេសំោល់សំ្ក្                                        ) បាន
អាន ឬបានារ ប់ យល់ពីលិេិតសំុការអនុញ្ញា តសម័ររចិតរ និងយល់រពមនោយ
ផ្ទា ល់មាត់ នដើមបីចូលរមួក្នុងការសិក្ាស្រាវរាវននេះ  
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ បញ្ច ប់ការសមាា សន៏ 
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កូ្ននៅនរបងអស់ 
i) នតើកូ្ននៅនរបងអស់របស់អនក្ន ម្ េះអវី (អាយុពី១២-៥៩ដេ)? ……………………………………. 
ii) នតើកូ្ននៅនរបងអស់របស់អនក្នក្ើតនៅថ្ថៃដេឆ្ន ំ្ (អាយុពី១២-៥៩ដេ)? ថ្ថៃ           ដេ            ឆ្ន  ំ
អាយុ                  ដេ 
ដផនក្ទី1. លក្ខេណឌ ដដលអាចចូលរមួក្នុងការសិក្ា 
iii) នតើអនក្ាស្តសរីនមររួារដមនដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
iv) នតើអនក្មានអាយុចន ល្ េះពី១៨នៅ៤៥ឆ្ន ំដមនដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
v) នតើអនក្មានកូ្នអាយុចន ល្ េះពី១២ដេ ដល់៥៩ដេដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
vi) ក្នុងអំឡុងនពល៦ដេប ា្ ប់ នតើអនក្មានរនរមាងផ្ទល ស់ទីលំនៅ
ដដរឬនទ?  
1= ចាសÆ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 




1= ចាសÆ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
2= នទ  









2= នទ Æ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
x) នតើអនក្មានកំ្ពុងនលបថ្ន ំបដនថម មានជីវាតិB1ដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាសÆ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
2= នទ  
xi) នតើអនក្កំ្ពុងមានថ្ផាន េះ ឬមានរនរមាងថ្នឹងមានថ្ផាន េះ 
ក្នុងអំឡុងនពល៦ដេប ា្ ប់នទនត ដដរឬនទ? 
1= ចាសÆ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
2= នទ 
 
ដផនក្ទី 2 ៖ ព័ត៌មានអនក្ចូលរមួ 
1. នតើអនក្មានអាយុប ុ ម្ ន?                      ឆ្ន ំ 
2. បចចុបបនន នេះ នតើមានមនុសសប ុ ម្ ន្ក់្រស់នៅក្នុងផាេះរបស់                       ្ក់្ 
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អនក្? (រាប់អនក្ដដលហូបបាយាមួយោន  រាល់ថ្ថៃ) 
3. នតើអនក្បានផរល់កំ្នណើ តដល់កូ្ន ប ុ ម្ ន្ក់្?                       ្ក់្ នបើសូនយ្ក់្ Æ សំណួរទី 12  
4. េ្ុំសូមសួរអនក្អំពីកូ្នបនងកើតរបស់អនក្ ដដលកំ្ពុងរស់នៅក្នុង
ផាេះអនក្។ នតើមានប ុ ម្ ន្ក់្ដដលមានអាយុ? 
a) 0 - 6 ដេ                                      
b) 7 - 23 ដេ                                    
c) 2 - 5 ឆ្ន ំ                      
d) >5 ឆ្ន ំ                                    
5. នតើកូ្ននៅនររបស់អនក្អាយុប ុ ម្ ន? ថ្ថៃ           ដេ            ឆ្ន  ំ








2= នទ Æ រលំងនៅសំណួរទី11 
8. នតើអនក្បានបំនៅដតទឹក្នោេះមារ យមួយមុេរត់ដល់កូ្ននៅនរ
បងអស់របស់អនក្ដល់អាយុប ុ ម្ ន (បំនៅដតទឹក្នោេះមារ យដត
មួយមុេរត់ ោម នទឹក្ ទឹក្ដូង ទឹក្នោេះនោ ឬអាហារនផសងៗ
នទនត)? 
ដេ 
77=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅទឹក្នោេះមារ យដត១មុេរត់ 
                                
9. នតើអនក្បានបនរបំនៅកូ្ននោយទឹក្នោេះមារ យ ាមួយនឹងការ
ផរល់អាហារនផសងៗនទនតដល់កូ្ននៅនរបងអស់របស់អនក្ដល់
អាយុប ុ ម្ ន?  
ដេ 
77=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅនោេះមារ យដត១មុេរត់  
99=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅនោេះមារ យ      
10. រាប់មក្ដល់ឥឡូវ នតើអនក្ផ្ទរ ច់នោេះកូ្ននៅនរបងអស់ របស់អនក្
យូរប ុ ណ្ នហើយ? 
                                     ដេ   
77=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅទឹក្នោេះមារ យដត១មុេរត់                
99=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅនោេះមារ យ 
11. នតើកូ្ននៅនរបងអស់របស់អនក្ ចាប់នផរើមហូបអាហារបដនថម 
នៅអាយុប ុ ម្ ន (នរៅពីទឹក្នោេះមារ យ)? 
ដេ 
77=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅនោេះមារ យ                      
12. នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់ចូលនរននដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 14 
13. នតើអនក្បាននរននដល់កំ្រតិ្? 1= បឋមសិក្ា 
2= អនុវទិាល័យ 
3= វទិាល័យ 
4= ឧតរមសិក្ា  
14. នតើបរី បស់អនក្ធ្លល ប់ចូលនរននដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 16 
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15. នតើបរី បស់អនក្បាននរននដល់កំ្រតិ្? 1= បឋមសិក្ា 
2= អនុវទិាល័យ 
3= វទិាល័យ 
4= ឧតរមសិក្ា  
16. នតើររួាររបស់អនក្រក្ចំណូលបានប ុ ម្ ន ក្នុងអំឡុងនពល១
ដេក្នលងមក្ននេះ? 
ដុល្លល អានមរចិ 
17. នតើររួាររបស់អនក្រក្ចំណូលបានប ុ ម្ ន ក្នុងអំឡុងនពល
១២ដេក្នលងមក្ននេះ? 
ដុល្លល អានមរចិ 
ដផនក្ទី 3:  ការបរនិោរអាហារ 
18. េ្ុំសូមសួរអនក្អំពីអាហារ និងនភសជជៈ ដដលអនក្បានបរនិោរ កាលពីមសលិមិញ  នៅនពលថ្ថៃ ឬនពលយប់។ េ្ុំចង់ដឹង













a. បាយអងករសរមិត/បបរអងករសរមិត ១. ចាស 











រោប់ធញ្ា តិនផសងនទនត? (នរៅពីអងករសរមិត) 
១. ចាស 









c. នពៅ  ការ  តុ ឬដំឡូងាវ ាច់ពណ៌នលឿង ឬ
ពណ៌ទឹក្រក្ចូ  
១. ចាស 









d. ដំឡូងាវ ាច់ពណ៌ស ដំឡូងមី រាវ ារូ ឬ
អាហារនផសងៗនធវើពីនមើមរកុ្ខាតិ  
១. ចាស 









e. បដនលសលឹក្ពណ៌ថ្បតងចាស់ (ឧ. រតកួ្ន) ១. ចាស 









f. ាវ យទំុ លហុងទំុ ឬដផលនឈើពណ៌នលឿងទំុដថ្ទ
នទនត? 
១. ចាស 
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g. បថ្នល ឬដផលនឈើដថ្ទនទនត? ១. ចាស 









h. នថលើម រក្នលនន នបេះដូង ឬនររឿងក្នុងដថ្ទ
នទនត? 
១. ចាស 












i. ាច់សតវ ដូចាាច់នោ ាច់រជកូ្ ាច់
នចនម ាច់ពដព ាច់មាន់ ាច់ទ? 
១. ចាស 









j. ស ុត? ១. ចាស 










k. រតីស្រសស់ ឬរតីនងនត េយង នចច  ការ ម មឹក្? ១. ចាស 









L. អាហារនធវើពីសដណរ ក្ ឬសដណរ ក្ដី ១. ចាស 









m. ឈីស ឬអាហារនធវើពីទឹក្នោេះនោ? ១. ចាស 









n. អាហារនធវើពីនរបង ខល ញ់ ឬប ័រ? ១. ចាស 









o. ពស់ ក្ដងកប ក្ណរុ រ ឬសតវលអិត? ១. ចាស 
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p. អាហារមានាតិដផអម (សករ) ដូចាសកររោប់ 
សុក្កូ្ឡា នំ បដងអម? 
១. ចាស 














19. កាលពីមសិលមិញ នតើអនក្បានបរនិោរអាហារនពល ឬអាហារ
នរៅនពលប ុ ម្ នដង? 
a. អាហារនពល 
b. អាហារនរៅនពល 
20. នតើអនក្ដតងដតញំុាធមមាដូចននេះ ដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាសÆ សំណួរទី 22 
2= នទ  
21. របសិននបើមិនធមមា នតើេុសោន ដូចនមរច?  
ចនមលើយដតមួយ 
1. ឈ ឺ                                                
2. មិនឃ្លល ន 
3. ោម នអាហារររប់រោន់  
4. មានពិធី (ហូបនរចើន ឬនផសង)                                               




1. េលួនឯង (ស្តសរី)  5. កូ្នរបុស                                      
2. បរី                  6. កូ្នស្រសី 
3. យាយ 
4. ា        7. នផសងៗ-បញ្ញជ ក់្:________ 
ដផនក្ទី 4 ៖ទឹក្រតី 












២. នទ Æ ជួរប ា្ ប់ 
1= 1-3ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 












២. នទ Æ ជួរប ា្ ប់ 
1= 1-3ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 











២. នទ Æ ជួរប ា្ ប់ 
1= 1-3ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
4= ចាប់ពី១០ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
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25.a) នតើអនក្ទិញទឹក្រតីនៅផារដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 26 
 
 
25.b) នតើអនក្និយមទិញទឹក្រតីមា ក្អវី? មា ក្ៈ............................របសិននបើមិនអាចនឆលើយ សូម
ោក់្កូ្ដ 
១=មានមា ក្-មិនចំា 
២=ោម នមា ក្-ទិញរាយ 
៣=ោម នមា ក្-អនក្លក់្នធវើនោយេលួនឯង 
25.c) នតើអនក្ដតងដតទិញទឹក្រតីមា ក្ដដដលៗដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 25e 







25.e) នតើអនក្ទិញទឹក្រតីមរងចំណុេះប ុ ម្ ន? (ចំណុេះនៅនលើ
ដប) 
                                   មីលីលីរត 
25.f) នតើអនក្អាចនរបើទឹក្រតីននេះបានរយៈនពល ប ុ ម្ នថ្ថៃ?                               ថ្ថៃ      
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25.g) នតើាទូនៅទឹក្រតីននេះមានតថ្មលប ុ ម្ ន?                               នរនល          
25.h) នតើអនក្ទុក្ោក់្ទឹក្រតីយា ងដូចនមរចនៅក្នុងផាេះ?  1. នៅនលើនធនើ នៅសីុតុណហ ោពធមមា (ក្នុងមលប់) 
2. នៅនលើនធនើ នៅសីុតុណហ ោពធមមា (នរកាមកំ្នៅថ្ថៃ) 






3.  ហូបផ្ទា ល់ 
4. ោក់្ក្នុងសមលនិងហូបផ្ទា ល់ 
5.  ោក់្ក្នុងឆ្និងហូបផ្ទា ល់ 
6. នផសងៗ៖__________________________________ 
26. ឥឡូវេ្ុំសូមសួរអនក្អំពីរនបនបដដលររួារអនក្បរនិោរទឹក្រតី 
26. a) នៅក្នុងររួាររបស់អនក្ នតើអនក្្ដដលបរនិោរទឹក្
រតីនរចើនាងនរបំផុត? 




5. នផសងៗ-បញ្ញជ ក់្:________________ 
26. b) នហតុអវីបានាោត់ បរនិោរទឹក្រតីនរចើនាងនរ? 1. ោត់ឃ្លល នាងនរបំផុត 
2. ោត់ចូលចិតរទឹក្រតីាងនរបំផុត 
3. ោត់ហូបនរចើនាងនរ នៅនពលអាហារមរងៗ 
4. នផសងៗ...................... 
26. c) នៅនពលដដលទឹក្រតីបានោក់្ក្នុងសមល នតើសមាជិក្
នពញវយ័ររួារទំងអស់ហូបបរមិាណដូចោន ដដរឬនទ? 
1= ចាសÆ សំណួរទី 27 
2= នទ  
3=មិននរបើទឹក្រតីនពលនធវើមហូប 
26. d) របសិននបើមិនដូច នហតុអវី? ១. អនក្នធវើការនរចើនហូបនរចើន 
២. បរីហូបនរចើន 
៣. អនក្ដដលចូលចិតរ(សមល/ឆ្/េ....)ហូបនរចើនាងនរ 
៤. នផសងៗ-បញ្ញជ ក់្:________________ 
27.ឥឡូវេ្ុំសូមសួរពីការរិតរបស់អនក្សរីពីផលិតផលបញ្ចូ លជីវាតិ។ ផលិតផលបញ្ចូ លជីវាតិរឺាអាហារដដលបាន
បដនថមជីវាតិ និងដរ   នដើមបីនធវើនអាយរបនសើរនឡើងដល់សុេោព និងការ រជមៃឺ។ ឧទហរណ៏អាហារដដលមានបញ្ចូ ល
ជីវាតិ រឺអំបិលបញ្ចូ លាតិអីុយ ូត ដដលសរមាប់ការ រជមៃឺពក្ក្។ 
27. a) ាទូនៅ នតើអនក្ទិញអំបិលអីុយ ូដដដរឬនទ? 
 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 27c) 
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27.b) របសិននបើចាស នតើនហតុអវី? ពនយល់ រចួនៅសំណួរ27.d    
(កំុ្អានចនមលើយ) 1. អនក្ដឹងថ្វានឹងនធវើនអាយរបនសើរនឡើងដល់សុេោព 2. មានដតអំបិលននេះ 
3. អនក្ដដលអាចនជឿាក់្បាន (ររួារ នមភូមិ បុរគលិក្
សុេោព)បានដណ្ំនអាយនរបើ 
4. អនក្ចូលចិតរ សាតិវា 
5. នផសងៗ.................................................................. 
27. c) របសិននបើនទ នតើនហតុអវី? 
 (កំុ្អានចនមលើយ) 
1. វាមានតថ្មលថ្ថល 
2. មិនអាចរក្អំបិលអីុយ ូតបាន 
3. អនក្មិនចូលចិតរ សាតិ 
4. នផសងៗ 
27. d)នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់ឮអំពីទឹក្រតីមានបញ្ចូ លាតិដដក្ដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 27h) 
 
27. e) របសិននបើធ្លល ប់ នតើឮពីក្ដនលង្? ១. របពនធ័ផសពវផាយ(ទូរទសសន៏/វទិយុ/កាដសត..) 
២.ផ្ទា ំងរបូោពក្នុងភូមិ 
៣.អនក្ដដលអាចនជឿាក់្បាន (ររួារ នមភូមិ បុរគលិក្
សុេោព)បានដណ្ំ 
៤.នផសងៗ-បញ្ញជ ក់្:________________ 
27. f) នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់ទិញទឹក្រតីបញ្ចូ លាតិដដក្ដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 27h) 
27. g) របសិននបើធ្លល ប់ នហតុអវី?  (កំុ្អានចនមលើយ) 1. អនក្ដឹងថ្វានឹងនធវើនអាយរបនសើរនឡើងដល់សុេោព 
2. មានដតទឹក្រតីននេះ 
3. អនក្ដដលអាចនជឿាក់្បាន (ររួារ នមភូមិ បុរគលិក្
សុេោព)បានដណ្ំនអាយនរបើ 
4. អនក្ចូលចិតរ សាតិវា 
5. នផសងៗ.................................................................. 
27. h) របសិននបើទឹក្រតីមានបញ្ចូ លទំងាតិដដក្ និងជីវាតិ
ដដលអាចនធវើនអាយរបនសើរនឡើងដល់សុេោពអនក្ (ជីវាតិ B1) នតើ
អនក្នឹងទិញវាដដរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 27j) 
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27. k) នតើអនក្នឹងចំ្យលុយនលើសប ម្ ននដើមបីទិញផលិតផល




ដផនក្ទី៥៖ ចំនណេះដឹងសរពីីក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 និងជមៃឺនបរនីបរ ី
28. នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់ឮអំពីជីវាតិB1 ឬហាមីន ដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ  
29. នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់ឮអំពីបញ្ញហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ឬជំងឺនបរនីបរដីដរ
ឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 33 
30. នតើអនក្ដឹងអំពី អាការៈនរារថ្នបញ្ញហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ឬជំងឺនបរ ី
នបរ ីចំន េះទរក្អាយុតិចាង៦ដេដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 33 





32. នតើអនក្ពាបាលបញ្ញហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ឬជំងឺនបរនីបរ ី




ដល់អាយុប ុ ម្ ន (បំនៅដតទឹក្នោេះមារ យដតមួយមុេ










35. នតើកុ្មាររួរដតបនរបំនៅនោយទឹក្នោេះមារ យ ាមួយ
នឹងការផរល់អាហារនផសងៗនទនតដល់អាយុប ុ ម្ ន? 
…………………ដេ 
88=មិនដឹង 






អាយុប ុ ម្ ន? 
…………………ដេ 
88=មិនដឹង 
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ដផនក្ទី 6 ៖ ការវាស់ក្មៅស់ និងថលឹងទមៃន់ 
ការវាស់ក្មៅស់ និងថលឹងទមៃន់ អនក្ចូលរមួទំងអស់ និងកូ្ននៅនរបងអស់អាយុពី១២ដេដល់៥៩ដេ 
38. ក្មៅស់របស់អនក្ចូលរមួ ១)                  .         ស.ម 
២)                .        ស.ម 
៣)              .       ស.ម 
39. ការថលឹងទមៃន់របស់អនក្ចូលរមួ ១)           .       រ.ក្ 
២)           .        រ.ក្ 
៣)           .        រ.ក្ 
40. ក្មៅស់/របដវងកូ្ននៅនរបងអស់អាយុពី១២ដល់៥៩ដេ ១)                  .         ស.ម 
២)                .        ស.ម 
៣)              .         ស.ម 
41. ទមៃន់កូ្ននៅនរបងអស់អាយុពី១២ដល់៥៩ដេ ១)           .       រ.ក្ 
២)           .        រ.ក្ 
៣)           .        រ.ក្ 
42. រងាវ ស់ជំុវញិ ក់្ក្ រ្ លនដើមថ្ដកូ្ននៅនរបងអស់អាយុពី១២
ដល់៥៩ដេ 
ចំ្ំៈ នបើតូចាង១១.៥ស.ម សូមបញ្ជូ ននៅមណឌ លសុេ
ោព 
១)                  .         ស.ម 
២)                .        ស.ម 
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នោល រំណងដររសថិតិរ ុន ណ្ េះ ។ 
 
ព័ត៌មានកំ្ណត់សំោល់ 








ន ម្ េះ ............................... 
ហតថនលខៈ ......................... 
កំ្ណត់សមាា ល់ ............................... 
 
 
កាលររនិឆេទការសមាា សន៏ៈ (ព្ងៃ    /ដេ   /ឆ្ន ំ)    _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _ 
 
ដននក្ទី 1 ៖ ព័ត៌មានអ្នក្ឆូលរមួ 
1. រឆចុរបនន នេះ នតើមានមនុសសរ ុន្មម នន្មក់្រស់នៅក្នុងនទេះររស់អ្នក្? 
(រារ់អ្នក្ដែលហូរបាយាមួយោន  រាល់ព្ងៃ) 
                      ន្មក់្ 
2. នតើកុ្មារអាយុនប្ឆើនាង១២ដេ ដែលនយើងបានវាស់ងលឹង នៅ
នពលចារ់ននរើមការសិក្ាា ស្រសីឬប្រុស?  
1= ស្រសី 
2= ប្រុស 
                 
3. រឆចុរបនន នេះ នតើអ្នក្កំ្ពុងមានព្នទន េះដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ រលំងនៅសំណួរទី5   
4. នតើអ្នក្មានព្នទន េះរ ុន្មម នដេនហើយ?              ដេ 
5. រឆចុរបនន នេះ នតើអ្នក្កំ្ពុងរំនៅកូ្ននោយទឹក្នោេះមារ យដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ រលំងនៅសំណួរទី8    
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6. នតើកូ្នដែលអ្នក្កំ្ពុងរំនៅនោេះនន្មេះអាយុរ ុន្មម នដេ?                       ដេ 
7. រឆចុរបនន នេះ នតើអ្នក្រំនៅកូ្ននន្មេះនោយទឹក្នោេះមារ យដតមួយ
មុេគត់ (ទឹក្នោេះមារ យដតមួយមុេគត់ ោម ននអាយទឹក្ ទឹក្ែូង 
បាយ ឬអាហារែព្ទនទៀត)ដែរឬនទ?                  
1= ចាស 
2= នទ  
 
8. នតើទឹក្ប្តីទុក្ោក់្យ ងែូឆនមរឆ នៅក្នុងនទេះររស់អ្នក្? 1= នៅនលើន្នើ ក្នុងសីតុណហ ភាព្មមតា (ក្នុងមលរ់) 
 2= នៅនលើន្នើ ក្នុងសីតុណហ ភាព្មមតា (ប្តូវកំ្នៅព្ងៃ) 
 3= ក្នុងទូរទឹក្ក្ក្ ឬក្នុង្ុងដែលមានទឹក្ក្ក្ 
 4= ននសងៗ- រញ្ជា ក់្...................... 
9. ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលការសិក្ាននេះ នតើអ្នក្បានដឆក្រដំលក្ ឬលក់្ទឹក្
ប្តីដែលគនប្មាងបានដឆក្នអាយអ្នក្ដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ រលំងនៅសំណួរទី11   
 
10. ប្រសិននរើចាស នតើអ្នក្បានលក់្ឬដឆក្ទឹក្ប្តីនន្មេះនៅអ្នក្្? 1= ាឆ់ញាតិ/រងរអូនដែលរស់នៅ
នទេះននសង 
2= អ្នក្ជិតខង ឬមិតរភក្រិ 
3= ននសងៗ៖......................... 
11. ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពល៦ដេក្នលងមក្ននេះ នតើា្មមតាប្គួារររស់អ្នក្បាន
ររនិភាគទឹក្ប្តីអ្ស់រ ុន្មម នែរ សប្មារ់រយៈនពលពីរសបារ ហ៍?                                .       ែរ 
12. ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពល៦ដេក្នលងមក្ននេះ នតើអ្នក្បានចាក្នឆញពីភូមិយូរ
ាងពីរសបារ ហ៍ារ់ោន ដែរឬនទ? (ឧ. នៅន្វើការនៅនេតរននសង 
នៅរស់នៅាមួយាឆ់ញាតិ។ល។) 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ រលំងនៅសំណួរទី14  
 
13. ប្រសិននរើចាស ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពល៦ដេក្នលងមក្ននេះ នតើអ្នក្រស់នៅ
ឆ្ៃ យពីនទេះរយៈនពលសររុរ ុន្មម នដេ ?         .               ដេ 
ដននក្ទី 2:  ការររនិភាគអាហារ 
14.េ្ុំសូមសួរអ្នក្អំ្ពីអាហារ និងនភសជាៈ ដែលអ្នក្បានររនិភាគ កាលពីមសលិមិញ  នៅនពលព្ងៃ ឬនពលយរ់។ 













a) បាយ និងរររអ្ងករសប្មិត ១. ចាស 
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C) នពៅ  ការ  តុ ឬែំឡូងាវ ាឆ់ពណ៌
នលឿង ឬពណ៌ទឹក្ប្ក្ឆូ  
១. ចាស 









d) ែំឡូងាវ ាឆ់ពណ៌ស ែំឡូងមី ប្តាវ 
ាគូ ឬអាហារននសងៗន្វើពីនមើម 
១. ចាស 









e) រដនលសលឹក្ពណ៌ព្រតងចាស់ (ឧ. 
ប្តកួ្ន) 
១. ចាស 









f) ាវ យទំុ លហុងទំុ ឬដនលន ើពណ៌នលឿង
ទំុែព្ទនទៀត? 
១. ចាស 









g) រព្នល ឬដនលន ើែព្ទនទៀត? ១. ចាស 









h) នងលើម ប្ក្នលៀន នរេះែូង ឬនប្គឿងក្នុង
ែព្ទនទៀត? 
១. ចាស 









i) ាឆ់សតវ ែូឆាាឆ់នោ ាឆ់ប្ជូក្ 
ាឆ់នឆៀម ាឆ់ពដព ាឆ់មាន់ ាឆ់
ទា? 
១. ចាស 









j) ស ុត? ១. ចាស 









k) ប្តីស្រសស់ ឬប្តីនងៀត េយង នចច  ការ ម 
មឹក្? 
១. ចាស 









l) អាហារន្វើពីសដណរ ក្ ឬសដណរ ក្
បារាងំឬសដណរ ក្ែី 
១. ចាស 
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m) ទឹក្នោេះនោ ីស ឬអាហារន្វើពី
ទឹក្នោេះនោ? 
១. ចាស 









n) អាហារន្វើពីនប្រង ខល ញ់ ឬរ ័រ? ១. ចាស 









o) ពស់ ក្ដងករ ក្ណរុ រ ឬសតវលអិត? ១. ចាស 









p) អាហារមានាតិដនអម (សករ) ែូឆា
សករប្ោរ់ សុក្កូ្ឡា នំ រដងអម? 
១. ចាស 










15. កាលពីមសិលមិញ នតើអ្នក្បានររនិភាគអាហារនពល 
ឬអាហារនប្ៅនពលរ ុន្មម នែង? 
អាហារនពល 
អាហារនប្ៅនពល 
16. នតើអ្នក្ដតងដតញំុា្មមតាែូឆននេះ ដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាសÆ សំណួរទី 18 
2= នទ  
17. ប្រសិននរើមិន្មមតា នតើេុសោន ែូឆនមរឆ?  
សូមគូសយក្ឆនមលើយដែលបានន្លើយទំាងអ្ស់ 
កូ្ែ 0=នទ          1=ចាស 
1.  ឺ                                                
2. មិនឃ្លល ន 
3. ោម នអាហារប្គរ់ប្ោន់  
4. មានពិ្ី (ហូរនប្ឆើន ឬននសង)                                               
5. ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្ៈ ______________   
18. អ្នក្្ាអ្នក្ទទួសេុសប្តូវឆមបងក្នុងការនរៀរឆំ
អាហារក្នុងប្គួារររស់អ្នក្? 




5. កូ្នប្រុស                                      
6. កូ្នស្រសី 
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ដននក្ទី 3 ៖ទឹក្ប្តី 














២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 










២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 











២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
4= ចារ់ពី១០ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 






២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 





២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
4= ចារ់ពី១០ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 1= អំ្ពិលទំុ 
2= ទំពិលេចី 
3=ននសងៗរញ្ជា ក់្………… 
ទឹក្នប្គឿង ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 






២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
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2. ទឹក្ប្តីលាយាមួយ  














































 1= អំ្ពិលទំុ 
2= ទំពិលេចី 
3=ននសងៗរញ្ជា ក់្………… 
ទឹក្នប្គឿង ១. ចាស 







21 ឥឡូវននេះ េ្ុំសូមសួរអ្នក្អំ្ពីការររនិភាគទឹក្ប្តីនៅក្នុងប្គាួរររស់អ្នក្ ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលការសិក្ា (៦ដេក្នលង
មក្) 
21. a) ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលការសិក្ា (៦ដេក្នលងមក្)នតើការ
ររនិភាគទឹក្ប្តីក្នុងប្គួារអ្នក្ មានការផ្ទល ស់ររូ េុសពី
្មមតាដែរឬនទ? (នប្រៀរន្ៀរមុននពលឆូលរមួគនប្មាង) 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 22 
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21. c) នហតុអ្វីបានាវាផ្ទល ស់ររូ ? 1= បានទទួលទឹក្ប្តីនោយឥតគិតព្ងល 
2= ទឹក្ប្តីមានរសាតិឆ្ៃ ញ់ 
3= ទឹក្ប្តីមិនឆ្ៃ ញ់ 
4= ននសងៗ រញ្ជា ក់្៖.................. 
22 ឥឡូវននេះ េ្ុំសូមសួរអ្នក្អំ្ពីគំនិតររស់អ្នក្សរីពីទឹក្ប្តី ដែលអ្នក្បានររនិភាគក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលការសិក្ា (៦ដេ
ក្នលងមក្) 
22. a) នតើអ្នក្ឆូលឆិតរ សាតិទឹក្ប្តីដែលអ្នក្បាន
ររនិភាគ ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលសិក្ាដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 22. c) 




22 c) ប្រសិននរើនទ នហតុអ្វី? 1= ព្ប្រនពក្ 
2= រសាតិេុសពីទឹក្ប្តីដែលេ្ុំធ្លល រ់នប្រើ 
3= រសាតិែូឆថ្ន ំ 
4= ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្.......... 
22 d) នតើពណ៌ររស់ទឹក្ប្តីអាឆទទួលយក្បានដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាសÆ សំណួរទី 22 f) 
2= នទ  
22 e) ប្រសិននរើនទ នហតុអ្វី? 1= ពណ៌ចាស់/ប្ក្ន  នពក្ 
2= ពណ៌ស្រាល/ថ្ល នពក្ 
3= ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្.............. 




2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 22. i) 
22 g) ប្រសិននរើចាស នហតុអ្វី? 1=រសាតិឆ្ៃ ញ់ 
2= េ្ុំគិតថ្វាន្វើនអាយប្រនសើរនឡើងែល់សុេភាព
ប្គួារររស់េ្ុំ 
3= ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្.............. 
22 h) នតើអ្នក្នឹងអាឆទិញតព្មលរ ុន្មម ន ឆំន េះទឹក្ប្តីែូឆ
បានដឆក្នអាយ ដែលមួយែរមានឆំណុេះ៧៥០មីលីលីប្ត
ដែរឬនទ? 
                              នរៀល 
 
ឆរ់សំណួរននេះ សួមរលំងនៅសំណួរ២៣ 
22 i) ប្រសិននរើនទ នហតុអ្វី? 1= ព្ប្រនពក្ 
2= រសាតិេុសពីទឹក្ប្តីដែលេ្ុំធ្លល រ់នប្រើ 
3= រសាតិែូឆថ្ន ំ 
4= ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្.......... 
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23. ឥឡូវេ្ុំសូមសួរអ្នក្អំ្ពីរនរៀរដែលប្គាួរអ្នក្ររនិភាគទឹក្ប្តី 
23. a) នៅក្នុងប្គួារររស់អ្នក្ នតើអ្នក្្ដែលររនិភាគ
ទឹក្ប្តីនប្ឆើនាងនគរំនុត? 




5. ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្:________________ 
23. b) នហតុអ្វីបានាោត់ ររនិភាគទឹក្ប្តីនប្ឆើនាងនគ? 1. ោត់ឃ្លល នាងនគរំនុត 
2. ោត់ឆូលឆិតរទឹក្ប្តីាងនគរំនុត 
3. ោត់ហូរនប្ឆើនាងនគ នៅនពលអាហារមរងៗ 
4. ននសងៗ...................... 
23. c) នៅនពលដែលទឹក្ប្តីបានោក់្ក្នុងមហូរ នតើសមាជិក្
ប្គួារទំាងអ្ស់ហូរររមិាណែូឆោន ដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាសÆ សំណួរទី 24 
2= នទ  
3= ទឹក្ប្តីមិននប្រើក្នុងការឆមអិនÆ សំណួរទី 24 
23. d) ប្រសិននរើមិនែូឆ នហតុអ្វី? 1. អ្នក្ន្វើការនប្ឆើនហូរនប្ឆើន 
2. ររីហូរនប្ឆើន 
3. អ្នក្ដែលឆូលឆិតរ (សមល/ឆ្/េ...)ហូរនប្ឆើនាងនគ 
4. ននសងៗ...................... 
24. នៅនពលអ្នក្ទិញទឹក្ប្តីនៅនារ នតើា្មមតាអ្នក្ឆំ្យ
រ ុន្មម នសប្មារ់ទឹក្ប្តីដែលមានឆំណុេះ750មីលីលីប្ត? 
                              នរៀល 
 
៨៨= ប្រសិននរើមិនដែលទិញទឹក្ប្តី 
25.ឥឡូវេ្ុំសូមសួរពីការគិតររស់អ្នក្សរីពីនលិតនលរញ្ចូ លជីវាតិ។ នលិតនលរញ្ចូ លជីវាតិគឺាអាហារដែលបាន
រដនថមជីវាតិ និងដរ   នែើមបីន្វើនអាយប្រនសើរនឡើងែល់សុេភាព និងការ រជមៃឺ។ ឧទាហរណ៏អាហារដែលមានរញ្ចូ ល
ជីវាតិ គឺអំ្រិលរញ្ចូ លាតិអីុ្យ ូត ដែលសប្មារ់ការ រជំងឺពក្ក្។ 
25. a)នតើអ្នក្ធ្លល រ់ឮអំ្ពីទឹក្ប្តីមានរញ្ចូ លាតិដែក្ដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 25f) 
25. b) ប្រសិននរើធ្លល រ់ នតើឮពីក្ដនលង្? 1. នារ ឬអ្នក្លក់្ 
2. អ្នក្ន្វើការងារសុេភាព(អ្នក្សមប្គ័ឆិតរសុេភាពភូមិ 
 ្មរ នវជារណឌិ ត គិលានុរោា នយិកា។ល។) 
3. ឮពីអ្នក្ដែលអាឆនជឿាក់្បាន ែូឆា ប្រធ្លនភូមិ 
4. ពីមិតរភក្រិ ឬសមាជិក្ប្គួារ 
5.ននសងៗ……………………………………………….. 
25 c) នតើអ្នក្ធ្លល រ់ទិញទឹក្ប្តីរញ្ចូ លាតិដែក្ដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 




ទឹកត្រីបញ្ចូ លជីវជារិB1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រ់ជមងឺធ្បរធី្បរចំីធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ ីសំណួរការអធ្ងារបញ្ច ប់ 
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3. អ្នក្ដែលអាឆនជឿាក់្បាន (ប្គួារ នមភូមិ រុគាលិក្
សុេភាព)បានដណនំ្មនអាយនប្រើ 
4. អ្នក្ឆូលឆិតរ សាតិវា 
5. ននសងៗ........................................................ 
25. e) ប្រសិននរើមិនទិញ នហតុអ្វី?  1=ព្ងល 
2= ោម នលក់្ 
3= អ្នក្មិនឆូលឆិតរ សាតិ 
4= អ្នក្មិនឆូលឆិតរពណ៌ 
5= ននសងៗ....................... 
25. f) ប្រសិននរើទឹក្ប្តីមានរញ្ចូ លទំាងាតិដែក្ និងជីវាតិ
ដែលអាឆន្វើនអាយប្រនសើរនឡើងែល់សុេភាពអ្នក្ (ជីវាតិ B1) 
មានលក់្ នតើអ្នក្នឹងទិញវាដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 25 h) 
25 g) ប្រសិននរើចាស នហតុអ្វី? ពនយល់ រឆួរលំងនៅសំណួរ25 i) 1. វានឹងន្វើនអាយប្រនសើរនឡើងែល់សុេភាព 
2. អ្នក្ដែលអាឆនជឿាក់្បាន (ប្គួារ នមភូមិ រុគាលិក្
សុេភាព)និងអាឆដណនំ្មនអាយនប្រើ 




25. h) ) ប្រសិននរើមិនទិញ នហតុអ្វី? ពនយល់ រលំងនៅសំណួរ26 1= វាទំនងានឹងព្ងល 
2= ោត់ឆូលឆិតរន្វើទឹក្ប្តីនោយេលួនឯង 
3= ោត់ប្តូវដតន្វើទឹក្ប្តីនោយេលួនឯង ពីនប្ េះោត់ោម ន
លុយទិញទឹក្ប្តី 
4= ននសងៗ៖..................................... 
25. i) នតើអ្នក្នឹងឆំ្យលុយនលើសរ ុន្មម ននែើមបីទិញនលិត 
នលននេះ (នរើនប្រៀរន្ៀរនៅនឹងទឹក្ប្តីដែលអ្នក្ដតងដតទិញ)? _____________________នរៀល 
ដននក្ទី4៖ ឆំនណេះែឹងសរីពីក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ជមៃឺនររនីររ ីនិងការឆិញ្ច ឹមទារក្និងកុ្មារតូឆ 
26. នតើអ្នក្ធ្លល រ់ឮអំ្ពីជីវាតិB1 ឬហាមីន ដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ  
27. នតើអ្នក្ធ្លល រ់ឮអំ្ពីរញ្ជហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ឬជមៃឺនររនីររ ីដែរ
ឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 33 
28. នតើអ្នក្ែឹងអំ្ពី អាការៈនរាគព្នរញ្ជហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1ឬជ
មៃឺនររនីររ ី ឆំន េះទារក្អាយុតិឆាង៦ដេដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 33 
29. នតើអាការៈនរាគព្នរញ្ជហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ឬជមៃឺនររនីររ ី
ឆំន េះទារក្អាយុតិឆាង៦ដេមានអ្វីេលេះ? 
a. ែនងហើមញារ់ 





g. យំោម នសនមលង 
h. មិនឃ្លល ន 
i. ននសងៗ..................... 
ទឹកត្រីបញ្ចូ លជីវជារិB1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រ់ជមងឺធ្បរធី្បរចំីធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ ីសំណួរការអធ្ងារបញ្ច ប់ 
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30. នតើអ្នក្ការ រ/ពាបាលរញ្ជហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1ឬជមៃឺនរ
រនីររ ីឆំន េះទារក្អាយុតិឆាង៦ដេ នោយរនរៀរ
្? 
a. មារ យគួរដតររនិភាគអាហារសំរូរជីវាតិB1 
b. មារ យគួរដតររនិភាគអាហារដែលមានរញ្ចូ លជីវាតិ
B1ែូឆាទឹក្ប្តី 




f. ទារក្គួរដតនលររដនថមប្ោរ់ថ្ន ំជីវាតិB1 
g. ននសងៗ..................................... 
31. នតើអ្នក្អាឆប្បារ់ន ម្ េះអាហារដែលសំរូរ ជីវាតិB1
បានដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 33 




b. ពពួក្សដណរ ក្ ែូឆាសដណរ ក្បាយ និងសដណរ ក្បារាងំ 
c. ាឆ់ប្ជូក្ 
d. នប្គឿងក្នុងសតវ 
e. សដណរ ក្នសៀង នៅហ ូ និងនលិតនលន្វើពីសដណរ ក្នសៀង 
f. ននសងៗ....................... 
33. នតើទារក្គួរនៅដតទឹក្នោេះមារ យមួយដតមុេគត់រហូតែល់អាយុ
រ ុន្មម ន (រំនៅដតទឹក្នោេះមារ យដតមួយមុេគត់ ោម នទឹក្ ទឹក្




34. នតើកុ្មារគួរដតទទួលអាហាររដនថមនប្ៅពីទឹក្នោេះមារ យ នៅអាយុ
រ ុន្មម ន? (អាហារដែលនរល់ឱ្យកុ្មារ រដនថមនៅនលើទឹក្នោេះ) 
ដេ 
88=មិនែឹង 
35. នតើកុ្មារគួរដតរនរ ំនៅនោយទឹក្នោេះមារ យ ាមួយនឹងការនរ




ររនិភាគ នប្ៅពីទឹក្នោេះមាា យ? 





f. បាយ តាមួយអំ្រិល/ាឆ់/ទឹក្ប្តី/សមល/ននសងៗ 
g. រដនល ឬព្នលន ើពណ៌នលឿង 
h. ស ុត 
e. ននសងៗ..................................... 
37. នតើកុ្មារគួរដតចារ់ននរើមររនិភាគអាហារប្គួារនៅអាយុ


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































48. Height#of#Participant# 1) __##__##__#.#__##cm#
2) __##__##__#.#__##cm#
3) __##__##__#.#__##cm#





ទឹកត្របីញ្ចូ លជីវជារBិ1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រជ់មងឺធ្បរធី្បរចីំធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ សីណួំរការអធ្ងារមលូដ្ឋា នត្្ឹោះ 






បញ្ជសីណួំរការអង្កេតមូលដ្ឋា នគ្ឹឹះ-គរុមស្តសរមីានផ្ផៃង្ ឹះ 
ទឹរគតីបញ្ចូលជីវជាតិB1 ជាមង្យោបាយរនកុការទប់ស្កេ ត់ជមងឺង្បរងី្បរចីំង្ ឹះទាររ ង្ៅតាម
ជនបទគបង្ទសរមពជុា 
ការសំងាត់ 
រាល់ព័ត៌មានដដលរបមូលបាននៅក្នុងការសិក្ាស្រាវរាវននេះនឹងរតូវបានរក្ាាការសំងាត់ និងនរបើរបាស់ក្នុង នោល 
បំណងដបបសថិតិប ុន ណ្ េះ ។ 
 
ព័ត៌មានកំ្ណត់សំោល់ 
កំ្ណត់សំោល់ភូមិាស្តសរ កំ្ណត់សំោល់អនក្សមាា សន៏ 







ន ម្ េះ ............................... 
ហតថនលខៈ ......................... 
កំ្ណត់សមាគ ល់ ............................... 
 
 
កាលបរនិចេទការសមាា សន៏ៈ (ថ្ថៃ    /ដេ   /ឆ្ន ំ)    _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _ 
 
 
ការអនុញ្ញា តផ្ទា ល់មាត់ 
អនក្ផរល់ចនមលើយ (នលេសំោល់សំ្ក្                                        ) បាន
អាន ឬបានារ ប់ យល់ពីលិេិតសំុការអនុញ្ញា តសម័ររចិតរ និងយល់រពមនោយ
ផ្ទា ល់មាត់ នដើមបីចូលរមួក្នុងការសិក្ាស្រាវរាវននេះ  
1= ចាស 






ទឹកត្របីញ្ចូ លជីវជារBិ1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រជ់មងឺធ្បរធី្បរចីំធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ សីណួំរការអធ្ងារមលូដ្ឋា នត្្ឹោះ 
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ដផនក្ទី1. ការពិនិតយនមើលលក្ខេណឌ័ អនក្ដដលអាចចូលរមួក្នុងការសមាា សន៏ 
i)នតើអនក្ាស្តសរីនមររួារដមនដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
ii) នតើអនក្មានអាយុចន ល្ េះពី១៨នៅ៤៥ឆ្ន ំដមនដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
iii) នតើអនក្មានថ្ផាន េះរបដហលា៣នៅ៨ដេ នហើយមានរ៌ក្ដត
មួយដមននទ? 
1= ចាស 




2= នទ Æ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
V) នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់មានរបវតរិនឡើង្ម សរមាលមុនដេ កូ្ននក្ើតមក្
មានរាងកាយមិនរបរក្តីដដរឬនទ? 
1= ចាសÆ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
2= នទ  
Vi) នតើអនក្មានរនរមាងបំនៅទឹក្នោេះមាា យដតមួយមុេរត់ដល់កូ្ន
របស់អនក្បានយ ងនោច្ស់៦ដេដដរឬនទ?  
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
Vii) នតើអនក្មានរនរមាងចង់ចាញនចញនៅក្នុងអំឡុងនពល៦ដេ 
ននេះដដរឬនទ? 
1= ចាសÆ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 




1= ចាសÆ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
2= នទ  




2= នទ Æ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 





2= នទ Æ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
xi) នតើអនក្មានកំ្ពុងនលបថាន ំបដនថម មានជីវាតិB1ដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាសÆ មិនរតវូសមាា សន៏នទ 
2= នទ  
 
ដផនក្ទី 2 ៖ ព័ត៌មានអនក្ចូលរមួ 
1. នតើអនក្មានអាយុប ុ ម្ ន?                      ឆ្ន ំ 
2. នតើអនក្មានថ្ផាន េះរបដហលាប ុ ម្ នអាទិតយនហើយ?                      អាទិតយ 
3. នតើអនក្នឹងសរមាលនៅនពល្? ថ្ថៃ               ដេ              ឆ្ន ំ 
4. នតើអនក្បាននៅពិនិតយថ្ផាន េះប ុ ម្ នដងនហើយ?                        ដង 
របសិននបើ 0 Æ សូមរលំងនៅសំណួរទី8 
5. នតើអនក្នៅពិនិតយថ្ផាន េះនលើក្ដំបូង នៅនពលអនក្មានថ្ផាន េះ
ប ុ ម្ នដេ? 
                       ដេ 
77=មិនដឹង         
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8. នតើអនក្នឹងនៅសរមាលកូ្ននៅក្ដនលង្? 1. មណឌ លសុេោព 
2. មនាីរនពទយស្រសុក្ 
3. ឆមបក្នុងភូមិ 




9. នតើអនក្មាននលបថាន ំរោប់ទមាល ក់្រពូនដដរឬនទ ចាប់តំាងពីអនក្
មានថ្ផាន េះ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ  
10. នតើអនក្បានទិញឬទទួល រោប់ថាន ំាតិដដក្/ហវូលីតអាសីុតដដរ
ឬនទ ក្នុងអំឡុងនពលមានថ្ផាន េះននេះ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សូមរលំងនៅសំណួរ12 
11. នតើអនក្បាននលប រោប់ថាន ំាតិដដក្/ហវូលីតអាសីុតចំនួនប ុ ម្ ន
រោប់ ក្នុងអំឡុងនពលមានថ្ផាន េះននេះ? 
                       រោប់ 
 
12. បចចុបបនន នេះ នតើមានមនុសេប ុ ម្ ន្ក់្រស់នៅក្នុងផាេះរបស់
អនក្? (រាប់អនក្ដដលហូបបាយាមួយោន  រាល់ថ្ថៃ) 
                      ្ក់្ 
13. នតើអនក្បានផរល់កំ្នណើ តដល់កូ្ន ប ុ ម្ ន្ក់្?                       ្ក់្ នបើសូនយ្ក់្ Æ សំណួរទី 21  
14. េ្ុំសូមសួរអនក្អំពីកូ្នបនងកើតរបស់អនក្ ដដលកំ្ពុងរស់នៅក្នុង
ផាេះអនក្។ នតើមានប ុ ម្ ន្ក់្ដដលមានអាយុទំងន្េះ? 
a) 0 - 6 ដេ                                      
b) 7 - 23 ដេ                                    
c) 2 - 5 ឆ្ន ំ                        
d) >5 ឆ្ន ំ                                                      





2= នទ Æ រលំងនៅសំណួរទី21 
17. នតើអនក្បានបំនៅដតទឹក្នោេះមារ យមួយមុេរត់ដល់កូ្ននៅនរបងែស់
របស់អនក្ដល់អាយុប ុ ម្ ន (បំនៅដតទឹក្នោេះមារ យដតមួយមុេរត់ 
ោម នទឹក្ ទឹក្ដូង ទឹក្នោេះនោ ឬអាោរនផេងៗនទៀត)? 
ដេ 
77=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅនោេះមារ យដត១មុេរត់     
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18. នតើអនក្បានបនរបំនៅកូ្ននោយទឹក្នោេះមារ យ ាមួយនឹងការផរ
ល់អាោរនផេងៗនទៀតដល់កូ្ននៅនរបងែស់របស់អនក្ដល់
អាយុប ុ ម្ ន?  
ដេ 
77=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅនោេះមារ យដត១មុេរត់  
99=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅនោេះមារ យ                       
19. រាប់មក្ដល់ឥឡូវ នតើអនក្ផ្ទរ ច់នោេះកូ្ននៅនរបងែស់ របស់អនក្
យូរប ុ ណ្ នហើយ? 
 1=                  ដេ 
77=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅនោេះមារ យដត១មុេរត់  
99=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅនោេះមារ យ 
20. នតើកូ្ននៅនរបងែស់របស់អនក្ ចាប់នផរើមហូបអាោរបដនថម នៅ
អាយុប ុ ម្ ន (នរៅពីទឹក្នោេះមារ យ)? 
ដេ 
77=បចចុបបនន ៅបំនៅនោេះមារ យដត១មុេរត់                         
21. នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់ចូលនរៀនដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 23 
22. នតើអនក្បាននរៀនដល់កំ្រតិ្? 1= បឋមសិក្ា 
2= អនុវទិាល័យ 
3= វទិាល័យ 
4= ឧតរមសិក្ា  
23. នតើបរី បស់អនក្ធ្លល ប់ចូលនរៀនដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 25 
24. នតើបរី បស់អនក្បាននរៀនដល់កំ្រតិ្? 1= បឋមសិក្ា 
2= អនុវទិាល័យ 
3= វទិាល័យ 
4= ឧតរមសិក្ា  
25. នតើររួាររបស់អនក្រក្ចំណូលបានប ុ ម្ ន ក្នុងអំឡុងនពល១ដេ
ក្នលងមក្ននេះ? 
ដុល្លល អានមរកិ្ 
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ដផនក្ទី 3:  ការបរនិោរអាោរ 
27. េ្ុំសូមសួរអនក្អំពីអាោរ និងនភសជជៈ ដដលអនក្បានបរនិោរ កាលពីមេលិមិញ  នៅនពលថ្ថៃ ឬនពលយប់។ េ្ុំចង់ដឹងពីចំនួនដង 













a. បាយអងករសរមិត/បបរអងករសរមិត ១. ចាស 























c. នពៅ  ការ  តុ ឬដំឡូងាវ ាច់ពណ៌នលឿង ឬ
ពណ៌ទឹក្រក្ចូ  
១. ចាស 









d. ដំឡូងាវ ាច់ពណ៌ស ដំឡូងមី រតាវ 
ារូ ឬអាោរនផេងៗនធវើពីនមើមរកុ្ខាតិ  
១. ចាស 









e. បដនលសលឹក្ពណ៌ថ្បតងចាស់ (ឧ. រតកួ្ន) ១. ចាស 









f. ាវ យទំុ លហុងទំុ ឬដផលនឈើពណ៌នលឿងទំុដថ្ទ
នទៀត? 
១. ចាស 









g. បថ្នល ឬដផលនឈើដថ្ទនទៀត? ១. ចាស 









h. នថលើម រក្នលៀន នបេះដូង ឬនររឿងក្នុងដថ្ទ
នទៀត? 
១. ចាស 
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i. ាច់សតវ ដូចាាច់នោ ាច់រជកូ្ ាច់
នចៀម ាច់ពដព ាច់មាន់ ាច់ទ? 
១. ចាស 









j. ស ុត? ១. ចាស 









k. រតីស្រសស់ ឬរតីនងៀត េយង នចច  ការ ម មឹក្? ១. ចាស 









L. អាោរនធវើពីសដណរ ក្ ឬសដណរ ក្ដី ១. ចាស 










m. ឈីស ឬអាោរនធវើពីទឹក្នោេះនោ? ១. ចាស 









n. អាោរនធវើពីនរបង ខល ញ់ ឬប ័រ? ១. ចាស 









o. ពស់ ក្ដងកប ក្ណរុ រ ឬសតវលែិត? ១. ចាស 









p. អាោរមានាតិដផែម (សករ) ដូចាសករ
រោប់ សុក្កូ្ឡា នំ បដងែម? 
១. ចាស 










28. កាលពីមេិលមិញ នតើអនក្បានបរនិោរអាោរនពល ឬអាោរ
នរៅនពលប ុ ម្ នដង? 
a. អាោរនពល 
b. អាោរនរៅនពល 
29. នតើអនក្ដតងដតញំុាធមមតាដូចននេះ ដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាសÆ សំណួរទី 31 
2= នទ  
30. របសិននបើមិនធមមតា នតើេុសោន ដូចនមរច?  
សូមរូសយក្ចនមលើយដដលបាននឆលើយទំងអស់ 
កូ្ដ 0=នទ          1=ចាស 
1. ឈ ឺ                                                
2. មិនឃ្លល ន 
3. ោម នអាោរររប់រោន់  
4. មានពិធី (ហូបនរចើន ឬនផេង)                                               
5. នផេងៗ-បញ្ញជ ក់្ៈ ______________   
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5. កូ្នរបុស                                      
6. កូ្នស្រសី 
7. នផេងៗ-បញ្ញជ ក់្:________________ 
32. ចាប់តំាងពីនពលមានថ្ផាន េះមក្ នតើអនក្ហូបនរចើនាង តិច





ដផនក្ទី 4 ៖ការបរនិោរទឹក្រតី 












២. នទ Æ ជួរប ា្ ប់ 
1= 1-3ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 












២. នទ Æ ជួរប ា្ ប់ 
1= 1-3ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 












២. នទ Æ ជួរប ា្ ប់ 
1= 1-3ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
4= ចាប់ពី១០ដងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
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35.a) នតើអនក្ទិញទឹក្រតីនៅផារដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 36 
35.b) នតើអនក្និយមទិញទឹក្រតីមា ក្អវី? មា ក្ៈ............................របសិននបើមិនអាចនឆលើយ សូម
ោក់្កូ្ដ 
១=មានមា ក្-មិនចំា 
២=ោម នមា ក្-ទិញរាយ 
៣=ោម នមា ក្-អនក្លក់្នធវើនោយេលួនឯង 
35.c) នតើអនក្ដតងដតទិញទឹក្រតីមា ក្ដដដលៗដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 35e 







35.e) នតើអនក្ទិញទឹក្រតីមរងចំណុេះប ុ ម្ ន? (ចំណុេះនៅនលើ
ដប) 
                                   មីលីលីរត 
35.f) នតើអនក្អាចនរបើទឹក្រតីននេះបានរយៈនពល ប ុ ម្ នថ្ថៃ?                               ថ្ថៃ          
35.g) នតើាទូនៅទឹក្រតីននេះមានតថ្មលប ុ ម្ ន?                               នរៀល          
35.h) នតើអនក្ទុក្ោក់្ទឹក្រតីយ ងដូចនមរចនៅក្នុងផាេះ?  1. នៅនលើនធនើ នៅសីុតុណហ ោពធមមតា (ក្នុងមលប់) 
2. នៅនលើនធនើ នៅសីុតុណហ ោពធមមតា (នរកាមកំ្នៅថ្ថៃ) 






3.  ហូបផ្ទា ល់ 
4. ោក់្ក្នុងសមលនិងហូបផ្ទា ល់ 
5.  ោក់្ក្នុងឆ្និងហូបផ្ទា ល់ 
6. នផេងៗ៖__________________________________ 
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36. ឥឡូវេ្ុំសូមសួរអនក្អំពីរនបៀបដដលររួារអនក្បរនិោរទឹក្រតី 
36. a) នៅក្នុងររួាររបស់អនក្ នតើអនក្្ដដលបរនិោរទឹក្
រតីនរចើនាងនរបំផុត? 




5. នផេងៗ-បញ្ញជ ក់្:________________ 
36. b) នហតុអវីបានាោត់ បរនិោរទឹក្រតីនរចើនាងនរ? 1. ោត់ឃ្លល នាងនរបំផុត 
2. ោត់ចូលចិតរទឹក្រតីាងនរបំផុត 
3. ោត់ហូបនរចើនាងនរ នៅនពលអាោរមរងៗ 
4. នផេងៗ...................... 
36. c) នៅនពលដដលទឹក្រតីបានោក់្ក្នុងសមល នតើសមាជិក្
នពញវយ័ររួារទំងអស់ហូបបរមិាណដូចោន ដដរឬនទ? 
1= ចាសÆ សំណួរទី 37 
2= នទ  
3=មិននរបើទឹក្រតីនពលនធវើមហូបÆ សំណួរទី 37 
36. d) របសិននបើមិនដូច នហតុអវី? ១. អនក្នធវើការនរចើនហូបនរចើន 
២. បរីហូបនរចើន 
៣. អនក្ដដលចូលចិតរ(សមល/ឆ្/េ....)ហូបនរចើនាងនរ 
៤. នផេងៗ-បញ្ញជ ក់្:________________ 
37.ឥឡូវេ្ុំសូមសួរពីការរិតរបស់អនក្សរីពីផលិតផលបញ្ចូ លជីវាតិ។ ផលិតផលបញ្ចូ លជីវាតិរឺាអាោរដដលបាន
បដនថមជីវាតិ និងដរ   នដើមបីនធវើនអាយរបនសើរនឡើងដល់សុេោព និងការ រជមៃឺ។ ឧទហរណ៏អាោរដដលមានបញ្ចូ ល
ជីវាតិ រឺអំបិលបញ្ចូ លាតិអីុយ ូត ដដលសរមាប់ការ រពក្ក្។ 
37. a) ាទូនៅ នតើអនក្ទិញអំបិលអីុយ ូតដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 37c) 
37.b) របសិននបើចាស នតើនហតុអវី? ពនយល់ រចួនៅសំណួរ26.d 1. អនក្ដឹងថាវានឹងនធវើនអាយរបនសើរនឡើងដល់សុេោព 
2. មានដតអំបិលននេះ 
3. អនក្ដដលអាចនជឿាក់្បាន (ររួារ នមភូមិ បុរគលិក្
សុេោព)បានដណ្ំនអាយនរបើ 
4. អនក្ចូលចិតរ សាតិវា 
5. នផេងៗ.................................................................. 
37. c) របសិននបើនទ នតើនហតុអវី? 1. វាមានតថ្មលថ្ថល 
2. មិនអាចរក្អំបិលអីុយ ូតបាន 
3. អនក្មិនចូលចិតរ សាតិ 
4. មិនអាចរក្ទិញអំបិលអីុយ ូតបាន 
5. នផេងៗ 
37. d)នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់ឮអំពីទឹក្រតីមានបញ្ចូ លាតិដដក្ដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 37h) 
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37. e) របសិននបើធ្លល ប់ នតើឮពីក្ដនលង្? ១. របពនធ័ផេពវផាយ(ទូរទសេន៏/វទិយុ/កាដសត..) 
២.ផ្ទា ំងរបូោពក្នុងភូមិ 
៣.អនក្ដដលអាចនជឿាក់្បាន (ររួារ នមភូមិ បុរគលិក្
សុេោព)បានដណ្ំ 
៤.នផេងៗ-បញ្ញជ ក់្:________________ 
37. f) នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់ទិញទឹក្រតីបញ្ចូ លាតិដដក្ដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 37h) 
37. g) របសិននបើធ្លល ប់ នហតុអវី? 1. អនក្ដឹងថាវានឹងនធវើនអាយរបនសើរនឡើងដល់សុេោព 
2. មានដតទឹក្រតីននេះ 
3. អនក្ដដលអាចនជឿាក់្បាន (ររួារ នមភូមិ បុរគលិក្
សុេោព)បានដណ្ំនអាយនរបើ 
4. អនក្ចូលចិតរ សាតិវា 
5. នផេងៗ.................................................................. 
37. h) របសិននបើទឹក្រតីមានបញ្ចូ លទំងាតិដដក្ និងជីវាតិ
ដដលអាចនធវើនអាយរបនសើរនឡើងដល់សុេោពអនក្ (ជីវាតិ B1) នតើ
អនក្នឹងទិញវាដដរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 37j) 






37. j) របសិននបើមិនទិញ នហតុអវី?ពនយល់ រចួនៅសំណួរ38  
 





ដផនក្ទី៥៖ ចំនណេះដឹងសរពីីក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 និងជមៃឺនបរនីបរ ី
38. នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់ឮអំពីជីវាតិB1 ឬហាមីន ដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ  
39. នតើអនក្ធ្លល ប់ឮអំពីបញ្ញហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ឬជំងីនបរនីបរដីដរ
ឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 43 
40. នតើអនក្ដឹងអំពី អាការៈនរារថ្នបញ្ញហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ឬជំងីនបរ ី
នបរចំីន េះទរក្អាយុតិចាង៦ដេដដរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 43 
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ដផនក្ទី 6 ៖ ការវាស់ក្មៅស់ និងថលឹងទមៃន់ 
48. ក្មៅស់របស់អនក្ចូលរមួ ១)                  .         ស.ម 
២)                .        ស.ម 
៣)              .       ស.ម 
49. ការថលឹងទមៃន់របស់អនក្ចូលរមួ ១)           .       រ.ក្ 
២)           .        រ.ក្ 
៣)           .        រ.ក្ 
 




43. នតើទរក្រួរដតបំនៅទឹក្នោេះមាា យដត១មុេរត់ ដល់អាយុ
ប ុ ម្ ន (បំនៅដតទឹក្នោេះមាា យ មិនល្លយទឹក្ ទឹក្ដូង ឬក៏្
អាោរអវីនផេងនទៀតនឡើយ)? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 46 
44. នតើកុ្មាររួរដតទទួលអាោរបដនថមនរៅពីទឹក្នោេះមារ
យ នៅអាយុប ុ ម្ ន? (អាោរដដលផរល់នអាយកុ្មារ 
បដនថមនៅនលើទឹក្នោេះ) 
 
45. នតើកុ្មាររួរដតបនរបំនៅនោយទឹក្នោេះមារ យ ាមួយ

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ទឹកត្រីបញ្ចូ លជីវជារិB1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រ់ជមងឺធ្បរធី្បរចំីធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ ីសំណួរការអធ្ងារបញ្ច ប់ 












នោល រំណងដររសថិតិរ ុន ណ្ េះ ។ 
 
ព័ត៌មានកំ្ណត់សំោល់ 








ន ម្ េះ ............................... 
ហតថនលខៈ ......................... 
កំ្ណត់សមាា ល់ ............................... 
 
 
កាលររនិឆេទការសមាា សន៏ៈ (ព្ងៃ    /ដេ   /ឆ្ន ំ)    _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _ 
 
ដននក្ទី 1 ៖ ព័ត៌មានអ្នក្ឆូលរមួ 
1. រឆចុរបនន នេះ នតើមានមនុសសរ ុន្មម នន្មក់្រស់នៅក្នុងនទេះររស់
អ្នក្? (រារ់អ្នក្ដែលហូរបាយាមួយោន  រាល់ព្ងៃ) 
                      ន្មក់្ 
2. នតើអ្នក្បាននៅពិនិតយព្នទន េះរ ុន្មម នែង?                        ែង 
3. នតើអ្នក្បាននៅសប្មាលកូ្ននៅក្ដនែង្? 1. មណឌ លសុេភាព 
2. មនទីរនពទយស្រសុក្ 
3. ឆ្មរក្នុងភូមិ 
4. នៅនទេះ នោយោម នឆ្មរ 
5. មនទីរនពទយឬគ្ែីនិក្ឯក្ជន 
6. ននសងៗ................................. 
4. នតើអ្នក្សប្មាល នៅនពលមានព្នទន េះបានរ ុន្មម នសបារ ហ៍?                      សបារ ហ៍ 
88=មិនែឹង 
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5. នតើអ្នក្នក្ើតបានកូ្នស្រសីឬប្រុស? 1=ស្រសី 
2=ប្រុស 
6. នតើអ្នក្បាននលរថ្ន ំប្ោរ់ទមាែ ក់្ប្ពូនដែរឬនទ ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពល
អ្នក្មានព្នទន េះ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ  
7. នតើអ្នក្បាននលរ ប្ោរ់ថ្ន ំាតិដែក្/ហវូលីតអាសីុតដែរឬនទ ក្នុង
អំ្ឡុងនពលមានព្នទន េះននេះ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សូមរលំងនៅសំណួរ9 
8. នតើអ្នក្បាននលរ ប្ោរ់ថ្ន ំាតិដែក្/ហវូលីតអាសីុតឆំនួនរ ុន្មម ន
ប្ោរ់ ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលមានព្នទន េះននេះ? 
                       ប្ោរ់ 
 
9. រឆចុរបនន នេះ នតើអ្នក្កំ្ពុងរំនៅកូ្ននោយទឹក្នោេះមារ យដែរ
ឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ រលំងនៅសំណួរទី12    
10. នតើកូ្នដែលអ្នក្កំ្ពុងរំនៅនោេះនន្មេះអាយុរ ុន្មម នដេ?                       ដេ 
11. រឆចុរបនន នេះ នតើអ្នក្រំនៅកូ្ននន្មេះនោយទឹក្នោេះមារ យដតមួយ
មុេគ្ត់ (ទឹក្នោេះមារ យដតមួយមុេគ្ត់ ោម នលាយទឹក្ ទឹក្ែូង 
បាយ ឬអាហារែព្ទនទៀត)ដែរឬនទ?                  
1= ចាសÆ សូមរលំងនៅសំណួរ13 
2= នទ  
 
12. នតើកូ្នររស់អ្នក្បានចារ់ននរើមទទួលអាហាររដនថមនៅអាយុ
រ ុន្មម ន (អាហារែំរូងដែលរដនថមពីនលើទឹក្នោេះមារ យ)?  
ដេ 
 
13. នតើទឹក្ប្តីទុក្ោក់្យ ងែូឆនមរឆ នៅក្នុងនទេះររស់អ្នក្? 1= នៅនលើន្នើ ក្នុងសីតុណហ ភាព្មមតា (ក្នុងមែរ់) 
 2= នៅនលើន្នើ ក្នុងសីតុណហ ភាព្មមតា (ប្តូវកំ្នៅព្ងៃ) 
 3= ក្នុងទូរទឹក្ក្ក្ ឬក្នុង្ុងដែលមានទឹក្ក្ក្ 
 4= ននសងៗ- រញ្ជា ក់្...................... 
14. ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលការសិក្ាននេះ នតើអ្នក្បានដឆក្រដំលក្ ឬលក់្ទឹក្
ប្តីដែលគ្នប្មាងបានដឆក្នអាយអ្នក្ដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ រលំងនៅសំណួរទី16   
 
15. ប្រសិននរើចាស នតើអ្នក្បានលក់្ឬដឆក្ទឹក្ប្តីនន្មេះនៅអ្នក្្? 1= ាឆ់ញាតិ/រងរអូនដែលរស់នៅនទេះ
ននសង 
2= អ្នក្ជិតខង ឬមិតរភក្រិ 
3= ននសងៗ៖......................... 
16. ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពល៦ដេក្នែងមក្ននេះ នតើា្មមតាប្គ្ួារររស់អ្នក្បាន
ររនិភាគ្ទឹក្ប្តីអ្ស់រ ុន្មម នែរ សប្មារ់រយៈនពលពីរសបារ ហ៍?                                .       ែរ 
17. ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពល៦ដេក្នែងមក្ននេះ នតើអ្នក្បានចាក្នឆញពីភូមិ
យូរាងពីរសបារ ហ៍ារ់ោន ដែរឬនទ? (ឧ. នៅន្វើការនៅនេតរ
ននសង នៅរស់នៅាមួយាឆ់ញាតិ។ល។) 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ រលំងនៅសំណួរទី19 
 
18. ប្រសិននរើចាស ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពល៦ដេក្នែងមក្ននេះ នតើអ្នក្រស់
នៅឆ្ៃ យពីនទេះរយៈសររុនពលរ ុន្មម នដេ ? 
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ដននក្ទី 2:  ការររនិភាគ្អាហារ 
19.េ្ុំសូមសួរអ្នក្អំ្ពីអាហារ និងនភសជាៈ ដែលអ្នក្បានររនិភាគ្ កាលពីមសលិមិញ  នៅនពលព្ងៃ ឬនពលយរ់។ 













a) បាយ និងរររអ្ងករសប្មិត ១. ចាស 























C) នពៅ  ការ  តុ ឬែំឡូងាវ ាឆ់ពណ៌
នលឿង ឬពណ៌ទឹក្ប្ក្ឆូ  
១. ចាស 









d) ែំឡូងាវ ាឆ់ពណ៌ស ែំឡូងមី ប្តាវ 
ាគូ្ ឬអាហារននសងៗន្វើពីនមើម 
១. ចាស 









e) រដនែសែឹក្ពណ៌ព្រតងចាស់ (ឧ. 
ប្តកួ្ន) 
១. ចាស 









f) ាវ យទំុ លហុងទំុ ឬដនែន ើពណ៌នលឿង
ទំុែព្ទនទៀត? 
១. ចាស 









g) រព្នែ ឬដនែន ើែព្ទនទៀត? ១. ចាស 









h) នងែើម ប្ក្នលៀន នរេះែូង ឬនប្គ្ឿងក្នុង
ែព្ទនទៀត? 
១. ចាស 
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i) ាឆ់សតវ ែូឆាាឆ់នោ ាឆ់ប្ជូក្ 
ាឆ់នឆៀម ាឆ់ពដព ាឆ់មាន់ ាឆ់
ទា? 
១. ចាស 









j) ស ុត? ១. ចាស 









k) ប្តីស្រសស់ ឬប្តីនងៀត េយង នចច  ការ ម 
មឹក្? 
១. ចាស 









l) អាហារន្វើពីសដណរ ក្ ឬសដណរ ក្
បារាងំឬសដណរ ក្ែី 
១. ចាស 









m) ទឹក្នោេះនោ ីស ឬអាហារន្វើពី
ទឹក្នោេះនោ? 
១. ចាស 









n) អាហារន្វើពីនប្រង ខែ ញ់ ឬរ ័រ? ១. ចាស 









o) ពស់ ក្ដងករ ក្ណរុ រ ឬសតវលអិត? ១. ចាស 









p) អាហារមានាតិដនអម (សករ) ែូឆា
សករប្ោរ់ សុក្កូ្ឡា នំ រដងអម? 
១. ចាស 










20. កាលពីមសិលមិញ នតើអ្នក្បានររនិភាគ្អាហារនពល ឬ
អាហារនប្ៅនពលរ ុន្មម នែង? 
អាហារនពល 
អាហារនប្ៅនពល 
21. នតើអ្នក្ដតងដតញំុា្មមតាែូឆននេះ ដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាសÆ សំណួរទី 23 
2= នទ  
22. ប្រសិននរើមិន្មមតា នតើេុសោន ែូឆនមរឆ?  
សូមគូ្សយក្ឆនមែើយដែលបាននឆ្ែើយទំាងអ្ស់ 
កូ្ែ 0=នទ          1=ចាស 
1.  ឺ                                                
2. មិនឃ្លែ ន 
3. ោម នអាហារប្គ្រ់ប្ោន់  
4. មានពិ្ី (ហូរនប្ឆើន ឬននសង)                                               
5. ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្ៈ ______________   
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23. អ្នក្្ាអ្នក្ទទួសេុសប្តូវឆមបងក្នុងការនរៀរឆំ
អាហារក្នុងប្គ្ួារររស់អ្នក្? 




5. កូ្នប្រុស                                      
6. កូ្នស្រសី 
7. ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្:________________ 
24. ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលមានព្នទន េះ នតើអ្នក្ហូរនប្ឆើនាង តិឆ
ាង ឬែូឆនពលមិនទាន់មានព្នទន េះ? ប្រសិននរើនឆ្ែើយ






តិឆ/នប្ឆើនាងរ ុន្មម នែង? 
a) អាហារនពល  
b) អាហារនប្ៅនពល 
26. ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលអ្នក្រំនៅនោេះកូ្ន នតើអ្នក្ហូរនប្ឆើនាង 







តិឆ/នប្ឆើនាងរ ុន្មម នែង? 
c) អាហារនពល  
d) អាហារនប្ៅនពល 
 
ដននក្ទី 3 ៖ទឹក្ប្តី 













២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 










២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 






4. ននសងៗរញ្ជា ក់្………… 
ទឹកត្រីបញ្ចូ លជីវជារិB1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រ់ជមងឺធ្បរធី្បរចំីធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ ីសំណួរការអធ្ងារបញ្ច ប់ 





២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
4= ចារ់ពី១០ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 






២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 





២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
4= ចារ់ពី១០ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
 1= អំ្ពិលទំុ 
2= ទំពិលេចី 
3=ននសងៗរញ្ជា ក់្………… 
ទឹក្នប្គ្ឿង ១. ចាស 
២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 






២. នទ Æ ជួររន្មទ រ់ 
1= 1-3ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
2= 4-6ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
3= 7-9ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
4= ចារ់ពី១០ែងក្នុងមួយសបារ ហ៏ 
  
29. កាលពីមសិលមិញ (ទំាងនពលយរ់ និងនពលព្ងៃ) នតើអ្នក្បានររនិភាគ្ទឹក្ប្តី.........ដែរឬនទ? 
ប្រនភទអាហារ បានររនិភាគ្កាលពី
មសលិមិញ 


















2. ទឹក្ប្តីលាយាមួយ  






































ទឹកត្រីបញ្ចូ លជីវជារិB1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រ់ជមងឺធ្បរធី្បរចំីធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ ីសំណួរការអធ្ងារបញ្ច ប់ 









 1= អំ្ពិលទំុ 
2= ទំពិលេចី 
3=ននសងៗរញ្ជា ក់្………… 
ទឹក្នប្គ្ឿង ១. ចាស 








ឥឡូវននេះ េ្ុំសូមសួរអ្នក្អំ្ពីការររនិភាគ្ទឹក្ប្តីនៅក្នុងប្គ្ាួរររស់អ្នក្ ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលការសិក្ា (៦ដេក្នែងមក្) 
30 a) ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលការសិក្ា (៦ដេក្នែងមក្)នតើការ
ររនិភាគ្ទឹក្ប្តីក្នុងប្គ្ួារអ្នក្ មានការផ្ទែ ស់ររូ េុសពី្មម
តាដែរឬនទ? (នប្រៀរន្ៀរមុននពលឆូលរួមគ្នប្មាង) 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 31 






30c) នហតុអ្វីបានាវាផ្ទែ ស់ររូ ? 1= បានទទួលទឹក្ប្តីនោយឥតគិ្តព្ងែ 
2= ទឹក្ប្តីមានរសាតិឆ្ៃ ញ់ 
3= ទឹក្ប្តីមិនឆ្ៃ ញ់ 
4= ននសងៗ រញ្ជា ក់្៖.................. 
31 ឥឡូវននេះ េ្ុំសូមសួរអ្នក្អំ្ពីគំ្និតររស់អ្នក្សរីពីទឹក្ប្តី ដែលអ្នក្បានររនិភាគ្ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលការសិក្ា (៦ដេ
ក្នែងមក្) 
31a) នតើអ្នក្ឆូលឆិតរ សាតិទឹក្ប្តីដែលអ្នក្បានររនិភាគ្ 
ក្នុងអំ្ឡុងនពលសិក្ាដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 31 c) 




31 c) ប្រសិននរើនទ នហតុអ្វី? 1= ព្ប្រនពក្ 
2= រសាតិេុសពីទឹក្ប្តីដែលេ្ុំធ្លែ រ់នប្រើ 3= រសាតិែូឆថ្ន ំ 
4= ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្.......... 
31 d) នតើពណ៌ររស់ទឹក្ប្តីអាឆទទួលយក្បានដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាសÆ សំណួរទី 31 f) 
2= នទ  
31 e) ប្រសិននរើនទ នហតុអ្វី? 1= ពណ៌ចាស់/ប្ក្ន  នពក្ 
2= ពណ៌ស្រាល/ថ្ែ នពក្ 
3= ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្.............. 
ទឹកត្រីបញ្ចូ លជីវជារិB1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រ់ជមងឺធ្បរធី្បរចំីធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ ីសំណួរការអធ្ងារបញ្ច ប់ 
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2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 31 i) 
31 g) ប្រសិននរើចាស នហតុអ្វី? 1=រសាតិឆ្ៃ ញ់ 
2= េ្ុំគិ្តថ្វាន្វើនអាយប្រនសើរនឡើងែល់សុេភាព
ប្គ្ួារររស់េ្ុំ 
3= ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្.............. 
31 h) នតើអ្នក្នឹងអាឆទិញតព្មែរ ុន្មម ន ឆំន េះទឹក្ប្តីែូឆ
បានដឆក្នអាយ ដែលមួយែរមានឆំណុេះ៧៥០មីលីលីប្ត
ដែរឬនទ? 
                              នរៀល 
 
ឆរ់សំណួរននេះ សួមរលំងនៅសំណួរ32 
31 i) ប្រសិននរើនទ នហតុអ្វី? 1= ព្ប្រនពក្ 
2= រសាតិេុសពីទឹក្ប្តីដែលេ្ុំធ្លែ រ់នប្រើ 
3= រសាតិែូឆថ្ន ំ 
4= ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្.......... 
32 ឥឡូវេ្ុំសូមសួរអ្នក្អំ្ពីរនរៀរដែលប្គ្ាួរអ្នក្ររនិភាគ្ទឹក្ប្តី 
32 a) នៅក្នុងប្គ្ួារររស់អ្នក្ នតើអ្នក្្ដែលររនិភាគ្
ទឹក្ប្តីនប្ឆើនាងនគ្រំនុត? 




5. ននសងៗ-រញ្ជា ក់្:________________ 
32 b) នហតុអ្វីបានាោត់ ររនិភាគ្ទឹក្ប្តីនប្ឆើនាងនគ្? 1. ោត់ឃ្លែ នាងនគ្រំនុត 
2. ោត់ឆូលឆិតរទឹក្ប្តីាងនគ្រំនុត 
3. ោត់ហូរនប្ឆើនាងនគ្ នៅនពលអាហារមរងៗ 
4. ននសងៗ...................... 
32 c) នៅនពលដែលទឹក្ប្តីបានោក់្ក្នុងមហូរ នតើសមាជិក្
ប្គ្ួារទំាងអ្ស់ហូរររមិាណែូឆោន ដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាសÆ សំណួរទី 32e) 
2= នទ  
3= ទឹក្ប្តីមិននប្រើក្នុងការឆមអិនÆ សំណួរទី 32e) 
32 d) ប្រសិននរើមិនែូឆ នហតុអ្វី? 1. អ្នក្ន្វើការនប្ឆើនហូរនប្ឆើន 
2. ររីហូរនប្ឆើន 
3. អ្នក្ដែលឆូលឆិតរ (សមែ/ឆ្/េ...)ហូរនប្ឆើនាងនគ្ 
4. ននសងៗ...................... 
32e) នៅនពលអ្នក្ទិញទឹក្ប្តីនៅនារ នតើា្មមតាអ្នក្ឆំ្យ
រ ុន្មម នសប្មារ់ទឹក្ប្តីដែលមានឆំណុេះ750មីលីលីប្ត? 
                              នរៀល 
 
៨៨= ប្រសិននរើមិនដែលទិញទឹក្ប្តី 
ទឹកត្រីបញ្ចូ លជីវជារិB1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រ់ជមងឺធ្បរធី្បរចំីធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ ីសំណួរការអធ្ងារបញ្ច ប់ 
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33 ឥឡូវេ្ុំសូមសួរពីការគិ្តររស់អ្នក្សរីពីនលិតនលរញ្ចូ លជីវាតិ។ នលិតនលរញ្ចូ លជីវាតិគឺ្ាអាហារដែលបាន
រដនថមជីវាតិ និងដរ   នែើមបីន្វើនអាយប្រនសើរនឡើងែល់សុេភាព និងការ រជមៃឺ។ ឧទាហរណ៏អាហារដែលមានរញ្ចូ ល
ជីវាតិ គឺ្អំ្រិលរញ្ចូ លាតិអីុ្យ ូត ដែលសប្មារ់ការ រជំងឺពក្ក្។ 
33a)នតើអ្នក្ធ្លែ រ់ឮអំ្ពីទឹក្ប្តីមានរញ្ចូ លាតិដែក្ដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 33f) 
33 b) ប្រសិននរើធ្លែ រ់ នតើឮពីក្ដនែង្? 1. នារ ឬអ្នក្លក់្ 
2. អ្នក្ន្វើការងារសុេភាព(អ្នក្សមប្គ័្ឆិតរសុេភាពភូមិ 
 ឆ្មរ នវជារណឌិ ត គិ្លានុរោា នយិកា។ល។) 
3. ឮពីអ្នក្ដែលអាឆនជឿាក់្បាន ែូឆា ប្រធ្លនភូមិ 
4. ពីមិតរភក្រិ ឬសមាជិក្ប្គ្ួារ 
5.ននសងៗ……………………………………………….. 
33 c) នតើអ្នក្ធ្លែ រ់ទិញទឹក្ប្តីរញ្ចូ លាតិដែក្ដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 33e) 
33 d) ប្រសិននរើធ្លែ រ់ នហតុអ្វី? ពនយល់ រឆួនៅកាន់សំណួរ 33 f) 1. វានឹងន្វើនអាយប្រនសើរនឡើងែល់សុេភាព 
2. មានដតទឹក្ប្តីននេះ 
3. អ្នក្ដែលអាឆនជឿាក់្បាន (ប្គ្ួារ នមភូមិ រុគ្ាលិក្
សុេភាព)បានដណនំ្មនអាយនប្រើ 
4. អ្នក្ឆូលឆិតរ សាតិវា 
5. ននសងៗ........................................................ 
33 e) ប្រសិននរើមិនទិញ នហតុអ្វី?  1=ព្ងែ 
2= ោម នលក់្ 
3= អ្នក្មិនឆូលឆិតរ សាតិ 
4= អ្នក្មិនឆូលឆិតរពណ៌ 
5= ននសងៗ....................... 
33 f) ប្រសិននរើទឹក្ប្តីមានរញ្ចូ លទំាងាតិដែក្ និងជីវាតិ
ដែលអាឆន្វើនអាយប្រនសើរនឡើងែល់សុេភាពអ្នក្ (ជីវាតិ B1) 
មានលក់្ នតើអ្នក្នឹងទិញវាដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 33 h) 
33 g) ប្រសិននរើចាស នហតុអ្វី? ពនយល់ រឆួរលំងនៅសំណួរ33 i) 1. វានឹងន្វើនអាយប្រនសើរនឡើងែល់សុេភាព 
2. អ្នក្ដែលអាឆនជឿាក់្បាន (ប្គ្ួារ នមភូមិ រុគ្ាលិក្
សុេភាព)និងអាឆដណនំ្មនអាយនប្រើ 




33 h) ) ប្រសិននរើមិនទិញ នហតុអ្វី? ពនយល់ រលំងនៅសំណួរ34 1= វាទំនងានឹងព្ងែ 
2= ោត់ឆូលឆិតរន្វើទឹក្ប្តីនោយេែួនឯង 
3= ោត់ប្តូវដតន្វើទឹក្ប្តីនោយេែួនឯង ពីនប្ េះោត់ោម ន
លុយទិញទឹក្ប្តី 
4= ននសងៗ៖..................................... 
ទឹកត្រីបញ្ចូ លជីវជារិB1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រ់ជមងឺធ្បរធី្បរចំីធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ ីសំណួរការអធ្ងារបញ្ច ប់ 
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33 i) នតើអ្នក្នឹងឆំ្យលុយនលើសរ ុន្មម ននែើមបីទិញនលិត 
នលននេះ (នរើនប្រៀរន្ៀរនៅនឹងទឹក្ប្តីដែលអ្នក្ដតងដតទិញ)? _____________________នរៀល 
ដននក្ទី4៖ ឆំនណេះែឹងសរីពីក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ជមៃឺនររនីររ ីនិងការឆិញ្ច ឹមទារក្និងកុ្មារតូឆ 
34. នតើអ្នក្ធ្លែ រ់ឮអំ្ពីជីវាតិB1 ឬហាមីន ដែរឬនទ? 1= ចាស 
2= នទ  
35. នតើអ្នក្ធ្លែ រ់ឮអំ្ពីរញ្ជហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ឬជមៃឺនររនីររ ីដែរ
ឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 41 
36. នតើអ្នក្ែឹងអំ្ពី អាការៈនរាគ្ព្នរញ្ជហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1ឬជ
មៃឺនររនីររ ី ឆំន េះទារក្អាយុតិឆាង៦ដេដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 41 
37. នតើអាការៈនរាគ្ព្នរញ្ជហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1 ឬជមៃឺនររនីររ ី
ឆំន េះទារក្អាយុតិឆាង៦ដេមានអ្វីេែេះ? 
a. ែនងហើមញារ់ 





g. យំោម នសនមែង 
h. មិនឃ្លែ ន 
i. ននសងៗ..................... 
38. នតើអ្នក្ការ រ/ពាបាលរញ្ជហ ក្ងវេះជីវាតិB1ឬជ
មៃឺនររនីររ ីឆំន េះទារក្អាយុតិឆាង៦ដេ នោយ
រនរៀរ្? 
a. មារ យគួ្រដតររនិភាគ្អាហារសំរូរជីវាតិB1 
b. មារ យគួ្រដតររនិភាគ្អាហារដែលមានរញ្ចូ លជីវាតិ
B1ែូឆាទឹក្ប្តី 




f. ទារក្គួ្រដតនលររដនថមប្ោរ់ថ្ន ំជីវាតិB1 
g. ននសងៗ..................................... 
39. នតើអ្នក្អាឆប្បារ់ន ម្ េះអាហារដែលសំរូរ ជីវាតិ
B1បានដែរឬនទ? 
1= ចាស 
2= នទ Æ សំណួរទី 41 




b. ពពួក្សដណរ ក្ ែូឆាសដណរ ក្បាយ និងសដណរ ក្បារាងំ 
c. ាឆ់ប្ជូក្ 
d. នប្គ្ឿងក្នុងសតវ 
e. សដណរ ក្នសៀង នៅហ ូ និងនលិតនលន្វើពីសដណរ ក្នសៀង 
f. ននសងៗ....................... 
41. នតើទារក្គួ្រនៅដតទឹក្នោេះមារ យមួយដតមុេគ្ត់រហូតែល់
អាយុរ ុន្មម ន (រំនៅដតទឹក្នោេះមារ យដតមួយមុេគ្ត់ ោម ន




42. នតើកុ្មារគួ្រដតទទួលអាហាររដនថមនប្ៅពីទឹក្នោេះមារ យ នៅអាយុ
រ ុន្មម ន? (អាហារដែលនរល់ឱ្យកុ្មារ រដនថមនៅនលើទឹក្នោេះ) 
ដេ 
88=មិនែឹង 
43. នតើកុ្មារគួ្រដតរនរ ំនៅនោយទឹក្នោេះមារ យ ាមួយនឹង
ការនរល់អាហារននសងៗនទៀតែល់អាយុរ ុន្មម ន? 
ដេ 
88=មិនែឹង 
ទឹកត្រីបញ្ចូ លជីវជារិB1 ជាមធ្យោបាយកនុងការទប់ស្កា រ់ជមងឺធ្បរធី្បរចំីធ្ ោះទារក ធ្ៅតាមជនបទត្បធ្ទសកមពុជា_បញ្ជ ីសំណួរការអធ្ងារបញ្ច ប់ 
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44. នតើអ្វីេែេះាអាហារែំរូង ដែលកុ្មារគួ្រដត
ររនិភាគ្ នប្ៅពីទឹក្នោេះមាា យ? 





f. បាយ តាមួយអំ្រិល/ាឆ់/ទឹក្ប្តី/សមែ/ននសងៗ 
g. រដនែ ឬព្នែន ើពណ៌នលឿង 
h. ស ុត 
e. ននសងៗ..................................... 
45. នតើកុ្មារគួ្រដតចារ់ននរើមររនិភាគ្អាហារប្គ្ួារនៅអាយុ
រ ុន្មម ន? 
ដេ 
88=មិនែឹង 
